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|>vTJM)l)r< TIO-N.

I»roviouft to the War the problem of the control of Byphilis and

irauoirh<Pa had received little attention in Canada. No part of

Canada had any legislation bearing on this subject. ConditionB m
the armv focussod public attention upon the question, and there was

.onio di'scussion in the press as to whether or not the soldiers sent

,.ver8ea.H were being sufficiently protected against the venereal evil.

Jt *)<>u became apparent that the measurf-^ of control adopted in the

army were of greater value than those in effect among the civi

population. Enlistments showed thpt there was more venereal

disease in the civil population than in the army, la Septcml)er,

1916, ou^ -vf nearly 42,000 Canadian troops in Great liritain there

were'960 . aereal disease case". During the month of September

1918. of 110,000 Canadians i.i Great Britain there were but 750

cases, a reduction in the admissions during this interval of 669^. fhe

evidence of effective measures used in the army, the report of the

Sydenham Royal Commission in England, and the efforts of an

Honorary Advisory Committee in Military District No. 2 and of

the Toronto Academy of Medicine influenced the Ontario Govern-

ment to appoint a Royal Commission of Investigation in 1917. The

result of the report of this Commission was that in the 8«.-ion of

1918 the Government passed the Venereal Diseases Prevenaon Act,

the oarliest legislation of the kind in C aada. In the summer of

1917 the Committee referred to, associated with the Provincial

Board of Health of Ontario, had taken up ./ith the Dominion

Government the question of issuing a license to the Board to produce

an arsphenamine product under the War Measures Act, in order to

reduce to reasonable proportions, the cost of this remedy. Ihe

medical profession of Canada is aware of the successful efforts ot the

Board in p-oviding supplies of diphtheria antitoxin and other

biological products used in the prevention and treatment of certain

of the other communicable diseases and of the very low prices at

which these are secured. It was hoped that a somewhat similar

result might be attained in reference to the remedy used in syphilis.

After a prolonged effort this license has been promised the Board and

«tep« are being taken to produce an arsphenamine product at r^son-

able cost. With the assistance of the public health officers of the

other provinces of Canada and of social workers interested m the

question of venereal disease, pressure was brought by e Board ;e

bear on the Dominion Government to give finan..al aid to tne



Provinces in the care of venereal cases, and at the recout itesbion of

Parliament the sum of $200,000 was voted for this purpose. This

.aoney is to be distributed to the Provinces in proportion to popu-

lation on condition that an equal amount is voted by the several

Provinces. Ontario has agreed to provide the requisite funds, and

these added to our proportion of the Dominion grant will afford a

considerablo sum with which to establish clinics for the care of

venereal cases. Steps have already been taken by the Board to

inaugurate this work. In addition, a strong National Council, siutilar

to the one established in England, has been formed for the i>nrpos€

of carrying on educational and otht-r useful propaganda.

Tho Board is of the opinion that in the curtailment of the

venereal evil a strong educational campaign is necessary, and in this

connection the booklet here presented to the n^edical profe.<!8ion of

Ontario seems a valuable one. This volume was written by Dr. John
H. Stokes, Dermatologist and Syphil(^rapher to the Mayo Clinic

of Rochester, Minnesota, at the request of tie Council of National

Defence of the United States, during the late war. It has been

published by the United States Publ'V Health Service, and by theni

and the State Boards of Health of the various Sts x has been

distrihuted to physicians and to public spirited liyme;.. Dr. Stokes

has consented to allow the publication of the volume in a limited

edition by the Provincial Board of Health of Ontario. It will be

distributed by the Board to tie members of tho medical profession

in Ontario. I desire to express the Board's cordial appreciation o^

Dr. Stokes' contribution to our educational campaign.

.Toiix W. S. M<('ri.i.oi:(.ii.

Chief Officpr of Ihvlth.

Toronto, Oct. 1st. 19r
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

Tn the past fifty years the socialization of medicine nas

parall&led the centralization of conuneree and the organization of

labour. It is no longer possible for the individual physician to main-

tain the isolation and the arbitrary powers and responsibilities which

were his in primitive times. The advance of both the art and the

science of medicine has compelled the development of part'aei-ships

and group practice, in which the knowledge of one man supplements

the lacks of another, to the advantage of the sick for whom and upon

whom they work. As this idea of co-operative effort develops within

medicine itself, a new form of relationship in the maintenance of

human welfare appears upon the horizon. A partnership between

intelligent and well informed public opinion and the jihysician a»

leader is the logical ultimate expression of the trend of the times.

Medicine is beset with problems whose solution is impossible except

by the widest co-operation ai.d the broadest understanding imagin-

able. The physician as a leader actirg alone is helpless. It was said

of the Roman legion that its tremenuous effectiveness as against the

phalanx was due to the fact that every man in it was an aecomplieh»>d

warrior who could, if alone, give admirable account of himself. To
make e\erv intelligent man, vroman and child a legionary in the

organization of the public he.'ilth, some of the knowledge so long

sedulously kept as the property of the profession of medicine must Ito

imparted to the rank and file.

One by one the greatest scourges of the race are succumbing to

this new strategic ni'^'^hod. Malaria and yellow fever are giving way
not alone before the advance of medical knowledge, but r.lso before

, the |)opularizing of that knowlclge which makes evcry-day peojtlc

intelligent co-operators in t'ue campaign. Tuberculosis mortality is

falling, not alone because of new conceptions in its treatment, but

because of the tremendous force of public knowledge and sentiment.

In time the same fate will await cancer, syi)Iiilis and gonorrlwea.

Syphilis and gonorrhoea perhaps more than any other of the

great plagues which scourge humanity, need the new strategic

method. Medically we are arm i to the teeth against them. All tic

paraphernalia of battle is at hand. Against these two diseases wp

can move with irresistible force on the dawn of the day of human
enlightenment. That dawn is very near. Once we can open the oxe'^

of the overy-day man and woman to see the enemy as he is, his courJ>p

is run.

11
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There is no device known to a cruel, unscrupulous and im-

placable opponent which has not been used against us by the twin

scourges. They have crept into our houses and murdered the inno-

cent and the helpless. They have appeared to many a sincere well-

wisher of mankind not in their true semblance of bnital, wanton

and savage mutilators and destroyers, but in the disguise of well-

wishers, guardians of the moral life, painful but just chasteners of

iniquity. Many a sincere but uninformed or unthinking man or

woman has shuddered to think that these things must be, and yet

feared to protest against them, refused even to know about them

lest with one horror removed or explained away, they should confront

a worse one. We have lived the nightmare of one who dreams that

his awakening will be his death, and dares not open his eyes.

Syphilis and gonorrhoea are not what public misconception makes

them. Quietly and dispassionately examined, they can be easily seen

to bo no more disreputable than other disease enemies of the race.

They have likewise no supernal power or commission. They are no

more repellent to the senses than many anoth«'r ailment. There is

nothing in their origin which gives us cause to refase to know about

them. In fact, an understanding of them is the more obligatory upon

ua because they undermine and attack the citadel of life itself. The

clothing of mysterious words and allusions, of shame-fast silence, of

false disgrace, of painted horror that vsurrounds them is their cloak

ot darkness which protects them from the vengeance we would vidit

on intimate and secret enemies. Like murderers who mingle with

the crowd upon the very scene of their crime, syphilis and gonorrhoea

stand so near to us that although they have attacked our very germ

plasm and our physical immortality, we have not known them for

what they are.

The' movement for a new conception of these two diseases, which
,

will make the common man a l^ionary, and will enlist against

svphilis and gonorrhoea all the force of, an enlightened public senti-

ment, begins with a choice of words. The armour of the third and

fourth groat plagues is words. For generations syphilis and

i-v^norrhoea have been called veno I, until the mere use of the tenn

t^hrows a cloak of odium over a ..> subject to which it is attached.

People are afraid of it, afraid of being shocked, afraid of being

l>e8mirched, of having tlie loathsome thrust upon them. And all

this repulsive connotation, wholly uncalled for as it is, plays into

the hand of syphilis and gonorrhoea. Labels that attract lead us to

sorutinize the object. Labels that repel, turn away our gaze and

f.-ter ieiioranoe. Much of our public attitude toward syphilid ami
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gonorrhoea, our false modesty and mistaken ?harae. orr ultra-sexual

point of view, is tho product uf false 'abelling. To look at syphilis

and gonorrhoea with the verbai veil withdrawn is not to turn to stone

before the ^fcilusa gaze, but to be in-^pired to dash at tlit- monster and

demolish it. To withdraw tho veil and pennit people to face the

facts, is the first function of a public health movoniout aisrainst tho

*' diseases of vice."

A dispassionate and calm analysis; good Anglo-Saxon words:

the simple dignity of tnith-telHng : iteration and reiteration, will

yet awaken a sleeping public thought to the onoiny within our gates.
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PART I.

THE NATIIRK OK TF^ GENITAL INFECTIONS.





CHAPTER I.

The Sot'KCK of the Oemtai. Isfections.

The Genital Infectiom Defined.—There are luoru thau merely

jmycholopcal grounds for avoiding the tendency to group the four

sfHialled " venereal diseases." syphilis, gonorrhcea, chancroid and

gangrenous balanitis, together iinder a single head. The history

of these four infection* is rich in examples of the retarding effect on

knowledge, of a premature inclusion in one conception of several

different ailments merely because of the accident of th«r beginning

on the same part of the body. To be sure, ayphilia, chancroid and

gangrenous balanitis begin as sores. Yet the latter two of the sores

have ahead of them when they appear, only a brief and usually a

trivial history. Prompt and complete recovery, without any more

than local damage to tue genitals, is the rule. The first soro of

syphilis, on tbe other hand, has, from the moment of its apitenranof.

a significance whic? reaches potentially into everv tissue of the

patient's body and into every ho'.'.r of his succeeding days and years.

It reaches beyond him into the lives of his intimates and his friends,

into his career and all that it may touch, and through the children

that may or may not be his, it lays hands upon the future of the race.

Gonorrhoea, instead of lieginning as a sore, begins as a discharge of

pus from the canal through which the urine flows, or in women often

as an inflammation of some deeper portion of the genital tract. In

the large majority of cases its field of action is local, the damage

thar it (1<ks tlie race heinj: iiiflirtetl mainly through it-^ }>o\vtr U> iu-

jure and incapacitate the structures that create and br'-i.T '
' '"^n

into the world. Syphilis in the overwhelming proportioi .#«•

carries consequences for the individual that have a quality seem-

ing remoteness, a potential gravity and an element of surprise which

make it stand alone among all human ailments. Between the tiny

genital sore and the doddering victim of syphilitic insanity there i*

a vast gulf of alarms and tragic possibilities. Gonorrhoea is more

of an inch-by-inch disease, less versatile and less dramatic than

syphilis, and in proportion to its wider distribution, perhaps lean

inexorable and implaoaWc. Tt is none the less a teiiaoi<-.u>. stubborn

and mean-spirited foe,

Tt will Ih' worth whih- to bear in mind that for the l>r<.a.k-r out-

look, the genital diseases are roallv only two in uninW'r—syphili>

u.r.
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kid gonorrhcea. Chancroid and gangrenous balanitis arc incidfuU

in the diagnosis of syphilis. GonorrhoDa is a wholly different prolt-

lem from every point of view. There is no longer any need to speak

of the venereal diseases. If we must ehooiM) two words, let it be the

two rhat have the ring of frankness and the grace of simplicity and

directness—syphilis, gonorrhoea.

tietii'fUl Principlen of Transmission of Genital Infections.— < 'cp-

tain ftiudauiental facts apply no less to syphilid, gonorrhoea, and

'l<eir satellite^, chancioid and gangrenous balanitis, than to ^noh

diseases &% diphtheria, tuber'.-ulosis and pneumonia. All of them are

infections, f ich produced \. it« own si)ecific germ. They are trans-

mitted by the phy.-jjcal contact of the well person with some inter-

mediate object, or with some part of the body of the sick one, on

which are present the germs causing the disease in question. If

there are germs of syphilis in the nioutli, coutact with the niunth or

with objects containing secretions from the mouth will jtive the

disease to a healthy person. The transmission of disease by inter-

mediate objects is dependent upon the length of time and the con-

ditions imder which the germ in question can live outside of the

body. Unless the germ is carried in droplets of saliva, as sometimes

happens in certain diseases, there is no vague blowing about of the

poisonous agent in mysterious ways from place to place. The contact

is physical, the infection by actual transfer of germs.

Individual Resistance, Peculiarities of the Germs.—A third

factor enters into the transmission of infections, in addition to the

infected body, and the intermediate article carrying the genus.

This is the so-called resistance of the well person—his ability to fight

off germs that try to gain a foothold on him. While this is a larjie

factor in protecting well people from certain diseases, it ))lays a

little understood but probably very minor ..jIc in protectiufr healthy

persons from syphilis, gonorrhoea, and chancroid. To these diseases

practically everybody seems to be susceptible—at least everyl»<ir]y

can acquire them, although in some the infection may r.m a milder

course than in others. The great factor which, in the last analysis,

protects humanity from the practically universal spread of sy])liilis

and gonorrhoea is not the virtue and chastity of some as distinarui^lied

from the viciousness of others, although, to be sure, foolhiinly

exposure increases the ri«k of acquiriiie these as much as any other

infectious—it is essentially the biological characteristics of the

jrerms themselves that save us. Syphilis and gonorrhoea are genital

diseases, but not because some far-seeing power set them as watch-

dogs at the gate of righteousness. They are transmitted by sexual
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intercourse and by intimate conUcts between penon and jierson (not

necewarily man and woman) because, like the homely potato, the

germs of these diseases need a certain soil on which to grow. Theae

germs are vegetables, »o to speak, and if the conditions can be made

unfavourable for thorn at the ^i»ot on which they arc planted, no

Kiuonnt of vice and immorality connected witli the planting can per-

suade them to grow. Correspondingly, innocence, virtue and ignoi^

ance have no power to retard their growth upon the parts of the

body where they find conditions favourable. The absence of air in

the genital tract of a saint is as favourable to the growth of the gei^n

of syphilis as in that of a sinner. It makes not an iota of difference

whether the cause is just or unjust, the victim innocent or be-

smirched. Xo one would go so far as to say that collateral habits

of drunkenness, uncleanliness and bad living such as are prevalent

among the vicious, do not favour infection with these as with all

other contagious diseases. But there is no connection so direct as

to justify the title of venereal as applied to any disease to mark it

as a punishment for sin.

Iniim<tie Coniad and }foisture Necessary.—F— the transmis-

sion of syphilis and gonorrhopa in general, intimate contacts betwe<'n

moist surfaces are essential. Intimate contact between the mule and

female genitalia, however, is in no wise essential. A syphilitic

chancre on the cheek from an infected razor cut, or gonorrhoea in

infants from contact with an infected diaper is just as much syphilis

or gonorrhopa as the sexually transmitted type that so completely

occupies the horizon of jwpular misconception. Dry materials do

not transmit these disease?, nor does infection with them tend to

follow invariably upon casual contacts. The germ of gonorrhoea will

not grow as a rule upon the skin, while that of chancroid will, and

that of syphilis may if the conditions are otherwise favourable. Door

knobs, the walls of rooms, linen and blankets that have l)een washed,

for example, do not harbour them. W\\d antiseptics usually destroy

them. Yet there is about them, and about the germ of syphilis

especially, an uncanny versatility. Only too often, where every i)re-

cautioii has betn taken they manage to get a foothold through some

trivial slip, and where they are least expected, they appear. In fact,

it is too often those ignorant of facts and risks alike who are

betrayed in the sacred intimacies of life, instead of in its unworthy

moments. The human genital infections are parts of a biological

problem, not a moral issue. Dourine, a disease of the horse which,

while caused by ai her germ than syphilis, has a remarkable

resemblance to it -.3 manifestations and its sexual tnnsmission,
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can hardly be conceived of by any reasonable i»er8on as a special

device for guarding that animal's moral life. Yaws, the twin brother

of svphilii in man, a tropical disease .so like it in evorv respect, even

to the germ causing it, that it might almost Iw called syphilis, has

not developed the unsavoury reputation of a " venereal " disease.

Larger considerations such as these soon disabuse even the prejudiced

of the idea that there is moral value in the genital infections

and that they are needed to safeguard us from license. They are

dangerous contagious diseases. Their value to mankind as a source

of inspiration and uplift is nil. Their cost in undeserved wretched-

ness, in innocence put to torture, in physical and spiritual dcgiathi-

tion. is immeasurable. An enlightened conception of duty to the

public health demands that we blot them out.



CHAPTER ir.

The (lENlTAI, JSOKK.

Chaucruid, and gangrenous balanitis, aro lucro ai)|H'n.lages of the

problem of syphilis, and derive practically all of their siguificanco

from the fact that being rioi-es on the genitals, they may conceal

beneath a seemingly harmless exterior, a much graver infection.

Syphilis begins with a pimple, ulcer or sore at the point where the

^'erms enter the Iwdy. While it has long been recognized that mixed

infections with chancroid and syphilis t'ould occur, it was not until

rh(* discovery in 1005 <»f the germ c.ausiug syphilis that a reliable

and widely applicable method of distinguishing a svphilitic from a

chancroidal sore by the microscope was developed. This will Ik-

more fully discussed in conne<'tion with syphilis.

Antiquated Distinctions tjeliccen Syphilitic and Chancroidal

Sores.—Physicians of the older school, and unfortunately too many

younger men, have been taught an elabfirato lore or diagnostic

system for distinguishing chancroid from chancre (syphilis) on the

score of the appearance of the ulcer alone. Hy this method, of

<-onrsc, typical text-book picture chancres may l)o recognizable, but

in general it may be said that the first sore of syphilis is quite as

often unlike the pictures in books, as it is like them. The effort to

distinguish the two by their appearance has in general done vastly

more harm than good, since innumerable syphilitic sores have been

mislabelled chancroids by victims who have picked up a little half-

knowledge on the matter, and by physicians not familiar with the

very largo margin of error in such judgments. It may be absolutely

impossible to distinjiiiish the sore marking tlie l)eginning of syphilis

from any one of the half-dozen other types of sores which may ap]>ear

upon the genitals. '' Hair pimples," " warts," " chafes," the bites of

the itch mite, the blisters of a " coW sore," the plainest and most

undoubted chan(n*oid that ever was, may each and every c.ne bt> the

first sore of syphilis. When a sore of any description appears upon

the genitals of a person who has had s«-xual intercourse or intimate

contact with another, the fii-st problem of the physician is to prove

that that sore is not syphilitic.

Modem Methods for Rccogniaiiuj Early Syphilis.—There an?

only two ways of proving that a sore is not the banning of 8jT)hilis,

""h-^ first of these is failure to find the gmnn of syphilis after i-epeate<l

V'!
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careful exanynations with the microscope. The second is repeatedly

to test the blood of the patient for evidence of syphilis through a

period of not less than three months from the time the sore first

appeared. The second of these procedures is never to be made a sub-

stitute for the first, since a sore can be proved to be a chancre, the

beginning of syphilis by microscopic examination, long before it can

be proved to be such by the blood test Neither is it permissible to

substitute mere waiting for a " breaking out " or eruption to develop,

since the blood test usually becomes positive first, and the eruption

may be so trifling as to be overlooked or misunderstood. In the

modem treatment of syphilis, hours count, and to lose them by wait

ing for a blood test to show the disease because one is too ignorant,

indifferent or inexperienced to find the germ itself in the secretions

from the sore, is fast becoming criminal negligence.

Early Examination and No Previous Treatment.—In order to

make it possible to prove the nature of a sore by microscopical exam-

ination, and the finding of the germ, two things are absolutely

essential in addition to the necessary equipment and knowledge on

the part of the doctor. The first is that the sore shall have had no

treatment of any I'ind. whether applied to the sore, or given to the

patient internally. The second element is time. The sore must be

seen early. The germs of syphilis are fragile and yet tremendously

tenacious. A little dusting powder of almost any kind, a wash even

of boric acid, may kill or drive them from the surface of the sore.

But in the deeper tissues, where they are much harder to reach and

fllay not be found at all, they may continue to thrive. The sore may

even heal over above them, and the patient yet develops syphilis. If

the sore has not been treated, all that is necessarv to obtain them is

to clean off the surface with gauze or scrape it very lightly, and the

serum that comes out will swarm with them. It is safe to say that

every year tens of thousands of men unknowingly throw away a one

hundred per cent, possibility of being cured of syphilis by listening to

some friend who advises them to " dry it up with calomel powder."

or by accepting the ever ready advice of Joe the drug clerk at the

Fixall Store, only to find a few weeks or a few years later that the

disease has them by the throat. Too often the doctor himself is the

man who " burnt it off " and let it go at that, or allowed the patient

to believe that healing means " chancroid " and not syphilis. Em-

phasis, too, must be laid upon the word repeated, wherever it occurs.

Repeated microscopic examinations, three or four—repeated blood

tests, 90 as to catch the first signs of the disease in the blood, are

part of the modern requirements. Their espoii-o is triflinir com-
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I»ared with the expense of the additional months and vears of treat-

ment and the increased risks that delay in recognition of a syphilitic

infection entails.

The Microscopic Exaiination is Essential.—Let it be said again,

that there is no way of describing or picturing chancroid and gan-

gi-enous balanitis which can exclude the possibility of their being

the beginning of syphilis. Whether the sore is hard or soft, single

or many, painful or painless, piuhead or silver dollar size, the day

is passed when physician or layman can look at it, piuch it, feel the

kernels or glands in the groin and dramatically say the fateful word

that brings joy or lamentation, " chancroid " or *" syphilis." Xo

patient should be content with such an examination, or with the

innumerable names such as " chafe," " cold sore,'' or the laugh and

" pooh-pooh " which may be offered him by friend or drjctor as a

reassurance. Experts may occasionally be able to judge cases on their

merits and decide without examination that a group of blisters on

the genitals of a man or woman who has not had t-exual contact i?

not syphilis. But in general the less leeway the better and the nion

unvaryingly the patient demands and the physician carries <nit the

proper microscopical examination of genital sores, followed by the

repeated testings of the blood if the germs are not found, the more

syphilis will be recognized in time for cure and the fewer men will

have the experience so distressingly common in these days, of finding

that a mere label like " chancroid," glossed over the syphilis that

wrecked them when they reached their prime. The public has a

duty in demanding service of this type from the medical profession,

quite as much as the profession has a duty in furnishing- it. and the

pressure of a public conception of what the doctor ought to do in

such a case will hasten the day when the doctor will be ready and

able to do it.

Reassurance for the Timid.—Positive statements like the fore-

going, true though they may be, have a trick of upsetting the nervous

and timid, usually those for whom the admonitions are least intended.

For the benfit of .' :h, let it be said that the presumption of syphilitic

infection is proportional in some degree to the amount of exposure,

and that men and women who are continent are not at all likely to

develop genital sores or gonorrhoea from the many harmless outside

contacts with toilets, door knobs, bathtubs and people, which nervous

persons are inclined to fear.

The True Chancroid.—A true chancroid, or a gangrenous bal-

anitis, in —ite of the relative insignificance into which it subsides,

once the question of a syphilitic element is eliminated, can none the
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less be au exciting and liigLly disagreeable atfair. Little sympathy

need be wasted on the average chancroid, or on any gangrenous balan-

itis, since they are both distinctly venereal in the overwheiminj:

majority of cases* and filthily so at that. While the avcage chan-

croid runs the course of an infected ulcer, which under proper treat-

ment l)eoomes clean and heals with only a small amount of scarring,

fiuall diancroids espei'ially have a habit of sending infection up into

the kornel^i of the groin, w]ii<'h swell, become intensely painful an

usually have to bo lanced—a '* bubo," as this coui plication is callcu.

Larger chancroids leave ineradicable labels in the form of loss of

tissue and scarring as reminders. The common chancroid often, and

gangrenous balanitis almost always, show a tendency to sproatl. A

little unwise interference, and often no apparent cau^e, is sufBcient

t.i make rliem violcu. Such a "' phagedenic " or dfvouriug chanrroid

iiutv in :i few lioiuv, leave the testicles banging by shreds, the ri-main-

rler of the genitalia nothing but ragge<l bloody stul)s, and not content

wirb rliis. will march up on to the abdoineii, niching everything

iK-forc it. Gangrenous balanitis ])r<><luces (Hpially horrible mutila-

tions. The fbancroid certainly lacks nothing in jdiysical character-

istics when once aroused to make it a means of em])loying fear for

td'iUMtioiial purposes Tts treatment in serious cases, too, causes

jdiy«ical agony that comes as near the Gorman con<'eption of fright-

fulness as any single ex])erience vouchsafed a human being in ))eace-

ful life. Even in tlie serious, mutilating cbancroiils. in wbicb, when

rhc ]iaticnt is first s(M?n, conditions are >ucb that no microsco])ical

examination for the germs can be made with any liojie of success,

the ever ])resent possibility <'f an underlying syphilis must not be

..verlixked. and tiio patient cannot he regarded as well until blood

tests taken as late as four months after the infection have shown he

<loes not have syphilis.

' Tlur.' sH'ms to be a tjpo of j;annii'iiouH ukcT of the i^enitals which is non-

vctii'ii:,!, nil." thoro nip foims of genital ulceration in women (ulcus aeutum

vulv.T) whio^ linvp no connection with fhanoroidal infection and yet closely

resemble it.
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CHAPTER I.

History, Cavsb and Prevalence.

Goncyrrhcea a Localized Resistant Infection.—V^^e pass now

from the prelude of the local phase of genital infections to the con-

sideration of two of the greatest modern problems in disease. Of the

two, gonorrhoea presents the more depressing picture. Its enormous

prevalence and the terrible and tragic costs which it entails upon

uncomprehending mankind, give it a leading place among the scourges

of the race. Jts bulldog obstinacy, and slo\vness of response to treat-

ment, its ability to baffle every resource brought against it, and its

trickery, seem to give it all the attributes of an evil personality.

Curable to be sure, and usually cured under prolonged skillful direc-

tion, we are not wholly able to lay our hands on the factors that

make success in its treatment. " Nature " seems to bear too large a

hand, and medical skill to have too little power to give work with

the disease the fascination tbere is in treating syphilis. There is

little of the dramatic about its treatment. Dogged persistence on

the part of the dwtor and a liberal share of knowledge as to what

not to do as well as what to do, with a coK)peration from the patient

which is rarely forthcoming, constitute the essentials of the medical

management.

Gonorrhcea is an infection due to a germ which on its appropri-

ate tissue soil produces inflammation and the formation of pus or

matter. It is essentially a local disease of the genital tract in both

the male and the female. It may extend to the body as a whole

in a limited percentage of cases, causing usually, however, only a

restricted range of symptoms. The gorm of gonorrhcea thrives upon

certain tissues in addition to those of the genital tract, notably those

of the conjunctiva of the eye. Gonorrhceal inflammation of the eye

or gonorrhoea! ophthalmia in childhood is so common and so terrible

a disease as to deserve to rank as a scourge in itself alone.

The History of Gonorrhoea.—Gonorrhcea is a disease of ancient

lineage. In the Brugsch papyrus attributed to the year 1350 B.C..

there appear among the remnants of an Egyptian system of medical

practice, references to symptoms and treatment which would seem

almost certainly to apply to gonorrhcea. Jean Astruc ^iescribed it

in 1736. The disease emerces from the obscurity of the Middle

Ages in time to be confused with syphilis by such men as Paracelsus,

a misconception which persisted through the next three centuries

and did much to retard the progress of knowledge. -Nlorgagni during

87
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the early eighteenth century gave an account of the complications of

gonorrhoea, which, in view of the misconceptions of his time, was

remarkable for its insight and eonjpleteness. In the late eighteenth

century the immense infltionce of John Hunter gave renewed impetus
to the already existing mis(M)nceptions of the relati(ms between
syphilis and gonorrhoea. With commendable but unfortunate courasje
he inoculated hims(df with the ]»us from a patient with gonorrbfra.
It happened that tlu? patient, as we know now, had syphilis also, and
Hunter developed, not gonorrhona, but syphilis. lie believed from
this experiment that the two were identical and the weight of his

medical authority was such that it took another generation under the
leadership of the gr.^at Frenchman, Ricord, to set the matt<'r right.

While liollet in the middle of the nil oteenth century had insisted

upon the siHcial identify of gouorrbopa, it remained for NeisMT the

famou? urologist and syphilograjdier r»f Hreslan. to identify, in

1870. the true cause of gonorrhnpu. With this discovery—one of the
really great facts in the history of meiliciue—the modem methods
for the reeoguitiou of the disease in early. (|uiescent and obscure
cases were develojKNl, and the microscope as>nmed control over the
field in precisely the way that it did later in ejuly syjdiilis. The
discovery of the germ did not., however, give the cue for the brilliant

triumphs in tr«'atment that were made ]iossililc in .-vpbilis bv the

recognition of rlie «pinM'ba'te or spiral germ wliieb causes that

disease, 'i'lie non-traii>missibility of gonorrluea to animals ha-

d(H;idediy increased tin- difHcultie> of its study, and lias pr<.l)id>ly

delayed the progress of knowledge on treatment ii> mncb as the

treatment of syphilis has been advanced by the fact that it. unlike
gonorrhcea. can l>e given to certain iminiiils ..n wbr.m it is p.,.sil.b' tr,

carry out e.\]-. riinentid wi.i-!^.

1 lir ilnnoiomis, llii> Cini.-H' i>i (lonorrhmt.—Tbe gonHC(H-cus of

N"eisser, as the gvnn of gonorrha>a is called, is one of n type of round
or sj.nericid ^erni^ known as the eox-i, which include among their

nund)ers such cunnnou enemies of Lumanity as tbe pus germs that

produce l)oiis and alwe^ses, and che gerin> of pneumonia and of

spinal meningitis. In fact the gonococcus .sicms t" bear a striking

resemblance to the jmoumocoecu., and the meningociK'cus butli in

appearance and in the reactions which it sets up in the Itody tis>ues.

Pus, which is made up of the white cells of tin- t>!<>.i(I tbat constitute

<uir first line .»f defense against certain g<'rnis, is ii>ualiy prodiu'cd

in abundance by a giwuH-oival invasion during its early or acute

stages, (loiiococci are very minute, and can be found in the pus only
by the bi>:her jonvci-s of the microscope, after it ha- bn'ii staiiie<l with
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certain dyes. The germs are iiicapabk of motion ami Vw either free

in the pus, or more often inside the bodies of white hlood eells that

have devoured them in their struggle against the invaders. In the

latter situation they usually occur in pairs, flattened somewhat

against each other into what looks for all the world like a coffee-

bean. Three of the characteristics of the gonococcus provide the

quickest and on the whole, most reliable method of identifying the

germs in recognizing or treating the disease: (1) their reaction to a

certain method of staining (Gram stain) in which the couocoocus

does not take the stain itself btit takes a " contrast stain," while the

other germs of similar appearance take the original stain, (2) their

presence within the white blood cells, (3) their typical coffee-bean

shape. Gonococci can be grown on certain cuuure media in glass

tubes, but this method of identifying them is of secondary importance

except in special cases.

The Microscope Essential in 'he Treatment of Gonorrha-a.—
Gonorrhoea can only be positively identified by the physician after a

microscopic examination and it is the presence or absence of the

germ when looked for in the way described that determines whether

or not a patient who has had gonorrhoea, is well or still has the

disease. Realizing this, it at once becomes apparent that the same

I)rinciple applies to the detection of gonorrhoea that applies to

svpliiHs. It cannot be said too often or emphatically that the finding

of the germ by the microscope is the essential point in the gam? both

before and after treatment. The patient who does not have the

benefit of such examinations or who does not abide by their outcome,

places himself voluntarily or through ignorance at the mercy of

medical practice little better than that of the Dark .\ges. The

physician who diagnoses and treats gonorrha?a without the use of tlie

microscope never knows when his patient is free from the infection.

Such a phvsician may bo directly responsible for all the disastrous

sequels to an uncured gonorrhoea that may develop in anyone who is

so unfortunate a.^ to entrust himself to his care.

The Prevalence of Gonorrhea.—The real significance of gonorr-

hea will be better appreciated, if before taking up its symptoms

some figures are offered to show the magnitude of the problem. Tt

should be remembered that most of these figures are estimates, based

to be sure on large experience, but lacking the assured correctness of

properlv gathered statistics. Accurate vital statistics on a disease

such as gonorrhoea which has always been concealed as a secret and

shameful thing, are. of course, in their infancy. The now point of

view toward the disease as a public health problem will in time lead

to definite understanding of its prevalence
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There is a distinction to be emphasized betwwn the miml>or of

persons who have active gonorrhoea in a population or a class at a
given time, and the percentage of persons who have had it. The
statistics are modified by the fact that since ponorrhopa is curable
and no immunity is couferred by an attai.'k, one person may have it

a number of times. Another element of inaccuracy is introduced
into the figures by the ability of a gonorrhoea to remain latent for
considerable periods, only to flare up like a new attack on suitable
provocation.

Gonorrhoea in Men.—Probably the highest single estimate of the
prevalence of gonorrhoea is that of Noeggerath, which was made
before the discovery of the germ by Neisser. He estimated that 80
per cent, of all men had or had had gonorrhoea—figures which are
now generally accepted as too high. Morrow, and Forcheiraer, on the
basis of a large experience with conditions in the United States, pro-

pose figures varying from 51 to 60 per cent, of the adult male popula-
tion as having had the disease. Forcheimer further states that 20
per cent, of those infected have acquired the disease before their

twenty-first year, more than 60 per cent, before thei.- twenty-fifth

year, and more than 80 per cent, before their thirtieth year is passed.

Equally large estimates are given by various well-informed Euro-
peans, notably German observers, such as Blaschko, Erb, and Pinkus.
Getting at the matter indirectly, figures drawn from recent army
experience indicate that gonorrhoea is from four to five times as

prevalent as syphilis. A very widely accepted conservative estimate
of the prevalence of syphilis is 10 to 1.3 per cent, of the adult male
population, so that a possible prevalence rate for gonorrhoea of from
40 to 60 per cent, is not unreasonable. Estimates of the amount of
active gonorrhoea acquired by a large group of men in a given time
can 'be obtained from ihe reports of the Surgeon General of the

United States Army. Tn 1907, under an inadequate system of exam-
ination, the admission rate (proportion of men admitted to sick list)

for gonorrhoea, was about 12 to 13 per cent, of the enlisted personnel.

In the army the percentage has fallen steadily to between 5 and 6

per cent, in 1915-16, owing to the efficiency of prophylactic or pre-

ventative methods introduced since 1011. The male civil |x»pulation.

which is not protected by the safeguards that surround the army,
probably has a prevalence approaching the annv rates during our
recent mobilization. Chronic gonorrhoea often escapes inclusion in

statistical estimates, because it is not brought to the attention of

physicians or medical officers.

Gonorrhoea in Women.—Gonorrhoea is estimated to be sixteen

times as prevalent in men as in women on the basis of statistics which
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cannot, however, be accepted as conclusive. The lowest estimate

quoted and one which is undoubtedly too low i- probably that of Erb.

who maintained a number of years ago, thai only :> per cent, of four

hundred women whose husbands had had gonorrhoea. ac«iuiretl the

disease themselves. No direct- estiuiates of value exist, relative to

prevalence in women, but an indirect conception may be obtained

from th*^ fact that 50 per cent, of absolute and one-child sterility is

due to gonorrhoea in women. The percentage of gonorrhoea in women

varies largely with their social status. Among the most refined

types of unmarried women and girls it is probably negligibly small.

Of the pregnant women in the public hospitals of a number oi' Con-

tinental cities, 20 to 25 per cent, were said to have had gonorrhoea.

Prostitutes, professional or occasional, nearly all have it. The esti-

mated prevalence of the disease in these types ranges from 70 to 95

per cent., as determined by various vice investigations, and by studies

of delinquent women, such as that of Haines, who found percentage*

ranging from 75.7 to 98.2 in 500 cases.

It must be more than apparent, in spite of the obvious difficulty

in interpreting figures which contain so large an element of specuia-

tion, that gonorrhoea )ffer8 to the sanitarian a problem of tho first

magnitude. It is in very fact, one of the commonest of all significant

diseases. It wholly outrpnks the large majority of contagious infec-

tions such as scarlet fever, .mallpox and diphtheria, and even runs

a close second to measles, the most contagious disease that aflfects

mankind.

H4^.UiMi^-4^W7f!^Si



CHAPTER II.

GojfoHKiicKA IN Men. Sv.mi'tomh, Tests fok Infec tiousxess.

For .'onvenience gonorrhoea an a disease umy be descrlUd as it

appears in men, in women and in children. It should not be forgotten
that while there are differences between the three types, the same
principles underlie the process as a whole. The differences ire more
largely due to differences in anatcuiical structure than to anv other
factor.

Atule and Chronic (ionorr„wal Inflammation.—Gonorrha?a. aa
hH3 been pointed out, is an iiitlanimation. Like every discas'e in
which inflammation plays an inij.ortant part, it tends to "pass through
two stages—ail acute or active early stage and a late, slowly pro-
gressive, inactive or chronic stage, jf the acute stage of the inflam-
mation is suflicieiitly violent, that is, if the bo<ly puts up a big enough
tight, the germs may be so rapidly destroyed that a chronic state may
be avoided altogether. On the other han;!, if the body for any reason
does not acutely resent the invasion or if -...mething is lacking iu its

fighting mechanism or again if something is done to weaken its

defensive ;M)w<rs during the acute stage, the germs are not kilk-d off
but manage to retain a foothold for a long time. The effect of their
habitual presence is in a certain sense to make the body tolerant of
or indifferent to triein, ft may grow weary of the fight' so to sjieak,

and ceases to put up an active opposition. There is also, perhap*. a
difference lK't\ve«'ii individual families or strains of the gonococcus,
in the matter of ability to adapt themselves to the conditions which
they meet in their host. Precisely as an invading army endeavours
as rapidly as possible to convert the strategy of war into the stratesv
of diplomacy and peac<ful infiltration, so a really clever and adapt-
able cerm alters its tactics enough to persuade the boily in the course
of time to put up with the inconvenience of its presence. With this
process of jrotting accustomed the infection i)asses from an acute to
a chronic phase. If the germ is sufliciently adaptable this chronic
|)hase soon I)ecomes so inconspicuous that the patient loses sight of
it altogether. .\ draw or truce occurs between invader and invaded,
which is by no means a victory for the body or " <'urc." T'nless some-
thing happens to disturb the balance of the draw by weakening the
body or stirring up the germ and provoking a '' flare-up." a draw or
clironic state may go on for months, or even several years before the
infection dies out. On the other hand, it should not be snppo.sed for

32
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a moment that the gvriiiH which aro prp)«eiit !n u chronic ittfoction

have lost Uieir power to spreatl the <liiM>as<>. Manv (lernonH carry

about with them the gcrnis of |)uciuuoiiia in th«> none ami throat.

Only a few, however, have iinciiniouia »i« a rcwiilt. In the same way

in the chronic phase of the gonorrhceal inriammation, many persons

njay carry around the germs in their genital tracts without showing

any active symptoms. As soon, however, as the germ is transferred

from a person in whom it is being held in check to a new soil in n

healthy person, it promptly sets up a new aciitcf process fully as

violent as that which originally developed in the carrier.

The Course of Acufe Gotiorrhwa in the Male.— In order to

appr<'ciato the succt'ssive jmssibilities in the stnur<ile between the

gonococcus and the body it is nocossary to -eoall the anatomv of the

parts involved. In the man the secretions containinj; the •ie^nl^ enter

the opening through which the urine escapes and the tirst sign of the

beginning inflauunation appears at this point within a day or n week

after they have gaine<l a f(H)thold. The symptoms are prickling f(d-

lo\ve<l by burning in the urinary canal with Imrning and pain on

urination. There is considerable redness and swelling of the affected

parts and tl'o discharge of a ^hick. yellow pus from the uriuiiry canal.

In this pus eiiornioii- niiinlx !•> of the gonococci can be found. The

inflammation progresses backward along the iirinarv canal anil in

from 40 to 80 per cent, of the cases manages to travel back the entire

length of the canal into what is called the posterior urethra. The

condition is then spoken of as a " jwsterior '' gonorrlara.

Posterior Ootiorrhwa and the Genital Complicativiui.—Posterior

gon'Trluea is a highly undesirable complication of the disease. When
tlio inflammation extends thi» far. new and very painful symptoms

u^nally develop. Furthermore, into the deeper |)r.rt of the urinary

canal near the base of the bladder open the canals which lead from

the reprcxlnctive organs. If in a "posterior gonorrhoea *' for any

reason the germ succeeds in travelling downward through these

canals leading into the epididymis, a stnieturc connecteil with the

testicle, in which the male cells mature, it has done more than merely

invade the man's tissius. It has invaded his future and his jxrsonal

immortality. The inflammatory process which then develops, if it

involves both testicles or their appendages, while it may not cost liim

his sexual power-, will be likely, then and there, to destroy his power

to father a child. When the inflammatory process which is evidenced

by swelling and pain in the testicles, dies out or becomes (|uiescent,

the man may never think of it again. In the later years of his life

he wonders, not always with good crace. why his bealtliy wif" \\\\< no

^Wl^BWPBF
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children, as be listens to the clatter of the shoe heels of adopted

youngsters on his stairs. Sterility is by no means a feminine

monopoly and is only too often the heritage of majiouiine " posterior

gonorrhoea."

Causes and Complications of Chronic or Persistent Gonorrhoea.

—To describe all the symptoms of acute gonorrhoea in the male would
crowd out other considerations of greater importance here. The
average duration of the a.;ute phase of the infection is about eight to

twelve weeks. The discharge and active inflammatory symptoms
and the burning on urination gradually subside. The painful erec-

tions, commonly known as chordee, also disappear. If, however, the

smooth progress of the ease has been interfered with bv the patient's

disobeying instructions or through his attempt to treat himself, or

again, through the ministrations of an inexperienced or unskilled

medical adviser, the acute phase results not in recovery but in

chronic or persistent gonorrhoea. In spite of the best possible care

a small percentage of acute cases will become chronic. It is exceed-

ingly important, however, since there are so many seemingly

discouraging features about the entire situation with respect to

gonorrhoea, to emphasize here and again, the very favourable outlook

for complete cure in the large majority of intelligently managed

cases of gonorrhoea. Complications and chronicity with delay in cure

and prolonged infectiousness are not the fate of every patient who
acquires the disease. They are the penalty of negligence, igrorance,

and indifference in the overwhelming proportion of cases. The out-

look in the treatment of the disease can bo brightened in exactly the

proportion that these imfavourable factors can be eliminated by rais-

ing the standard of public comprehension, by developing the per-

sonal co-operation of the patient, and by contributing to the efficiency

of medical care.

Stricture.—A chronic posterior gonorrhoea is an unfortunate

complication from the standpoint of the man's future and of the

public health. If the inflammation in the urinary caiud itself per-

sists, small ulcers are apt to form aiul those in turn on healing leave

scars which shrink, reducing the diameter of the canal. Such a con-

dition is called stricture. A stricture interferes with the passage of

urine and predisposes the patient to complications attendant upon

the infection of his bladder by other germs, and the passage of that

infection upward through the duct which leads from the kidney to

the bladder with re^ultins infection of the kidney. The last men-

tioned complirtition is, however, unusual. Prompt treatment as

soon as any obstruction in the stream develops will prevent any

complications.
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Relapses and Flare-ups; " Gleet " or " Morning Drop."—lu

most chronic posterior gonorrhoea active inflammation disappears,

and the patient may believe he is well. From time to time, however,

usually under the influence of alcohol or sexual indulgence, there

may be a flare-up and a fresh discharge of pus of briefer duration

than the original attack. This the patient may mistake for a new

infection, easily cured. The continuity of the process between flare-

ups is, however, evidenced by the persistence of a very slight dis-

charge in the form of a drop or two of a sticky fluid which appears

at the urinary opening usually in the morning on arising. This is

the condition commonly known as gleet, or " morning drop," and in

this drop of discharge which the French have sardonically christened

" la goutte militaire," gonococci can usually be found. Gonorrhoea

in this stage is not one whit less dangerous to others than is the

acute infection. In fact, it is vastly more dangerous because when

the patient reaches this stage he usually discards the restraints as

to sexual indulgence which have been put upon him by the physician,

with the result that he promptly infecta his partner if she bo not

already infected. In the sociology of the disease '' gleet " is its most

important stage.

Chronic Gonorrhoea of the Prostate and Urethral Glands.—The

factors which make a chronic gonorrhoea of the t;^'pe described an

obstinate and serious affair are easily understood. The urinary canal

or urethra is lined with innumerable tubular mucous glands and

pockets. Once the gonococci have invaded them in the march of the

acute infection upward and backward through the canal and have

gained the truce which chronicity represents, every resource in tivat-

ment may fail to didodge them. The only outlook may be for them

to die out of themselves, although modem methods with the use of

instruments offer a better outlook than formerly. The prostate

gland, a large gland which surrounds the posterior urethra at the

point where it passes into the bladder, and which is practically

always involved in posterior gonorrhoea, has a structure which makes

it a stronghold for the gonococcus in chronic cases. Chronic infec-

tion of the prostate gland often keeps the victim under the weather

for long periods and threatens him while if persists, with the risk of

having the gonorrhoeal infection spread through his blood to his

joints (rheumatism) and other parts of the body. The discharge

from both of these types of glands forms a part of the isemen and

thus maintains for long periods the risk of infection in sexual

Intercourse.

Tests for Chronic Urethritis, etc.—Chronic inflammation of the

urethra may finally pass iuto a state in which it is apparently
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It is, however, a difficult matter to tell a patient when such a con-

dition is reacheil. The examination of a patient with chronic

urethritis for evidence of a persist^'nt gonorrhoea! infection involves

not only the microscopic examination of the glecvy discharge for

gonococci, but also an examination of the secretions of the prostate

gland, which may harbor the germs after they have disappeared

from the rest of the tract. This is accomplished by staining and
examining the shreds which aj)pear in the urine in cases of inflam-

mation of the jirostatc. In some cases it may be (losiral)]e to

massage the j)rostate gland witli the finger through the rectum, and

examine the urine after the discharge or secretion has born forced

out into the urinary canal in this way.

Tn order to determine whether a persistent discharge is due to

gono<»occus infection or whether a gonorrhoea is cured or not, it may
be necessary to excite a fresh discharge by irritation of the urinary

canal by the injection of ^ strong solution, or otherwise. This new
discharge will contain cells from the glands and mucous membrane
of the urinary canal. Tn these cells the gonm-occi can be found by

the microscope if they are the cause of the persistent discharge, or if

the case is not cured.

MorJiid Fear of llunoi rlian.—The " morning drop " and " cla|>

threads "*
in the urine, while, of course, of superlative importance

in the proper estimation of the condition of a man who has had

gonorrhoea, occasionally fnrni.sh a nervous person with a cause for

morbid worry which is o)it of proportion to their significance in his

particular case. The wise course for a patient who is inclined to

worry about floating objects or stringy mucus in bis urine, or a drop

of discharge at the urinary opening in the morning, whether or not

he has bad gonorrhopa. is to ]iroceed to the very best specialist avail-

able, and jdace himself unreservedly in his hands and accept his

as.surances as final.

(Soiiorrhaul Xt'rrous I'rostmtions.—Gonorrhoea, perhaps because

it involves structures so intimately associated with the nervous

system and so richly supplied with nerves, gives rise to a peculiar

mental and physical dey)ression in from 5 to 10 per cent, of its

victims, a post-gonorrhoeal nervous prostration or neurasthenia,

which drives them from pillir to pt^st, seeking relief for weakness,

\aguo pains, and inability to gather themselves tog-ether or to work,

'i'hese symptoms are to be regarded essentially as after eflFects. and

not iN evidence that the gonococcus is undermining the patient's

manhood.



CHAPTER III.

SySTKMIC GoNOBKJItKA AM) GoXORRIUEA l.\ WoMF.X AND ClIILDKE.N.

Gonorrhoea in women is the most embittering and tragic aspect

of the disease. The ovenvhehning proi>ortion of infections are inno-

cent A man has a chance, at least, to know what ails hiui. The
woman, in the existing stati- of popnlar and even medical sentiment,

is lied to at every turn of the way. (lonorrhoca is a serious enough
disease in men; in women it may be a disaster. Gonorrlura is

usnally cured in men. In women, while the disease if taken in time

is curable, the problem is inuch more difficult. In women in general

gonorrhoea may run. on the one hand, a course >o mild that although

virulently infectious, the woman m ver realize she has the

disease; on the otli' r hand, ir may r. ' er almost at once to a

pitiable invalidism, or cost her her life

Reasons for (he Greater »SVr//*».sv/f'.s-.s' o^ (Idiiorrho'a in W'otncn.—
The greater seriousness and obstinacy of gonorrhoea in women is

explainable on comparatively simide anatomical and jdiysiological

grounds. The woman'.s urinary system is simpler than the man's,

so that the full force of the infection is rarely felt here. Tnflanmia-

tion of the urethra and bladtler may (K-cur and are usually attributed

to a " cold.'' The usual rule, however, is for it to fall with full

force upon her -exual organs. The man's sexual organs are largely

on the outside, so r<> speak—that is. outside the abdominal cavity.

The wonum's. while theoretically outside, open into the abdominal

caviiy at the m-intli of rlu- tnl)e that carries the egg^ from the ovar;

into the womb. A discharge of inf»>cted semen thus carrier (he enemy

to her very vitals. It should Ito i-ealized, however, in describing the

complications of gonorrha?a in women, that by no means every woman
who is infected progiTsses stej) by stejt to the worst possible outcome.

It is a notable fact that many women who ac(inii'e the disease have

M) few syniptoms from it that they never real:'"" that they are infected

and do not seek medical advice. The condition may only be recog-

nized incidentally in the course of other examinations. Such eases

are a public health ]»roblem rather than a personal medical one. Not

every case of gonorrha'al infection in a woman i-esuUs in sterility.

or nwessitatts radi<'al operations. On tin- other haml. there can be

nothing gained by attempting to glctss over the dark side of the

situation. \\'liile one may rejoice that many escape the worst, it is

im{>ossible to ignore the fact that "nough women are wrecked by

iTonorrhira in one way or another to maintain an entire s|)eeia1ty in

^7
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medicine—g^-nsecology, which would become relatively a side issue

in surgery if the effects of gonorrhoeal pelvic inflammation and of

abortion or miscarriage could be eliminated. Few have been found

to dispute the opinion of Noeggerath, who first recognized gonorrhoea

in women as a definite and distinct condition, when he stated that

80 to 90 per cent of pelvic inflammatory disease and 50 per cent, of

.tbsolute and one-child sterility in women is due to gonorrhoea.

Course of Gonorrhoeal Infection in Women.—The successive

stages and possibilities in a gonorrhoeal infection in the woman may
be described as follows, always bearing in mind the fact that the

process may stop so far as the patient is concerned, at any of the

stages mentioned, and become arrested or chronic or may even die

out of itself. It is the tremendous uncertainty attaching to the

course of the disease and its outcome that makes it so important to

underetand all its activities.

In a variable percentage of cases the first symptoms may be

from the urinary canal and bladder, as in men, but usually less

severe. Xot infrequently an abscess may form in a gland at the

opening of the vagina.

When the gonococci in their ascent gain entrance to the genitnl

tract and infect the neck of the womb (cervix), a discharge of mucus
an ' pus from the vagina occurs, which is iisually called leucorrhoea.

or " whites." It should be emphatically stated, however, that not all

leucorrhoea is due to gonorrhoea. In many cases, with the first

menstrual period after infection, gonorrhoea of the neck of the womb
or the vagina is likely to be followed by infection of the womb itself,

and then of one or both of the tubes that lead from the ovary to the

womb. These tubes open, as has been said, into the abdominal cavity.

A gonorrhoeal inflammation of a tube gives rise to symptoms suggest-

ing an attack of appendicitis, although, of course, it may occur on

the left as well as on the right side. Tubal inflammation usually

results in the closure of the abdominal opening if both tubes are

affected so that eggs can no longer pass down to the womb, and the

woman becomes sterile. If both ends of either tube are close<l, pus

usually collects, forming a " pus tube." which may become chronic

without rupturing, and usually has to be removed by operation. In

severe gonorrhoeal infections all the steps described above may occur

in rapid succession and the inflammation may then extend from the

abdominal opening of the tube into the abdomen itscif. The woman
thereupon develops what is called peritonitis, an inflammation of the

lining membrane of the abdominal cavity, a complication of the

utmost gravity and occasionally fatal in its outcome.
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Gonorrhoea and Pregnancy.—For the woman with gonorrhoea,

pregnancy greatly increases the risk of a spread of her infection and
an exaggeration of all its manifestations. If the tubes carrying the

egg to the womb have been distorted by a gonorrhoeal inflammation,

but not closed, the fertilized ^g may be caught in a pocket without

reaching the womb, and the woman thus develops the child in the

tube or the abdominal cavity. Such an accident may, of course,

result at times from non-gonorrhoeal changes in the tubes. Tubal or

extra-uterine pregnancy, so-called, may, if not quickly recognized

and operated upon, result in the death of the mother from internal

haemorrhage following rupture of the pr^nant tube. If by any
chance the child develops far enough, the condition of the organ? in

the abdominal cavity baffles description, and operative interference

has little prospect of success. Auy woman who notices that ahc con-

tinues to bleed after sh^ believes herself pregnant, either irregularly

or at the time when her menstrual periods would ordinarily be due,

ought to have a thorough examination for the possibility of tubal

pr^nancy.

Gonorrhcedl Child-Bed Fever and Sterility.—In a woman with

an acute, active gonorrhoea whose tubes and womb are still normal,

so that she can become normally pr^nant, the delivery of the child

opens the way to some of the most disastrous complications of the

disease. After the passage of the child the womb is literally raw
and bleeding, and the way is oprn (for infection to get a start)

through the lowered resistance of the tissues, which is imp».-5siblo

under normal conditions. The gonococci in the neck of the womb
seize the opportunity, in company with other germs, to make a

whirlwind charge, and within a few days, or. perhaps, a few hours,

the mother may be dead of " child-bed fever." While not all such

patients die, those who survive are likely to \>e hobbling. ])ain-

wracked cripples until a radical operation relieves them of all the

damaged structures. Pregnancy in a wiman with chronic, as dis-

tinguished from acute gonorrhoea, is one of the chief predisposing

causes of inflammation of the tubes and subsequent sterility. The
pr^nancy gives the woman a chance to have one child, but she never

has another. This oonstitutec the so-called nne-child sterility already

referred to. That not all one-child sterility is due to gonorrhoea mu-:t

be borne in mind by critical inspectors of genealogical trees.

" Pelvic Inflammotory Disease."—Pelvic inflammatory disease

18 a general term employed to describe the condition following an

extension of the gonorrhoea from the more external female parts

upward into the structures of the lower abdomen. Pus tubes, for
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oxample, are a |>lia*e of pelvic inflain.iiatorv disease. If the germ
escapes through the wall of inflammation thrown up by the bo-'y

against it. and gets into the surrounding tissues, every part and
structure in the neighbourhocKl an- invtdved in the fight, and intes-

tines, omentum, and womb are matted together around an abscess

that may later burst or be opened through the genital canal (vagina)
or even the rectum. The treatment in cases of this type must often
be the operation euphoniously called '• hysterectomy plus bilateral

.saii)ingo-oophorectumy " or '' pan-hysterectomy.'' After it the

woman is usually told that a piece of one ovary was left (as it often

is) so that she can :<ri]l feel she is a woman, since that is all the

evidence of the fact that sho will ever have from that time on. excej)t

that she will continue to wear skirts. For the benefit of her husband
they leave her a vagina; for the benefit of he>-selt, perhaps, a piece of

ovary. To hear such a wontan. so defenceless-looking in her braidetl

hair and ether jacket. whisjH'r timidly as they wheel her. uncom-
plaining up to the operating table: " T do hojH' they'll fix me so I can
have a baby"; to see the skin and muscles gape before the sweep of

the knife; to think that woman's thoughts for her, through an hour
of ether haze and hu>hed comment and the jxridiar siliilaut click of

hemostats as the surgeon does his uttermost to cobble up the wreck-

.nge and save her hope; finally in desi>air he begins the (juick swing-
ing pra itised m(.vennnts that mean it all must go; and then to see

her again a week later, after they have t^dd her the ovary story, is an
experience to make the hardest tuni away his face.

f'onceajed or Lateiif (jonorrhaa In Certain flJandit.- -iiuuorrhaia

regardless almost of the jiart of the genital tract in which the germ
is dejwsited, seldoMi fails to invade certain glands. calle<l Hartholin's

and Skene's glands, which lie at the entrance of the vagina, and
corre^j»ond to certain <leep glands lying Itoside the male urethra.

Few Women wlios*' married life begins with an abscess at the opening
of the genital canal are told they have gonorrh<ra. although this is

one of its characteristic beginnings. In these glands, even if

aliscesses do not form, the grmo<:-occu> mav i-emain latent for long

]ioriods. The .-ecretion from them is discharged upon the mucous
membrane of the vaginal opening l)efore and during intercourse, an-^

though there may not lie a living gonococct is in the canal, the woman
may bo free fioiti leiuorrhual discharge, ami in other resjMct- seem
healthy, there will be gomx-occi enough here to infect an army. An
examination for gonorrhrra in the woman which fails to include,

besides a microscopic study of a smear from the urinary canal and the

neck of the womb (cenix), smears from Hartholin's glands, over-

books entirely one of the strongholds of the infection.
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Systemic Uitnoirluen, Hheumalism , etc.—Tho desirriptioii ci

gonorrhoea in both men and women has chus far been that of a genital

infection. The invasiion of the bo<ly as a whole by the gonococcns

ur\v be said tt> be rare, but serious. About one case in a hundred

is thus alfeeted and men more often than women. While the iris

(}f the eye, the lieart, the skin, the nervous system and other stnic-

tures may be atieeted, thes** accidents are rare. The oommones-r

systemic complication is involvement of the joints in the form of

gouorrliojal rheumati-in, Gonorrha?al rheumatism is a chronic an<l

resistant disease which sometimes, although not usually, producn-*

permanent cripi»lin,2:. Though it may come on early in the infec-

tion, many ca«es are due esix'cially in men to the persistence of the

diseaise in such structures as the prostate glaud and the seminal

vesicles, froia which the germs escape into the Wootl. to be carri»ti

to other i»arts of the body.

Lionorrho>a of the Eye (Uoiwirhoeal Oyhihalmia).—Under thi>

head is included the form of gonorrhoea of the eye already spoken

of as gonorrhoeal ophthalmia, which while it can and does occur in

adults, is overwhelmingly more common in children. The very first

word that should bo said about gonorrhoea of the eye is that it can

l)e prevfiifed. The next word is, that if not prevented, it will

probably cause blindness. Increasing knowledge of thf first fact

has diminishe<l but by no means done away with the importance

of the second. Gonorrhoeal ophthalmia is a disease of the innocents.

The usual time of infection is in the ])assago of the child down

the infected birth-canal of the mother. The bare thought of a

liotle chubby child's bright eyes being ground through the tilthy

pus of a ''clap" i^ickens a decent man. Yet this is exactly what

happens, and its mother, all imknowingly, is made the doer of it.

Tsually within twenty-four hours after birth, if a preventative has

not been used, pus begins to fonn in the eyes, and with almost

lightning-like rapidity the cleai", bright cornea of the eye ulcerater:.

luider the swollen. pus-rille<l lids, breaks through, and lens and

all collapse into the opening. When the process subsides, the

baby is blind. The mere statement that one-third of the jlindness

in asylums and one-half the blindness dating from birth is due to

gonorrhoea of the eye conveys no impression whatever of the tragedy.

One has to see one of these little children, rocking hack and forth

in a raile<l-in chair, waving its hand between face and window

because that flickering of the finger shadows across the twilight is

all it will ever know of more than half of life, one ha.s to see thi«

thing, and watch the baby groping about on the floor and gurgling
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as it feels of your shoe-strings, really to know in the soul of himwhat gonorrhoea means.
'

I'revention of Gonorrhwal Blindness.—The prevention of
gonorrha.a of the eye is accomplished by the use of a one per cent
solution of silver nitrate, which is dropped into the eyes immediately
after birth In the vast majority of civilized countries this is now
a universal and legally compulsory practice. It is required by
most of our states, and it should be done on every baby bom into
the world, no matter what its parentage. The necessary medicineand du-ections for carrying out this protective measure can bo
obtained from any state board of health. The universal observance

u^T'.'^"^')''
""^^"""^ ''''" ^" *'™« banish from the earth the

gonorrhceal blindness that begins in infancy.
A certain amount of ocular gonorrhoea is due to accidental

inoculanon and to carelessness, and for this reason ihe care of the
eyes is the first thing in regard to which a physician instructs his
gonorrhoea! patient. Gonorrhceal blindness may of course occur in
children after birth, as a result of their becoming infected by hand-
kerchiefs and articles of personal use from adults who have the
disease. Special precautions about nurse maids, and in hospitals,
about visitors, are essential. Sometimes in the form of gonorrhoeaknown as vulvo-vaginitis, described below, the child may infect its
eyes .i-om its own discharge.. Such complications are especiallv
ike^v to occur under conditions of crowding and bad hygiene. If
treatment of gonorrhoea of the eye is begun immediately after its
onset and is expertly carried out in a hospital by skilled doctors and
nurses, ,t may be prevented from going on to total blindness.

Gomrrhonal Inflammation of the Gemtals in Girl Children.—
Gonorrhceal vulvo-vaginitis is an elaborate Latin and Greek name for
the most pathetic of all the tragedies to which woman-kind is sub-
.lected by this disease. Little giri children for some reason areextremely susceptible to the gonococcus. If it is deposited upon
the external genitals from the fingers of a nurse, from a soiled or
infected diaper, from an infected toilet seat or bed-pan, or in the
passage of the child through its mother's birth-canal, it sets ^^n
immediately a gonorrhoea! inflammation which, however, rarelv
extends up the genital tract as in an adult woman. Its usual duration
even under skilled treatmpnt is years in.toad of months. Xo childhaving It should be allowed to leave an isolation hospital, for it is
extremely contag.ou. It spells the end of the child's education
-mle.. there happen to be special classes held for such cases, as insome of the larger hospitals, since no child with it should be in

il
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schwl. It may mean the same thing for their litV- work, for then-

health and for their hopes of having children, that it doe- for their

mothers.

Vuh'O-vagitiilis in Hospitals.—Gonorrhoeal vulvo-vaginitis is a

-courge of infant hospitals, and asylums, and also of all places

where children are crowded into close and undiscrimiuating contact

with adults, as when they sleep in the same beds with them, for

example. So dangerous is it that no well-regulated public hospital

Mclmits any child, r^ardless of its antecedents, tc a children's ward,

without a smear of the genital secretions. Conversely the apjiear-

anee of gonorrhoeal vulvo-vaginitis on a hospital ward is a reflection

on someone, and should cause the physician and the nurses in charge

many painful hours of self-inquiry. No better example of the savage

licartlessness of the type of human being to whom '' venereal
''

disease is outside the pale of consideration, can be imagined, than

that furnished by an instance in which several little girls with

hereditary syphilis in one of the larg.^t charity hospitals in this

country were knowingly placed in a ward with vulvo-vaginitis ease?

because gonorrhoea and syphilis are both " venereal " diseases. In

spite of the protests of the physician the little syphilitic girls who

had had some chance for recovery from the syphilis, were ruined as

effectually as if they had been raped, by being made to add the

^ulvo-vaginitis to their woes. The eccentricities of *' Kultur " have

indeed little to offer us that is not already in our midst, in the

persons, the methods and the ideals of those who place the victims of

" venereal diseases " outside the dictates of mercy and justice,

because their ailments are " punishments for sin and badges of

disorrace."
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Tkkaimk.nt am. Hv<;ikxk .f (;o\orru(ka.

The Difficulth's of Treat,nml.—Thn treatment of gonorrhcpa
l>ear.s tho earnark^ nnfortunnfoly familiar in more than one field of
medical praotim iu that many n.orhod. and a ho«tof remediw mean
doubttul pround. Xoarly cvon- expert r he management of the
disease has h.s own peculiar way ot g.nig abont it. General
principles are recognized, to W sure, but they lack specificitv, a«
«c say I hat is, „o one or two remedies or methods can bo certain
of producing ivsult> in the ovei-whelming proportion of patients a.
IS the case tor example, in .yphili.. X,> epoch-making achievements
iu the treatment of g.,norrh(ra seen, to have been recorded in
recent years, although on the whole there has been a persistent
imi.rovemenr. in meth.-os and results. The growing appreciation of
the iini)ortance of the inicrosc.pe in tho control of ti-eatment h a
signal advane... At times it seems a* if the ratJier sordid peculiarities
ot the diseases the .lifficnlty of getting th.. patient's cooperation when
It is so vital to a successful issue, tho lack of the spectacular, the
tendency to obstma.y and ehronicity. and the brilliant triumphs i„
the related ri.dd of syphilis had. in an indefinite wav. deflected
interest from a H.-M in which compensations are few and tho labour
otten out ot i,ro,,ortion to the rewards. Yet nothing is becomin-
more apparent than that intelligent treatment of a gonorrhoea i«
an essential u> its cure, and should be adequately provided for in
the interest of the public health alone, to say nothing of the patient
liimselt. rt rests with the future to devise means to bring homo the
mportanco of adequate care of gonorrha-a and a more pressing
sense of i-esponsibility in regard to it. first to the public, and then
perhaps to the medical profession.

Local and General Measure..^ K»>tjlo,,ed.—Jii general an acute
gonorrhoea is approached by the use of local injections of various
dnigs into tho intected canal, and in gonorrhoea of the urinary tract
by the administration of medicines by mouth which when excreted
by the kidneys and pa.ssed out through the urine, have a favourable
influence upon the structures involved. Preparations containing
silver have a long established reputation for local use. The action
ot many ot the dnigs is less that of a means of killii g the gonococcus
than a means of making the soil unfavonrablo for it. In additioif

44
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to thib active niodicatioii. tht- iliet of the pj-.tieut callij tor curctul

regulation, sexual oxoitoiufut in ist inn»eratively Ix' avoided, re.-<t is

usually essential for a time while the process is at its height, and

alcohol, always particularly viciuus in it-» ctfeot on acute ponorrhflpa.

must be absolutely abstained from.

The Patieni's Co-operation.— It is ouo of the strugglcji of tho

physician who troats pouorrhopa to secure from his ])atieiit by a

combination of cajolery and threats, the unquestioning. j)rol()nped

obedience to orders which tin- cure of a gonorrhfra requires. In

fact, it is the patient rather than thj' ]>hysiciau who is usually re-

sponsible for failure and a ohronic resistant infection. To this

factor of reliability which so many ponorrha'al patients lack either

because of their youth, their ignorance and inoxperiem'O or their

character make-up, add the expea^e of treatment and the length of

time involved in tho management of obstinate cases, and it is small

wonder that even a reasonably efficient free dispensary in a city

such as New Vork is obliged to admit that moi-e than 70 jier cent,

of its cases of gonorrhoea ])a«s thro'tigh its hands iml>enetited. and

usually make only one visit. The man with a gonorrhoea apjH'als to

everj'one as a '" floater," an<i he inevitably tends to respond to zero

in expectations by zero in co-operation and fulfilment. That the

traditional irresponsibility of the patient with gonorrhoea is all one-

sided is, of course, a .nistake. Just as in syphilis, the ability to

hold patients voluntarily to ti-eatntent depends at least in part

upon the physician, and uj)on the confidence, resjwnse and co-opera-

tion he is able to inspire in those he treats. Little enough of

human kindliness and consideration is exteude*! to the vast mass of

victims of gonorrhoea. A dispensary " mill " in which a patient's

enthusiasm for cure is allowed to leak out in the jostle of a basement

lino-Tip and any signs of [persistence ho may show, meet with an

exceedingly impersonal reception or actual rebuff in the form of a

sour-visaged intimation that he is a nuisancj, trying to get some-

thing for nothing, is no jdaee to encourage cures of an obstinate

and refractory disease. Tho inje^iiou of a. little of the human
element into the situation, as so brilliantly exemplified in the pioneer

methods of the Brooklyn Hospital Dlsjiensarv has a wonderful effect

in bringing the value of effective treatm^'nt home to the nan with

gonorrhoea and making him swear by it.

Irentment of Chronk Gonorrhoea.—The ti-eatment of chronic

as distinguished from acute gonorrhoea in men is a problem of

wide variability, and may call for stiperlative skill. The seat of the
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inflaiinuator^- process whether in urinary canal, prostote gland,
or seminal vesicle, must be identitied bv careful tests, and then
treatment directed to the place where the disease maintains its fofit-

hold. Massage of the prostate gland, injections of vaccines made
from dead geriut. to teach the body to tight the living ones, skilful

insfrumental applications of medicines to points deep in the urinary
system, stretching or cutting of strictures, and similar treatment
form a group of jjrocednres which, while of great interest to the
genito-urinary -nrgeon, offer the patient a much less agreeable pros-

pect. The ounce of prevention in gonorrhoea, first, last, and all the
time, is worth many tons of cure.

The " Bad Cold" Lie, Fakes, Drug Stores and Quack^s.—One
of the great obstacles to the treatment of gonorrhoea is an ancient
lie expressed in the now hackneyed quotation of a current remark.
"A dose of clap is no worse than a bad cold." This motumental
falsehood is at last being nailed by the combined efforts -^f medical
profession and laity, city, state and nation. With such an impression
of the disease dinnefl into his ears by tradition and associates it is

little wonder that the young man of the average type finds the

restrictions and exactions of treatment irksome. It is little wonder
also that he falls an easy prey to all sorts of quackery and to the
wiles of Jimmy the drug clerk, who is always "there" with the
right thing to take " to dry up a dose" and has no unpleasant ideas
about the " water waggon " and avoiding sexual relations whil.' the

cure is going on. Of course the boy who " falls for " this stuff

wakes up with a jolt some day, and crawls to some doctor's office

with a chronic urethritis that may never clear up entirely, and a
prostatitis and vesiculitis that have snuffed his chances for all that

makes his later life what it ought to be. There are no superlatives

adequate to describe the human vermin that thrive on this sort of
thing. Among them must be reckoned not alone the advertisinir

quack and the men's specialist, but those commercial c.ih'enis

which make and market, and those drug stores which pennit upon
their shelves the innumerable "specifics" for the <elf-ciiir ..t'

gonorrhoea and "gleet," whose alluring promises appear n|..>ii the

walls of every bar and toilet room. The "clap doctor," witli hi-^

waving hair and the fatherly look and voice, is still with tis. ITo i*

the man who plucks the inexperienced boy of the last cent ht can
beg, borrow or steal, and then turns him out with the words. " That
morning drop means nothing: you are cured." Not far removed'
from his level, to Din- shame be it said, is that type of physician,

fortunately becoming more and more rare, whose conception of the

[riiijaw iiiii ij iiiitfMjMM
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cure of gonorrhoea "nds with '' ilryiiip it up." mid whois«; ignoraiico

of the microscope and all the modern tests lor cure is only fqualletJ

by his scorn of them.

Treatment of Gonorrhoea in W'ouien.—The treatm at of

gonorrhoea in women is too often a iti- im of peculiar obstinacy.

The mildness of the early syniptonis in (ine group of cases never

brings them to medical attention until the outlook for cure is almost

nil. Even when definite symptoms appear they are usually misin-

terpreted into the terms so often used by profession and laity, to

conceal the facts; "cold" on the bladder, with frequent urination;
• leueorrhoea," " abscess " following the first sexual relations after

marriage; ''appendicitis,'' when after the first menstruation, the

gonocK'cus sets up an inflammation in the tubes; and "child-bed
fever" perhaps if the ascent of the infection is delayed unti' u.rci

the first child is born. While douches and washes are needed .•• vUe

treatment of gonorrhoea in the woman, their unskilful use by the

patient in the self-treatment of a '* leucorrhcea " often does no uioro

than reduce the infection to latency without cure. The neck of the
womb, the womb itself and the tubes, as well as the glands that lie at

the opening of the vagina, are out of reach of such methods. Skilfiil

instrumentation and prolonged local treatment with surgical mea-
sures are usually necessary. !Much of the surgery that follows the

ascent of a gonorrhoea into the upper genital tract in a woman is a
treatment of consequences rather tlum of the disease itself, since the
wrms may have died out, as in an old pus-tube for example. Acute
;;onorrhoea, invading the abdomen with the symptoms of peritonitis

often can only be treated by waiting for nature to wall the process
off, since to cut in upon it while it is active is to spread the infection
all over the abdomen, with a fatal result, Thest» arc ihe cases of
" honey-moon appendicitis" that many a pale, drawn-faced girl can
fell of. always ending with that unconscious but no less flagrant

indictment of the man and of our social order. '" I was alwavs so
well until I married." There is no chivalry about gonorrhoea.
I'pou the woman, on whom life at best bestows the larger share of
Itain, it inflicts the crowning ignominies and deprivations. Yet this,

many good people would persuade us. is our ally ; " clap," the sturdy
iT'tnrdian of our moral life.

The Obstinacy of Chronic Gonorrhea in Women.—At best, then,

the disease offers women a lees satisiactorj' outlook than it does
men. Its effects and their treatment are too ofter "nalifies, sealed
with the loss of parts and functions f'^ - k replaced.
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the wofllfhv f, an- 1 •
*** ^'^^ question for any but

i.-»o ptr cent.; ot 500 women, eonococc coiil.1 Bfill l^ 4? i

thero would l,.v<. l«n a omplrte iJovorv T„ 1! ,f ""'TT'"
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Hygiene of Gonorrhoea.—So much has been said about the im-

portanco of the patient's co-operation in the management and cure

of gonorrhoea, that it seems worth while to point out. the cardinal

essentials.

1. Avoidance of excessive exercise during the acute stage.

Patients should especially avoid much walking, and dancing is flatly

forbidden.

2. The use of alcohol is exceedingly dangerous. The man who
exposes himself to gonorrhoea when he has been drinking runs a

double risk of getting the disease. The man who drinks after he has

gonorrhoea runs a triple risk of keeping the disease. One of the

old-time tests for the cure of a gonorrhoea used to be that of seeing

whether the discharge would start up again after a " souse."

3. Much wat«r, tea, and coffee, should be drunk to flush the

kidneys. Spicy foods or spicy drinks, such as ginger ale, are not to

be used.

4. Sexual intercourse during acute gonorrhoea is usually not

desired by the patient. It is when the acute symptoms subside that

the danger comes. To have sexual intercourse after the acute stage

while a gonorrhoea is clearing up or before it is completely cured,

is a criminal act, and will moreover start a new attack with serious

complications. Sexual excitement without intercourse is likely to

have the same effect.

5. Acutf gonorrlwa is contagious. Although the germs die out

on dry surfaces, they can be transmitted by the discharges as long

as they are moist. The strictest carf> in not touching persons or

objects or carrying the hands to the face or eyes until they are

washed and disinfected, and in not allowing others to use toilet

and personal articles, including syringes which belong to the patient.

are all essential. A patient with acute gonorrhoea should not use a

common bath-tub, or sleep with others, or infect the toilet seat by
contact. If the/e are children in the house all precautions should be

redoubled.

4 n.i'.



CHAPTER V.

The Cube of Gonobehcea. Goxobehcea and Mak-riage.

Gonorrhoea is Usually Curable.-mth proper care the larcemajority of both men and women who acquire g^norrh<^a cS
JrblTtr^^',

The problem of gonorrhea fro„ 'the standpoTntof public health ,8 less that of ultimate cure, than that of prolonged
infectiousness Precisely what percentage of case. U ultimatdy

Z Zv .

^'^'^ "^'^' ^^'^" sets t. the attention of thosen position o estimate, much less record, its f^-equencv. It is cer-tainly very large. It must be apparent 'that an Infection whch"
,rffT '' ^'°"'"''^^" ^° P'"'^"«^"S childlessne^. must have had

hTrat Tr 'I' T^^V' '' "°"^^ ^«°S '^^ ^^- extinguished

tt r ^^l''^''^
'' *« «l°^o«t spontaneous tendency whichthe disease exhibits, to run its course and get well. If aciual andapparent cure were identical, and an acute gonorrhoea rea rendedwith he cessation of gross signs and symptoms, the situation won d

tjt VTK^''"^ '^' P"^"« ^^^'^ standpoint. It is, s

Hon^^th'" V r
'^^°^'

f''' '^ *« ^'^«««« «"d the long d;ra-tion of the infectiousness of it in cases in which the process seemsto be no lonpr active that perpetuate its hold upon u... Withrefe-ence to the duration of this infectiousness KVes estimates thattho average persistence of the germs of gononWa in the ma e..rinary canal is six months and persistence over eighteen months isexceptional. He states that he has not known a .onorXra oremain potentially virulent more than two or three vears-althoughhe beheves this proves the possibility of indefinite infectiousness insome casej^ In women, while the patients usuallv recover in a fewmonths (Keyes) the exceptions are of more indefinite durationharder to reoogn.ze, and more diflionlt to treat. Xr. one is willing
to se a l.mit on the period of a woman's infeetiou.nes.. and conserva ive observers have the greatest liesitiincy in naming, a time
at winch a woman may regard herself as cure.1 and no longercapable of transmitting the disease.

^

The Carrier of Infection the Real Danger.-The fact that it isnot Its incurability, then, so much as the activity of carriers of
infection which perpetuates gonorrhoea, points the'wav to eflFectual
control So long as individual caprice rather than respect for the
public health governs the treatment situation and makes most cases

60
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carriers for considerable periods before cure occurs, we can expect

no encouraging change in the picture. When dispensary patients

can make one visit and disappear, when private cases vanish as

soon as the discharge " dries up," when thousands of cases never

have more skilful care than that aiforded at the corner drug store,

it is immaterial whether gonorrhoea is curable or not, since so much

of it is permitted to move through ordinary life without let or

hindrance. Education of the public, not to the curability, abou*

which they already have an unwarranted optimism, but to the pro-

longed infectiousness, the difficulties of the treatment, the obstinacy

of the disease, will be more likely to provoke action. Once the public

grasps the situation, cure will become compulsory and therefore

attainable in nearly every case, and carriers, intentional or unin-

tentional, will be isolated as far as opportunities :o transmit

gonorrhoea are concerned, with the thoroughness with which typhoid

and diphtheria carriers are to-day.

Modem Tests for Determining Infectiousness an ' Cure.—The

modem tests for the identification of gonorrhoea In a doubtful case

and the tests to
" termine its cure should be summarized because

one of the su . i s to bring about their general adoption is to

familiarize ti i .iC with what to expect of those who treat the

disease, and i - itally, what must be provided for, in a public

movement against it. The detection of an acute early gonorrhoea

while sometimes possible without the microscope, should usually be

made with it by recognizing the germ in the discharge. A point

of great importance, often overlooked, is that every patient with a

discharge from the urinary canal, gonorrhoeal or otherwise, should

he examined for coincident evidence of the presence of syphilis, since

an unknown but probably surprising percentage of gonorrhoeas mask

the beginning of syphilis. In chronic gonorrhopa, the microscope

becomes even more important, in the examination of shreds in the

urine after massage of the prostate gland or other special manipula-

tions, in cases of " moniing drop," etc. A single examination is not

sufficient to show the absence of the disease especially in women and

three or four examinations or even more may be nce<le(l. Tn women

more than in men, the absence of a discharge or leucorrlioea is no

evidence of the absence of the disease. Its stronghold is in the irlands

and these must be searched, sometimes with the aid of special instru-

ments, in cases in which there is reason to doubt ordinary findings.

Sometimes it is necessar\' to try to grow the germs to prove they are

gonococci. There exists also a blood test for the presence of

gonorrhoea, recently devised, which rests upon principles similar to
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those governing the blood test in syphilis, to be described later. The

uZtT ^^'^•'^"^"' ^^"'^ '- ^^ g«'ning gronnd as a valuable

TZ . !nT"'';T
'"''' •" ^'''''''''' '^''' '^^''^•••"•'^« ««^"^ to be well.Amonf- all the.0 elaborations anc; technical details, nse of the micro-scope stands out oonspiouously. Any agency-tVon. the clap-quack

mcdiclnl! r f
">^' the di.pensary to the licensed practitioner ofraedicme-wluch ,s treating gonorrhoea without the use of the

on'rckTV'
J' «^?'^/ ^r^*^^ "^' ^^^"'^^ *^« P^'-»t' fadingon luck, and contnbutn.,,. directly, without excuse or extenuation, tothe aid and comfdi-t ot the enemy.

Gonorrhaal Childlessness in Me,,, and Wo,„e,,.~^U,^\, thatshould bo sunuiiarizod under this head has been suggested in theforegoing discussion In men, gonorrhcea. aside from the risk ofinfecting the wife which exists in an uncured or latent case, unfits aeer ain percentage for marriage through the effeet of the inflam-

rUT"^'"r l*"^
'P^"" ""' '"''•' ^^^-^"^i ^^^^^nt., and tho ductsor ubes through which they pass. Sterility in the husband is val -

ously estimated as responsible fur from 17 to 25 per cent, of child-

ixurrrrr-
'^'"'^- ^^ ""^^"^'^^^ ^^«* ^^^^ ^^^'tv to ha^tsexual relations may exist m sterility. It is the failure of the rela-tion to result in pregnancy that constitutes the sterilitv fo. which thegonoeoccus is responsible. It is one of the supreme' ironies of fateto haNe the woman m a childless marriage appear before the phv-

^.eian. ready to submit herself to every manner of procedure i.u-lud-
.n8_ oven serious operations, in the hope of curing a sterility for^l.K•h ho husband IS res,.onsible, while he. as Morrow savsf goesabout inflated with a sense oi his ..wn virility." Such char^^es of
>tonhty ,n the wife, for which the husbaud is directly or iudiCth
o.ponsible. have formed the basis of separations and .von of action'sioi divorce fortunately it has now become well understood bv

nrir^tT .'"?;'''• '^"' P^'P^'" «-^«">i"^tion of the husband topnMe that he has hv.ng active ,nale elcnents is essential as the
tirsr move in defennining the cause of a sterilitv. V^t it .\unM

example. Simmo.Hls estimates that (Jl per cent, of alcoholics are

Wtn ^^^•^'^^'T;
,'^ '""-^^ "^^•^•- '•« f'^'^ottou that the reproducrive

ftmction IS one of the most complicated of physico-chemical .nechan-
<nis, and a marriage may \>e childless even in the face of the entire^.od health of husband or wife. The laymaTs snap jndgn.cut on theU.U o of gonorrha.a ,n a ..bildless conplo therefore has at leasta even chance of being wrong instea<l of ngbt. (Vrtain forms of

«f< .lI,t^ ,n tl... man due to the eflc-fs of gonorrhrea. are not incur-
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able, the outlook <le])ondiiig soinowhat on whether active male cells

exist or not.

.1 Child Unboi-n.—The burden of gonorrhtea in marriage falls

overwhelmingly upon the woman. While some men are the unfor-

tunate victims of their .ives' infection the rule usually works the

other way. Estimates of the percentage of men who transmit their

gonorrhceas to their wives vary widely from 5 to 45 per cent. Aside

from the invalidism already discussed, for which gonorrha?a is

responsible in marriage, its influence on the perpetuation of the race

is, as such, exceedingly serious. As previously noted, about 50 per

cent, of all absolute and one-child sterility is due to gonorrhoea,

and of this sterility, 75 per cent, is the result of gonorrhoea trans-

mitted to the woman by her husband. The loss to the good of the

world which an unborn child represents is in no st.ise to be measured

by its mere plaoe in a numerical series, large though this be. In no

trivial sense, the child is the personal immortality of its bearers

and of the race. A child unborn is a defeated purpose and a bond

unbound. Being unborn is more costly even than death, since the

experiences of childbirth and death are at least part of that discipline

without which man and wife rarely reach the full development of

their character and personality. The ^"oman who through gonorrhoea

has not known the bearing and rearing of a child carries an inevitable

and tragic handicap—she is indeed the victim of an unfulfilment

whose poignancy can never l>e subjected to mere statistical

estimation.

Ootwrrlio'a and the Medical Examination Before Marriage.—
The protection of marriage from the effects of gv'orrhoea is one of

the critical eugenic problems of our time. It is beset by difficulties

which are part and parcel of the status of the genital infections in

our social order, and of the medical problems involved in the recog-

nition of gonorrhoea itself. It may be said to begin with, that so

long as public sentiment does not comjiel the revocation of the laws

in force in most states which oblige the physician to —"main silent

under the so-called bond of professional confidence while selfish

and irresponsible men or women, knowing themselves to be in an

infectious state, or indifferent to the question, deliberately marry

healthy partners, a certain amount of marital infection will persist.

Such a revimon of the laiv is among the first essentials of nny attempt

to control carriers of the disease. On the other hand, the gonorrhoea

transmitted in ignorance by inadequately treated and uncured cases

is a much larger part of the problem, which will only be fully done

away with through the reform of the whole situation, which public
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enlightenment will bring. Medical examination before marriage,
while it has not yet reached the status in public sentiment and law
which it deserves, is a powerful weapon against every type of
gonococcus carrier. It is true that the result of such an examination
is less trustworthy in women than men. since an antiseptic douche
can conceal the actual status of the case; nevertheless repeated
examinations properly carried out can often demonstrate the infec-
tion if present. Widows, particularly childless ones, no matter what
their personal character, and non-virgin women, are legitimate
objects of medical stispicion. It is true that in isolated cases no
satisfactory conclusion can be reached, although such cases are rare
exceptions. ^Iw'ical examination of men is irksome to physician
and patient, but capable of more trustworthy results. While urina-
tion before examination may wash away a morning drop, massage of
the prostate gland in the office, followed by a so-called two-glass test

and microscopic examination will usually identify a gonococcus
carrier, and examination of the urinary canal with an instrument
called the endoscope may yield findings that point toward the per-
sistence of an infection. The mere absence of discharge in a man
who has had a comparatively recent gonorrhoea is never to be trusted
as evidoTico of fitness to marry. Neither is the cursory looking over
too often given such cases, to be regarded as satisfactory. The
development of the blood test for gonorrlwa may offer a valuable aid.
but one whose status is as yet not fully determined. Ever\- man who
has had a gonorrhopa—and this it will be recalled include about
50 per cent, of all men—should be willing to submit to thorough
examination by an exi)err chosen by the family of his fiancee, a- an
evidence of his moral as well as physical fitness to become her hus-
band. The completeness of tile examination should be left to the
expert's judgment.

Protection of the Fiancee.—When gonorrhoea complicates au
engagement, as it too often does, there is only one principle to follow

:

postponement until a cure has been effected, and that, a cure deter-
mined by the microscope and time, and not by the patient's
iinpaticnce and desires. Kero again a new conception of the phy-
sician's higher obligation to society will allow him to state the
facts to the healthy jierson if the infected individual shows an
intention to marrv before he is cured, a form of forced control of
the situation that is too often the only way of aiding the woman.
These occurrences are anything but remote, as any expert can attest,

and until they are dealt with, the problem of gonorrhoea in marriage
will '^main unsolvefl.
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Protection of the Pregnant Woman Against Gonorrhwa.—The

seriousness vi pregnancy as a complication of gonorrhoea demands

special medical measures, both for the sake of the mother, and of the

child. The examination of women who have such symptoms as

" vaginal abscess." burning urination, leucorrhoea and abdominal

pain soon after marriage or during pregnancy, and of unmarried

mothers especially, for evidence of gonorrhoea, is of the utmost

importance. The examination should be made early in the pregnancy

if possible to allow for painstaking and systematic treatment before

the birth of the child. The life-saving v'ue of such a measure is

so great that it shouid under no circumstances be neglected.

A Warning in Regard to Double Marital Infection.—It should

not be forgotten, as an explanation of more than one embarrassing

or tragic situation, that the fact that a man and wife live together

or have sexual relations without showing evidence of gonorrhoeal

infection may be due to the simple fact that both have it, albeit in a

mild or quiescent form. The separation of the parties to such a

marriage or liaison leaves two sources of infection free to communi-

cate their ailment to others, the more easily because, having failed

to note any evidence that they had infected each other, they would

believe themselves to be normal. Similarly, the treatment of one

party to a m.arriage for gonorrhoea calls for the examination and

treatment of the other, since it is only under the rarest of conditions

that one has the disease without the other, or that ihe one can be

cured while subject to repeated risk of re-infection by the other.

Remediable Weaknesses of the Existing Situation.—This com-

pletes for the time l)eing the consideration of the medical aspects of

gonorrhoea which affect its status in a public health campaign against

diseases of sexual origin. Age-long underestimation of its serious-

ness has becoine part and parcel of common thought, and only pro-

longed and persistent effort at re-education will finally give the

disease the place it deserves in the public mind side by side

with syphilis, tuberculosis and cancer, as one of the four greatest

surviving plagiies of the human race. This undevelo]icd public

sentiment is wupled with a medical handicap that is yet to be

overcome. Slowness and some uncertainty in treatment, the al)sence

of the spectacular, and the unfarailiarity of the medical pro-

fession with certain upw and vitally important methods for the

recognition of the disease in active and in latent, though still con-

tagious cases, deprive a campaign of sume of the dash and bril-

liancy possible in sypliilis, but form no insurmountable obstacles.

Too ifew great minds, it would almost seem, have made the biology.
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the physiology, the chemistry of the gonococcus, and the hody which
']"'jf^^'^i^<^^r]ih.v^ork. Throughout this field, as throughout
all hekh of medicine, the temporizing, hand-to-mouth treatment
ol consequences rather than causes has hehl the centre of attentionAn expenditure of effort and brain-power equal to that which has
been lavished on the results and the wreckage of gonorrhcsa, if
expende.1 upon its early stages, on the control of its carriers, and on
Its ].revention, would, within a generation or two, lead to now
knowledge that should reduce it to a position of minor importance
HI the ranks of disease. It is not the association of gonorrhoea with
a moral issue such as that of prostitution which maintains its foot-
hold. It 1* our own refusal in the past to deal with it radically as a
dangerous infectious disease whereyer it may be found. The fact
deserves re-emphasizing, that in spite of its peculiar obstinacies in
spite of the lack of dramatic and rai)idly effectiye methods of attack
continued insistence upon the contagiousness of gonorrhoea, deter-
mined focusing of every effort against it. upon its transmissible sta«^e
and upon its transmitter, can even to-dav remake our point of view
and begin the abolition of the disease. ^Vben gonorrhoea is univer-
sally understood to be almost as common as measles and more terrible
than smallpox—a disease which thrives on lies and cowardly silence
—the way will open for a new public health.
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CHAPTER I.

History, ('ai'sk akd Phevalence of Syimiims.'

The Origin of the Name.—Syphilis, vulgarly Sf)okcn of a?) "pox"

aud " blood diaeaac," ia one of the moat remarkable diseases which

affects the human race. The name, over which ao many victims

have aituttered, means " a lover of swine," and was first applied to'

the disease following the appearance of a poem by Fracastor' in

1530, in which a dramatic recital of the symptoms was given as they

appeared in the person of the principal character, Syphilus, a swine-

herd, who became infected. The word has no more horrifying or

disgraceful significance than would the name " Job," if used as a

modern terra for boils, with which that Biblical character was

afflicted.

Syphilis, a Master Disease.—Syphilis, like gonorrhoea, is an

iufection caused by a specific and definite germ. It is a master dis-

ease, the peer, and indeed the superior of tuberculosis, the great

" white plague " in the wide range of its influence over the fate of

mankind, present and future. There is not a tissue or a structure

of the body which syphilis cannot aflFeot, nor is there an aspect of

the entire science of medicine in which it will not be encountered.

Sir William Osier coined the famous phrase which for all time

expresses the relation of syphilis to medicine, " Know syphilis in all

its manifestations and relationiJ. and all other things clinical will

he added unto you." Xo lane is so long that one may not find

••yphilis at its turning. The disx ase has changed the destiny of

mankind upon the earth. If it should cease at this moment to be

transmitted, its effects would not disappear from the world within

two and perhaps three generations. Few indeed of living human

Ijeings can boast an ancestry free from its remote effects.

• Three disoussiotis of syphilis are available to the general reader. They are:

1. Pusey, W. A.: Syphilis as a modern problem. Am. Med. Assn.,

Chicago, 191.5. An eminently readable discussion, containing a

large collection of important facts.

2. Vedder, Col. E. B.: .Syphilis and public health. Philadelphia, Lea &
Febiger, 1918, .315 p. This is a monumental, but not over-technical,

presentation of evnrv phase of the subject.

3. Stokes, J. H.: The third great plague: A discussion of syphilis for

every-day people. Philadelphia, Saunders, 1917, 204 pp. This book

is written primarily from the standpoint of the patient and those

who come in contact with him.

•Fracastor, H.: Syphilis, sive morbus gallicus. Verona, 1530. .36 1.

59
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It is not strange, therefore, that a <(i-. uso of which such stati
nieiits can be made, should have challengi ! t!io m )s{ ntease i crwt
and should have drawn to it« invostigati.-i, and -> i.e prol,io,u ..f
Its treatment many of the ablest minds of m^ dicino hu<] the sciet.cc-
upon which moduiiio is founded. There i.- aboui -t dra.uatic
quality that one feeU the lack >.£ in p)norrha'a. Inriniu-lv -lever
infinitHy versatile, even a little inclined to chivalry in -hat th.
disease i.s in general le^s severe in women than in men. .*v philis is

an opponent worthy of the subtlest nsonrce. the most indomitable
determination. The .oeming triviality ..f its onset, it^ e.vtraordinarv
^kill as a dissembler, the silent but none the less terrible march of
the invading host of spiral germs from their i^int of invasion
through the blood to every structure of the Iwdv. the long vei,i-= of
silent, evil and yet wonderfully skillful work tliev d» under an ...it-

ward aspect of good health ; the variety of ailments to which svpLilis
can give ri^,.. and yet the dramatic, the almost astoundiiiii ctiwtive-
ness of j.roper treatment, make it decidedlv unique. It i little
wonder that Fracastor felt impelled to describe it in pocirv. lor
bizarre though the conce|)tion may .seem, syphilis is an artist, a
craftsman in evil beside whom [Machiavelli and Pesare Uorgia were
bunglers and dealers in crudity. To the appreciation of it'"s course
and its historj- it is not amiss to bring a Uttlo of the spirit of the
artist, in order to understand the workings of this masterpiece of
evil, this most gifted of all die unholy fellowship of devil's aides.
It is this touch of knightlines. that lifts the story of -vphilis from
the sordid into the field of romance.

The Hishrical A.^prrh of .^'///^/////.v.—Syphilis has a [.eculiar
history. There is. of .ourse. room for argument as to its anti(|iiit\

and its origin, and it is scarcely possible as yet to regard the que«-
tion a.s closed. ]!ut the conception of the so-.a'i. d .American sc-ur,..

of the infection seems to be obtaining a wider .n... wider acceptan.

.

In accordance with this view, it would appear that inste.id r.f ha' hi-
the universality of gonorrhoea, syphilis was suddenly laid upon -i."

doorstep of an unsuspecting world by the sailor, of Columbos in
1493. upon their return from the Island of Haiti, in which tl
disease was known, and where they had acquired it. Wbetlur o(

not it had existed in the old world prior to this tini.', .-ertain it i-

that from the tim,- of this fresh importation it took on new lit.

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries an ep k-iinc of the
disease swept over the cmtiiient of Europe, which, fm- virulent
friffhtfiilness and spectacular horrors totally eclipsed anyt ing h'ou
except ii the rarest of ca-es in tliese days Tb<> coinbin. ,) ..j,] ..f

Hi
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urmioH aiul voyajrers carri<\l i appureiirlv ini, i\. v coriu'r of the

liabitablo oarlL, Mediciiif, still enchained b\ ifae {ellui 15% of the

^Mifl.llo Age*, was jolted info li: - by the whirlw n.I (if . -a^ter. 0»i

every side the ablest niind.s tht- rt <'Onld iiinstt ifiit uiselv to

the j)roblem. Clini«*al know iedgt .f the svuipton.-. of 8\, dlis 8| ing

into existence with a rapuliiv sc-.s-fely fi e e<iu.jn»'d for a tini. y
|)rogre88 in any other eld oi ntf. icine. \\ hav. loted already ,e

(•onfu."iion with jronor'h*ea fa'li»«r 1 by lohn llm rer and later set

right by Ri«-ord Wi h the w ,rk ,f f' < latter, and of Diday, both

Vtc clunen, and that of their discij)]*-. lie nio<lern conceptions of

the uijieaso came one oy one into Iwi uj, :->> that by the end of the

nineteenth century ther. ' <y ready f. he fertilizing power of lal)ora-

tory research, a rich tiei, f knov '(*dg< of the human aspects ot he

disease. Syphili- it •If, after th» \ iojewe of its epidemic ph...-e,

seem»«<l t<' Mubside into the sui>ti< and malevolent cleverness wc
know so ell ti. day. Instead t ot^cendi r upon the victim as a

th»nilerb« =t. ii'^rally di^solvinj; him bone * body into a mass of

ca on, it r.. ,\ •xprejses i self ler^s luridly it none the less eflfec-

ti^ ly in ' forn of grtve disc; -es of the heart and kidneys, ii

d*ath froi L=!;'>au!u«-nt <ii iie grea li' .oi! vessel!*, iri damage to <ijrh

' nii heariii" in los of tl !><»\i(M to move through tlio di <

iierves. in siHiffii our of th- ind .self.

The New h iiovJ<(hi, -^i/i '.'.s.— la the later year.s ot

ni? "feenth eeiilia-y, a chan^^ . |irepa!'pd for am! foreshadowed

cauit over th(> whole face of nu ue. Tho sciences upon which the

art I ust al' < rest for the i'oiind.irion of it- advance, had co- ic 'n

existence. 1 a;revv under the jrenius of men like Pa>;»

n

founder m riology, into a fountain-head of inspiration ii w

ki ed 5. ith almost miraciilc.u;* suddenness the whok- .i.-5|)ect

of vledge of syphilis changed with the changing situation

in <ii • One epochal discovrrv trod the heels of another in the

i 1900 to 1910. The whole fabric of the now science of

s\

,

was welded tc^ether by men whose lalmurs deserve

Hoi vords of praise. Scliaudinu and IToiTn>aT)n, ^Metchnikoff,

Roiix. let, Wassermann, Ehrlich. TTata, unassutniiii: men .^ruwn

rom i the great intcll'X'tual source.' of human life, car ng on

heir lat.'ours in the seclusion and quie! -f la!'' ratories. were n^uo tiie

less the peers of the fellow-workers of Vulcan, who in the heart of a

volcano, forged the armour of the gods. To the tremendous construc-

tive brain-power of these men. the grasp that Ehrlich and Ilata had

of the chemistry of arsenic and the biolog\ of the srenn of syjihilis,

the eyesight and experience of Schauilinn who could see in the germ



he discovered, with the ordinary lenses of the microscope, struc-

tures that lesser men can barely see to-day with the artificial aids
he despised or did not have—to these men we do homage in the
mere mention of the new knowledge of syphilis. " Though they be
not sought for in the council of the people, nor be exalted in the
assembly," they have re-made the destiny of man upon the earth.

The Discovery of the Germ and the Transmission of Syphilis to

Animals.—Few more important occurrences could be imagined than
the identification on April 5, 1905, by Schaudinn and Hoffmann, the
former a zoologist and the latter a syphilologist, of the germ which
is now practically universally accepted as the cause of syphilis.

Innumerable germs had been suspected before this, but had failed to

stand critical study. The identification of syphilis as an infection

and the recognition of its cause combined with the proof furnished
by Metchnikoff and Roux that it could be transmitted to certain

animals and could therefore be studied experimentally, furnished
the groundwork upon which rests the whole fabric of the modern
recognition and treatment of the disease. Not that syphilis was not
recognized before, or that its treatment had not met with a measure
of success. But the identification of the germ in the very first sore

of the disease makes possible a prospect of complete cure that is

incomparably greater than anything the older knowledge could offer.

The transmission of the disease to animals made possible the inven-

tion of tlio synthetic compound of arsenic kmtwn as " 606 " by
Ehrlich, which produces radical effects upon the disease in all its

stages, and controls its contagiousness in a way that alters our whole
outlook upon it as a problem in public healtii.

The S/iirochacIa Palli<ia and Its ReroiiuUion in Karh/ Smiliil-

itis Soreii.—The germ of syphilis is called the Sjrirochaeta pallida}

the first word describing its corkscrew shajie. and the second tlic

extreme difficulty with which it can be stained with dyes to make
it visible. It is exceedingly niiMuto, and is b(>sr observed in the livini;

state, when freshly taken from the secretions of certain syphilitic

sores, the study being made under the highest powers of the niicro-

soojx', with the aid of a spe<*ial instruinenf <'alle<l tlic " dark field.'*

which show the germs in a 1)eam of reflected light, nuich as motes

appear in a sunbeam in a darkened room. It is also possible tf> use

stains as in the case of flic ucnococci's. tliough tbev arc less satis-

factory. The germ of syphilis lias been so recently discovered, and
the subject of syphilology in general has been so poorly taught in

medical schools of the past generation that many men called ujKtn

' A number of investigators consider
term.

Treponema pallidum " the proper
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to deal with syphilis to-day have little or no conception of the import-

ance of the germ in the recognition of the disease in the living

patient, and too often have never seen it or learned how to find it

when occasion demands. Yet it is not too much to say that the time

has come when the ahility to find the Spirochseta pallida in certain

sores, especially the early ones of syphilis, and the mechanical equij)-

ment for doing it, are absolutely prerequisite to professional fitness

to diagnose or treat the disease. "British naval medical officci-s in

the first year of the war, showed, for example, that of 671 men with

venereal sores, 63.4 per cent were ri -ognized at once as syphilitic by

the use of the dark field and only 13.9 per cent, were later found to

be syphilitic by subsequent blood tests. When w" recall that in 1911

only about 14 per cent, of early syphilis in the United States army

was recognized during the stage of the first sore or chancre, and in

1915 only 22 per cent,, we van appreciate the immense advance made

possible through the newer methods, by which it is safe to say no less

than 80 per cent, of all syphilitics seen in the stage of the first sore

can be recognized and given the 100 per cent, chance for cure. Xo

physician, and no hospital or dispensary which is not equipped to

identify the germ of syphilis or is unwilling to see that the patient

gets the benefit of such knowledge elsewhere if it is called for by the

nature of his case, has any business to pretend to deal with early

syphilis. The statement seems radical, yet upon its literal aecept-

anee depends more than half of our hope of future progress based on

early and complete cure.

The Prevalence of Smihlltn.'—Before eonsi'^ering the nature of

the disease itself, a few words should be said aoout its prevalence.

Here again, as in the case of gonorrhoea, estimates rather than exact

statistics must be largely drawn upon. It should be recalled that

a large amoiuit of syphilis goes about unrecognized in the ordinary

course of events, until some of its effects appear, or an incidental

ailment brings the patient into the hands of someone who applies

the modem tests. So greatly has the blood test for syphilis increased

our power to recognize the disease that the older figures have loft

much of their value. Yet even these based in the vast personal

experience of men like Founiier. estimated the percentage of syphilis

iiniong the adults of large cities like London and Paris as from 10

to l^'per cent. A survey of British working men seemingly in good

health, made by Collie, showed 9 ]ier cent, to have syphilis. Class

• Those pspeeiallv intorostod in this qupftinn. anil «11 public health officers,

should road the remarkaMy romplete present nt ion of this subject by Col. E. B.

Vcdder in " Syphilis and public health," loc cit.
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variations and age are a large factor in estimating the prevalence of
the disease, and no consideration is complete which omits them. For
example, Vedder came to the conclusion that 20 per cent, repre-
sented a fair average for the amount of syphilitic infection among
young men who enlist in the army, and that among men representing
the grade which applies for commissions, trains at West Point or
enters our colleges, 2 to 5 per cent is the approximate prevalence.
Among hospital patients estimates range from 10 to 20 per cent.,
based, however, quite largely upon the blood test rather than upon
combined blood test and medical examination, which invariably
results iu a higher figure. Among young women Vedder estimates
that the percentage fluctuates between 3 and 20 per cent, depending
on age, marital condition, social status, etc. Among private patients
from 10 to 20 per cent, have syphilis, among children 3 to 10 per
cent. Among n^roes in apparent health, the percentage varies from
25 to 30 ner cent., among the sick from 40 to 50 per cent. Among
criminals the range is from 20 to 40 per cent, among the insane
(male whites) 20 to 35 per cent, among prostitutes from 50 to 100
per cent. There are some notable national figures, especially those
for parts of Russia, in which it was estimated that 95 per cent, of
the pea^sant population had the disease. While such spectaeiilar
estimates can have no general significance, they suggest the extent of
the problem in nations with a low physical and mental standard of
living. Estimates for the continental countries such as Germany
and Franco do not differ materially from those quoted for the Ignited
States. The question as to whether or not syphilis is on the increase
is one difficult of determination, since the newer methods of recog-
nizing the disease are creating an impression of increase which may
bo more apparent than real. Pusey believes that on the wholo there
is no evidence to show that it is hecomng more prevalent than in the
past.

It needs no comment to carry homo the meaning of these figures

to every tliinkiug man and woman. Xothing could more effectively

shatter the notion that syphilis is the heritage of the unfavored few,
the trophy of debauch, the sign-manual of the down-and-out. Syphilis
is one of the most widespread of all infectious diseases. Its victims
are nvimberrd in millions, not in hundreds. Not a man lives, or a

woman, who does not elbow it every day, whose house has not seen
its entry and departure, who may not at any hour have his name
adde^l tn the rolls. While to be sure there are variations in the
nearness or remoteness of the risk, never does it become so distant
that any one of us can sit by and say in smug unconcern, " This is
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not my affair." While it is not so prevalent as gonorrhoea, it may

beset us perhaps in disguise, and but too often in dangerous con-

tagious form, in those unsuspecting hours when we believe ourselves

at ease among our friends. Syphilis is too cunning a craftsman in

evil to permit the limitation of his labours to the few.

.'1.

Pi



CHAPTER IT.

The Coubse of Syphilis—Phimaby and Secondaey Stages.

The Stages of Syphilis.—A knowledge of the course of syphilis
and the effect produced by the germ upon the body is essential to any
comprehension of the problem in public health which it presents.
Reference has already been made to the fact that it can affect any
portion of the body and in such a variety of ways as to make its

manifestations almost synonymous with tlie whole field of medicine
itself. There is indeed scarcely a known condition due to other
causes which syphilis cannot passablv imitate. The conventional
division of the disease into stages has also been foreshadowed in the
preceding discussion. The usual terms for these stages are primarv,
secondaiy and tertiarj-. They are arbitrary divisions based on time
rather than on the course and peculiarities of the disease. A more
rational grouping would be into an early local, a generalized or dis-
seminate stage, a stage of recurrences and latency, and finally
so-called late syphilis, including what was formerly spoken of as
quarternary syphilis of the nervous system—that is locomotor titaxia
and general paralysis of the insane. These divisions while taking
account of time, are also based upon the behaviour of the germ and
the reaction of the body to its invasion.

The Primary or Localized Stage—The r7/a»(/v.—Earlv local
or jirimary syphilis covers essentially the period from the appearance
of the first sore, to the time when the germs spread to all parts of
the lK)dy. The germ of syphilis gains entrance to the body usually
through an abrasion or wound in the skin or the thin, moist, red
mucous surfaces. This abrasion may be so small that it is onlv
visible under the microscope, so that the seeming wholeness of the
skin or mucous surfaces is no evidence whatever that the germ lins

not found an entrance. When the Spirncha'ta pallida enters the
body it remains for some time at the place where it gained entrance.
the genus inultiplying and settin<r up in the surronndine tissues a
reaction which is essentially a mild chronic inflammation. Tu an
infection with the gonocm-cus there is at least a passable fiuht. and
that quite promptly. The spirochicte of svphilis on the -itlier hand
arouses much less opposition, unfortunately, and ha< a corresjumd-
ingly greater opportunity to gain a footlu.ld. p>om tiie time the
germ enters the body until the first signs of a sore or reaction appear

66
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a period of several days to several weeks may elapse, in which the

patient has no idea of the danger he is in. If he knew himself to

be infected, this so-called period of incubation would be the ideal

time in which to take strong treatment, since the germs could be

killed oif with comparative ease. In cases where a person is known

to have been exposed, it is in fact becoming good practice to fore-

stall the appearance of any sore by treating him on the chance that

one will develop. The patient, however, does not usually discover

his situation until a small lump, a chafe, or an actual ulcer appears

at the place where the germs entered. This sore is the first outspoken

evidence of syphilis and is called the charcre (pronounced shan-ker)

or primary lesion. During the first few days of its appearance, the

overwhelming majority of the germs of the disease are in it and in its

immediate neighbourhood. They have not as yet spread to any

significant extent to other parts of the body. Their presence makes

the discharges from the chancre extremely contagious and dangerous

for others. But from the patient's standpoint the fact that they are

still in one place and have not as yet invaded the body makes this

the golden moment for cure.

Cure in the Early Stage (Abortiie Cvre).—The patient is

warned by the sore that there is something wrong, if he knows <^nough

to take it seriously. If tho germs are immediately found by the dark

field microscope and powerful doses of the newer drugs such as

" G06 " are given directly into his blood before the spread of the

germs takes place, the ])rocess is stoppeil before it has started so to

speak, all the germs can be killed off, and a complete and rai>id

euro results. This curing of the disease in the earliest days of the

primary lesion is called "abortive" cure. It should be reiterated

that tliis is only possible in the earliest days, almost the earliest

hours of the visible chancre. Ko test of tho blood will prove the

j)vcsence of the disease at this time, for once the blood shows it,

the chiincc for abortive cure is gone, .\bortive ctire is one of the

great hopes of hiimauity in its battle against syjdiilis. The need for

it should bo proacliod from housetops, as was tho outdtwr treatment

of tidiorculosis. Whilf its use is still in its infiincy, we have good

reason to believe that if it could be applied throughout the world in

conjunction with social and educational as well as medical preventive

measures, svphilis could be wiped nut as coinpletoly as malaria can

bo by the extermination of the inos(|niro.

Just when the (.iii«ortunity for abortive r-ure ends cannot ho

determined as yet bv any means that we know. One thins is sure

—

abortive treatment <-.\uno\ bosin too soon and it cai! easily bo too lato.

m
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The first four to ten days of a sore seen from its vorv beginninu
repr^ent the best guess as to the upper limit of time in' which it is
possible to obtain an abortive result.

Difficulties in Recognizing a Syphilitic Chancre.—Emph&au
has already been placed on the fact that there is no reliable way of
telling from its appearance whether a genital sore is a chancre or
not. The microscope is the fii-st resort. Chancres mav be of anv
size and appearance, and may develop anvwhere. 'it is even
believed that they may be altogether absent and the patient still
acquire syphilis. It is not a rare thing for a chancre to occur inside
the canal through which the urine passes or j„.t at the opening and
to be masked bv the discharge of a gonorrhoea acquired at the same
tune In women it may develop in the vagina or on the neck of the
womb. Many intelligent and entirely truthful patients with svphilis
can give no account whatever of a chancre though they admit having
had gonorrhoea. Still others, women especially, can give no account
of either syphilis or gonorrhoea, and yet thev have svphili. Tt has
been estimated that as high a.. 40 per cent, of men and 60 per cent,
of women having syphilis are not aware of the onset of the^r infec-
tion as such, or have forgotten its trivial beginnings. It cannot be
too strongly said that a chancre may be so small, so unobtrusivo so
painless, so well concealed in some fold of skin or mucous membrane
that even an intelligent and observing patient will whollv overlook it.
Add to these overlooked infections the innumerable mi^inteqireta-
tions of chancres which are dubbed " chancroids," " soft sores,"
'• chafes." cold sores, etc., and the real wonder becomes, not that so
much early syphilis goes unrecognized, but that anv of it is ivcog-mml at all. In women especially, as already intimated, the oppor-
tunities for a chancre to pass unnoticed are much <n-eator than in
men. The genitalia are less accessible, and the chancre can occur for
example on the neck of the womb or in the vagina without the
victim's ever realizing the fact or being aware that she is in an
infectious condition. It is indeed a rarity for women t.> have -an
infection recognized in the primary stage and for rlieni thoi-ofore the
..utlook for abortive cure based on the identification of the primary
lesion is vanishingly small. Aside from these few cases which can be
treated on the knowledge that they have been exposed even though
no chancre can be found, the problem of controlling svphilis bv the
treatment of women will largely resolve itself into put'ting a stop to
their infectiousness as soon as the disease has develoi)ed far enough
to be recognized by other signs.
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37te iSiircad of the Genns from the Chancre to the Body.— I'l'mii

the chancre or primary lesion, if nothing is done to stop the progress

of the disease, the germs of syphilis travel by way of the lymph
channels at first, to the nearest set of glands or kernels, where they

provoke a reaction which shows itself as a local swelling. A niarkcfl

swelling of the kernels or glands in the neck or under the jaw. cfun-

ing on rather rapidly, with a veiy sore throat or a sore on the lip.

should at onoi' arouse the suspicion that the sore is a chancre. When
the chancre occurs on the genitals the swelling is less characteri-^tic

and more likely to occur with other types of infections. The invasion

of the lymph glands is the last phase of the primarv' stage, and

indeed when it becomes definite the local period of syphilis is over.

When the lymph glands have ceased to eerve as a defense, a sudden

change in the whole aspect of the disease occurs. The germs abruptly

get into the blood stream in enormous numbers, and are carried

forthwith to every single structure in the body. While a few germs

may have entered the blood before the grand attack, the sudden rnsb

is an attack in force, a "Big Push" which places the patient onco

and for all Ixnoiid the reach of the abortive, hundred per cent. cure.

The infection has now become generalized, as we say, and syphilis is

a constitutional disease from that moment. W^hile the germs of

gonorrhoea gain access to the blood in occasional cases and produce

symptoms, syphilis differs from gonorrhoea in that this invasion is

invariable, and that owing to the peculiarities in the germ, it

involves consequences vastly more serious and far reaching than those

of systemic gonorrhoea.

The O'lneraUzed or Secondnnj Stage,—The generalization ot the

infection, which usually occurs from the first to the fourth week

after the appearance of the chancre, marks the beginning of the

secondare' stage. Before anything appears the patient may have

premonitions of trouble in the form of headaches, a drop in weight

and a feeling of being under the weather. Then in the large majority

of cases the thing which constitutes syphilis in popular imasrination

occurs. The patient usually "breaks out" with some kind of skin

eruption which on account of the wide distribution of the germs

tends to be general over the body.

S'lphilllii- Eruptions and Their Variations ; Common }[isron-

rrptions.—Syphilitic secondary eruptions are comparable to many
other eruptions in skin diseases. They take on the widest varieties

of forms, ranging from a few faint pink spots in the armpits and

flanks, which :he patient may not even see, to great, round, punched

out ulcers tluit may riddle his skin like a burst of shrapnel. The

recognition of syphilitic secondary eruptions is at times none too
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ffisy a matter for the expert and it iiiav be a bnj»l)ear for the average
<loclor. If it is hard for him, it is apparent that no layman has
any business to take upon himself the task of deciding the matter.
The arrogant self-sufficiency with which occasional persons will set

themselves to wreck the lives of unfortunates with skin diseases on a
non-medical decision that they have some '' bad disease " is one of
the wonders of that combination of stupidity and ignorance against
which the gods themselves fight in vain. Persons with psoriasis

especially, a harmless but disfiguring affair, are subject to cruel and
scandalous misjudgments from this source. The author has known
ministers to all but lose wife, church and reputation through the
unprincipled activities of the amateur dermatologists in their con-
gr^ations. There can be but one honourable course for an outsider to

pursue when confronted with an eruption on the person of friend or
acquaintance. Tf it is any of the outsider's business, let him frankly
ask the friend for a statement from his medical adviser or advise
him to carry such a statement about with him. If it is not the out-
sider's business, let him keep silent.

Syphilitic Eruptions and the General Public.—Fortunately two
considerations minimize the importance of syphilitic skin eruptions
for the general public. In the first place, they are practically aever
contagious when on the free skin of the body or the face. It is only
when some of the bumps occur in moist spots such as the armpits or
the groins, where their toi)s can be nibbed off, that the germs get
an opportunity to escape. Even in such '-.i?es the damage can only
be done to those who come into intimate contact with the body or
the moist underclothing of the syphilitic. Xo dry, unbroken skin

surface transmits the disease. In the second place, a syphilitic

skin eruption if prominent enough to draw the public eye sends the
person at once for treatment, with the result that it is usually rapidly

cleared up.

The Dangerous Contagious Minifestations of Secondary
Syphilis.—Secondary syphilis is, however, accompanied by outbreaks
which are full of danger for others, and the danger is the greater
because it is the dangerous sores which are usually hardest to recog-

nize or least suspected of having any connection with the disease.

Secondary syphilis shows a marked tendency to involve the throat
and mouth, and the moist surfaces in and about the genital tract in

both men and women. The biological reason is apparent enough.
Here the germs find the ideal combination of moisture and an
absence, or comparative absence of air. The constant friction and
motion to which such surfaces are subject in walking, talking, etc..

i&aa
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soon ruba the tops otf the spots in which the germs have gathered, and

releases them by millions. The spot becomes covered with a thin

grayish membrane, forming the so-called mucous patch, which with

its b'^ ther, the flat wart or condyloma, is by all odds the most dan-

gerous sore, produced by syphilis. Mucous patches are practically

painless. A throat may be literally plastered with them from side to

side and the patient complain of no inconvenience, or only a slight

soreness or discomfort. There may be none in the throat but one or

two of them may appear on the under side of the lip opposite the

gum or at the angles of the mouth, ready to spread spirochsetes over

dishes, pipes, dental instruments, the lips of children or adults, the

faces and fingers of doctors operating on and examining the mouth,

the thermometer with which the nurse takes the temperature. They

may not be. and indeed too often are not. seen by the busy or hurried

doctor, and certainly not by the patient, by uninitiated friends and

outsiders, or by unsuspecting wife and children. Similar spots and

patches apf)ear about the genitals, but here on account of irritation

they are inclined, especially in w<.iuen, to grow into peculiar flat

warts, or condylomas. Growing about the opening of the rectum

they are often mistaken for " piles." Of all the sores that syphilis

can produce there is nothing so rich in the germs as the flat wart or

condyloma. Xot being sensitive they oa«ily pass unnoticed, and one

of them can infect an army.

The Comtiittfional Effects of Secondary Syphilis; Symptomless

Syphilis.—Tt should not be supposed that the activities of secondary

syphilis are limited to the skin and the miicous surfaces of mouth

and genitals. The spread of the germs by the blood enables it to

affect in some d<^ee all parts of the l>ody. But there is a definite

tendency on the part of certain strains or breeds of the Spirochteta

pallida to affect some parts more than others. Some patients develop

the violent headaches of syphilitic meningitis and nerve paralysis of

various types. Others have inflammation in the eyes, still others

develoj) bone and joint pains and swellings that too often pass as

" rheumatism." Some have thinninp: of the blood (anemia) and

marked loss in vveigbt. But the most serious thing about it all is that

manv dovel'>p almost no symptoms, and occasionally some of them

even say they f-el in better health. Half the persons with secondary

syphilis would never have their attention attracted to their condition

by their symptoms. Tt is indeed true that tho.e who have a severe

secondary syphilis are fortunate, since only too large a share of the

victims pass untreatetl to the late stages through failure to realize

that anything much ails them. Treatment in the late stage cannot

make good damage that delay through ignorance has made possible.



CHAPTER III.

Recihre-nt, Inactive and I^te Syphilis.

The Bccondarv or generalized stage of syphilis torminates in a

reniarkablo wav.
*
The biUion.s of germs that swarm through the

body when the Lecondary .tage is at its height, through some remark-

able development of the patient's bodily resistance die out whether

the patient is treated or not, until comparatively few remain, lint

in their dving thev have left behind a legacy that rcaj.s disaster for

the victim of the disease in his later years. The body has in some

wav become sensitive to the few germs that remain, and as the

di4a«e pn^gresscs. reacts to their presence in a far more serious way

than it does in the earlier stages. Syphilis in the early local and in

the generalized or secondary stage is one of the mild(>.t of all the

serious infections. In its late stage it becomes one of the gravest

diseases known.

Latent Ohsnur or Silent, and Recurrent Syphilid.— ihe

transition from secon.larv to late syphilis is not abrupt, not embraced

within a definite perioil of time. Late manifestations may appear

before the chancre has thoroughly heale.l in some cases. But. as a

rule thev are pre(^e<lo<l bv a period of latency, which may last from

a few w^oks or months to sixty years or more. In this long period

of latencv, in which the i.atient is seldom reminded of the existence

of his infection, appear the s.^alled recurrences which make him a

danger to his fellows. 1- mm time to time, perhaps, from some focus

or hiding place in the I'ody. it would seem as if fresh showers of

germs mav be discharge.) into the blood. When th.^o affect the con-

stitutional conditio, the latient may note a loss in weight and teel

under the weather, have some aches and pains, and recover. Some-

times minor eruf-tions appear on the skin, usually inconspicuous and

not noticed by th<- patient, but highly significant to the experienced

phvsician.

Contafilom Benureures and Jneffirimt Treatment.- W hen

recurrences affect the mucous membranes and the genital tract they

have the most alarming meaning for the i)ul.lic at large. Hiey

usuallv take tlu- form of miicnus p.itolios and condvlomas. and are

generallv either not noticed by the patient or are misinterpreted as

cold sore«, piles, canker sores, smoker's patche-. etc. They swarm

with the -erms of svphilis. and because uiiMispected. are doubly

effective in transmittino the disease to others. Often in the stage of
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recurrence, .sores which are not. ossentiallv syphilitic will contain

the germs of the fliseaso, especially onlinarv cold sores (herpes)

about the lips and genitals. It is not difficult to grasp the fact that

a patient who thinks himself well, or does not know that ho had the

disease, when armed with an equipment of mucous membrane recur-

rences of whose presence he is not . vare, is an unconscious engine of

destruction scarcely inferior to a baby handling dynamite. Many
an infection in and out of marriage and in the ordinary course of

life owes itself to these fleeting recurrences in syphilitics who. either

in the natural course of events or after a little treatment, re«»overed

from their outspoken secondary manifestations. They are the

Xeraesis for the world at large, of inadequate treatment. Treat-

ment enough to clear up a secondary eruption is not sufficient to

prevent recurrences. In fact it is in i)recisely these cases that the

recurrence is the greatest menace, since it catch« -^ patient and doctor

off his guard. I have known patients, giving a frank history of

syphilis and of a fair amount of modern treatment but not enough,

to be e.vamined at the hands of unusually coni|>etent general diag-

nosticians and with normal or negative blood tests be jiasseil as all

right. Within twenty-four hours after, I have found the Spirocha'ta

]>allida in a mucous patch on the tonsil, which had appeared literally

over night. The patient, absolutely unaware of its presence and

secure in the assurances of his physician of the day before to the

effect that he was well, coidd scarcely be persuaded that he was not

the victim of a hoax.

Silent or Latent Syphilis and Late ('on>iiJiration,<i.— If one adds

to the obscure and frequently overworked early signs of syphilis a

latent period covering from ten to twenty years in which absolutely

nothing may warn the patient of the fate that awaits him. it is easy

to undei-stand the almost mind-destroying shock which temporarily

wrecks the courage and morale of those who in the prime of life,

have to be told that the trouble with the stomach, or the pain in the

chest, or the dimming eyesight and unsteady feet means the syphilis

of their youth.
" Why. man. it can't be—I never had a thing the matter with

me in my life—never had a sore or breaking out, never even had a

dose of " clap." Why T haven't had to call a doctor for twenty years,

until this canic on. It just can't lie."

" You took your chances with the rest when you were a young

fellow, didn't you. old man ?"

" Yes. T suppa«c T did. but I've never been outside the family,

since T married, doctor; always prided myself on "being clean, and

vet vou can tell me this."
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" It was somewhpre along in tbere licfore you married, old man,
oven if yon didn't know it. IJetter bring the wife and kiddies up to

see me, too. Let's see, she had two miscarriages, dicln't she ?"

And 90 the whole wretched story comes out in dialogue, each a

variation upon the great central theme of the latent period of

syphilis.

Late Syphilis—Prcmalure Old Age and (Jummatoii . Change

.

—
Two changes characterize the activities of late syphilis in the body.

One of theee is the induction of premature old ajre, so to speak, by
the slow conversion of active tissue into thickened, iiardened, fibrous

scar. The other is the process known as gummatous infiltration,

which consists in the replacement of normal <!tructure by a kind of

tumour-like growth of shoddy tissue, which, being of low vitality,

breaks down or ulcerate*, leaving a hole to be filled in its turn also,

by a scar. The ajring effects of syphilis are most apparent in the

blood vessels and in structures like the heart, in which long-standing

slight inflammation produces a hardening, and loss of elasticity, a

toughening and thickening that finally imi)airs their power to do

their work. Premature old age of the arteries, early arteriosclerosis,

is common, and quite often, though not always, duo to syphilis.

Gummatous changes may affect almost any structure of the body.

Since the destruction done by gumma formation is permanent and

the tissue lost can only l>c replaced by scar, it is a matter of the

utmost import where tlie gununatous change occurs. Gumma.* of the

skin and bones, especially about the face, are hideous and disfiguring,

but ths loss of a feature or two, the caving in of a nose or a

hole in the roof of the mouth, is really a cheap escai)e in late sypliilis.

The damage to the goods in this case involves the package only, so to

speak. Ent gummatous replacement of parts of important organs

such as the li\er or the wall* of blood vessels, large and small ; of

the tissues of the nervous system which never regenerate once they

die. strikes at essentials. As an illustration of the often unsuspected

eifects of such changes a weak spot in the wall of the lonticulostriate

artery, a minute blood-vessel in the brain, so often involved in late

syphilis, spells early apoplexy for the one whoso disease takes this

form. As one passes through the wards and rooms of great hospitals

one meets in tragic succession the man wliose wheezing breath

and swollen limbs and jwunding heart betray the work of the

Spirocha?ta pallida upon the valves of the heart, and at the base

and in the walls of the aorta, the great artery that carries the

blood to the body; the man whose yellow weazened pallor, bony
chest, and enormous swollen abdomen spells late syphilis of the

I
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livor; the tine voiing fellow with the dark expnswivo but sightlees

©v« who has gone the wav of " primary optic atrophv." That thui

broken woman and those forlorn weeping children Iwwed IhmuIo the

unconscious father whose loud puffing breathing can be heard all

along the corridor, arc brought to that death-bed by tho work of

late syphilis upm the kidney—" chronic Uright's disoase " in one of

its many forms. The m:ni whose feet flop wildly as he claws the

arms of his wbeei-chinr a your command to rise—the wobbling,

doddering fellow yonder, hose foolish fatuous smile and trembling

flabby lips and foiid-sfained waistcoat mark him as having softening

-
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The Hopeful S-de of Late SyphiUs.—^ol\>

h II just one, howe\ r, which does not end in i«

unaccountable peculiarity of the germ or of the
,

of the patient intervenes to save many patients .v

the most distressing complintions of the disease. Syphilis is etiually

adept in the role of tho li<.n and of the lamb. On the one hand

a itummatons tumour of the brain may carry otf a youns fellow within

a ''year of his primary lesion—on the other hand an aged veteran

of" the Civil War, inav after a latent period of more than Mxty

years, show a trivial little crnsted sore or a few small lumps in the

skin as the >nle reniaininj: . i.lence of an infection that he never

knew he had had. and whicu never was treated. It is impoj^ible

in the present state of knowledge tc estimate tho pcrr-ntagu of per-

sons who having ac<piired the disc:, o. later suffer from serious late

accidents. All that can safely be said is that as our means of

.letecting syphilis in the blood, inul in the tissues and organs both

during life and after death become more accurate, our conception

of the really tremendous role of this disease in human disability

and physical deterioration grows. One thing is certain :
if only 50

per cent, of the patients who contract syphilis, die, or are cripjiled

with its late complications, it ranks easily as one of the most for-

midable of foes—an enemy that no thinking human being would

invite within his camj) on the chance that lion might prove lamb.

Late Sifphilin of the Nervous System—Locomotor Ataxia ami

finieml Parnh/s!s.—The prevalence of locomotor ataxia and of

general paralysis of the insane needs a special word. Locomotor

ataxia is a form of creeping paralysis of the spinal cord which affects

the limbs and the nerves to the bladder usually first, but also involves

the eyes, and the nerve supply to other structures, including the

stomach. General paralysis of the insane or softening of the brain

is a progressive and invariably fatal form of mental and physical

II I|! 1
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deneiicratiou which converts the victim from a normal individual

into an imbecile and a skeleton before his death. Those two dis-

eases constitnte to the partly informed public and to victims of

syphilis, the overwhelming horror of their outlook. The belief that

all syphilitics are doomed creatures, certain to lose the use of their

limbs or their mental faculties is, however, wholly wrong. It is

not at all improbable that as high as 10 or 15 per cent, of syphilitics

show changes in the nervous system which are due to the disease, but

in many cases these changes do not progress, and may even fail to

attract attention. Estimates of the prevalence of these two diseases

vary from 1 to 6 per cent of the total number who acquire syphilis,

figures which make it evident thej are by no means the inevitable

termination of a syphilitic infection. Persons with syphilis are pre-

disposed to these complications by bad habits of living as well as

pcculiaritios in the germ and the resistance of the patient, so that

much can be done by the syphilitic himself to escape the fate they

bear.

Late Syphilid is Preventable and Treatable.— .Vnother word of

reassurance must accompany any discussion of late >yphilis. Tt is

both preventable, and treatable. While both these points will be
better understood after the discussion of treatment in general, it

may be emphasized here, that adequate, skilled nifMlem treatment
can reduce the danger of developing the late complications of the dis-

ease, almost to the vanishing point. Tn fact, the mortality of only

moderately well treated syphilis is much lower than that of most
serious diseases. The ability of good treatment in the latent period,

largely to forestall the real terrors of the disease, even in cases which
have been recognized comparatively late, offers abundant hope to

the victims in this generation. Even in still later cases which
show the unmistakable signs of serious changes in important organs
and in the nervous system, a prompt resort to systematic measures
may repair a good deal of damage and fight off the enemy for an
averairo lifetime. Rut even while we recall the hope for the victims,

let us never forget that the real str.itegy in our Itiittle with syphilis

must be that of prevention, and that the abortive cure, and early

systematic treatment have a worth that n<> amount of scientific

patching and repair work can ever claim. The treatment of the

chancre in \\o first few dayr of its existence is the treatment of

nieniniro-enceph.nlitis and tabes dorsalis, of cirrlmsis nt" ;ho liver, nf

syphilitic myociirditis and coronary sclercsis, uf iK.rtiii.-. and aneur-

ism, of primary optic atrophy and internal ear deafness, and all that

roll call of strange names which blaze the path of syphilis across the

field of nsedicine.



CHAPTER IV

Modern Tksts k»ij the Keccxjxition of Syphilis.

Laboratory Tests vs. Medical Examination in Syphilology.—\m

SI broad way it may bo said that the criterion which distinguishes the

medicine of the past from that of the present, is the dominance of

the hiboratory in the i:iodern recognition and treatment of disease.

In no field has this revolutionary power done its work more thor-

oughly or to greater advantage than in the field of syphilis. Fifteen

vear> have seen the entire situation with respect to the disease

transformed almost beyond recognition as compared with a genera-

tion aao. In this transition four landmarks stand out conspicnon«ly

as mileposts in the general advance.

The first was reachctl when Wasseru'fl.nn. Xeisser and Hrnck

announced in 1904 the successful application to the diagnosis of

syphilis, of a test made upc.n the bl'tod of the patient. This test is

based upon fho work of two French investigators. Hordet and

(Jengou, and has wide applicability outside of the immediate field of

syi>hilis, although in no disease has its service been more gratifying

or more sjieotacnlar. The bbxtd test f(.r syphMis is now quite gener-

ally kiunvn as the Wa -nermann lest. The second landmark of

progress, in chronological order, is the discovery of the germ causing

the disease, by Schaudinii and lIofTmami in lOO,'), The tremendous

siuiiificance of this dis<'overy for the recognition of syphilis in the

wirliest days of its onset, when radical and complete cure is possible,

cannot Ijc < vercstimatefl. The method of its application in the use

of the darkfield microscope has alreatly been dis<Missed. It lias a

thir<l field of usefulness which bi<ls fair to grow into greater i>roiuin-

eiK'e with time—tbi' identification of the germ in the tissues of the

body i.fter death. This will s. rve a- the ultimate check upon our

.•ciici'ptions of the curability and the real prevalence of the disease.

In fact, it is the identification of the Spiroclueta pallida in the ti-sues

of the brains and spinal cords (.f pati«'nts dying of general paralysis

and locuiiiutor ataxia, by Nognchi and ^[oore in 10i:i. that first

prove<l l)ey .ml reasoiial)l<' doubt, the syphilitic nature of these coni-

plicatiou.s. From tbr first landmark, the Wassermann test, as

applied to the study of the n( rvous system, has arisen a third valu-

alile diagnostic aid. the sindy of the spinal fluid in .syphilis as a means

of rei'ognizing early invasion of the nervous system by the germ.

The fourth contribution to modern warfare against the disease ba*ed

I
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on the discovery of the germ, is the development of the drug known

as
" 606," dimethyl-diamino-arsenobenzol-dihydrochloride, which is

a vital part of our modem programme for the control of infection

and the early cure of the disease.

The Wassennann Blood Test for Syphilis.—The Wassermann

blood test for syphilis is based upon the general observation that

when the body is invaded by certain germs, it develops a defensive

mechanism which takes the form of the appearance in the blood of

substances that poison or cripple the invaders, or in some less definite

way, make conditions unfavourable for them. In the case of certain

diseases, the relation between the invading germ, such as the

diphtheria bacillus, and the substance produced by the body for

defensive purposes, is obvious and direct The antitoxin of diph-

theria combines with and destroys the poison of the diphtheria germ,

as one chemical combines with another, to neutralize it. On the

other hand, in certain other germ diseases the body's method of

attack is less obvious and simple. The finding in the blood of sub-

stances known to bear a fixed relation to the presence of certain

(liseaso germs in the body serves as a means of identifying the dis-

ease in a particularly doubtful case. An analogy to the employment

of blood tests in the detection of disease might be found by picturing

the physician in the situation of a deaf, dumb and blind man wan-

derirg across a field of battle. Knowing that mustard gas is used in

aiodeni •.arfa.-e, he would, upon getting a whiff of it, infer that he

was neiT' or upon the scene of a battle. It is, of course, possible,

however, that he might instead be near the laboratory of a chemical

works where the gas was being made. When he identifies the gas

by his sense of smell, he must go through a course of reasoning,

brief though it may be, in which he will estimate the chance of

being misled by the fact that the gas may be in a laboratory and not

-m the field of bottle. Being deaf, he cannot hear, but he may feel

the ground heave beneath his feet, and feel the air tremble with the

detonations of guns. Correlating these additional impressions he

will further be oonvincod that he is not in a laboratory, but at the

scene of a gas attack on the field of battle. Precisely such a com-

plex chain of reasoning applies to the recognition of a disease by a

blood test. The spirorhjete of syphilis, undor certain conditions in

th'' animal body, product^ changes which manifest themselves by the

presence of rortain substances in the blood. Th< ^e substances are

not antitoxins or fhemical? which react directly with the germ.

Thev may even hv lli«' prmlucts di-sehargod into the bloo<l by the

death of the germs in their fight with the body. But under certain
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conditions, which constitute the limitations of accuracy of the test,

the presence of these substances shows the germs of syphilis to be

present. Precisely as in the case of the man who smells mustard

gas, it is necessary for us after proving their presence to reason

whether or not some factor may not be obscuring the test by con-

cealing the expected substance when it should be there, or to decide

whether it is not there for some other reason than because syphilis

is present Both these factors enter into the accuracy of the blood

test for syphilis, and into the interpretation of the information

which it gives us. In other words, the finding of syphilitic sub-

stances in the blood of a person is simply one factor in the chain

of reasoning which must be carried through in ovprv case before v. e

can say positively that the presence of those substances means the

pergjn has syphilis. Under these circumstances it. is apparent that

the test falls far short of infallibility, and that a blunder in the

reasoning of the doctor who interprets it, or a gap in his experience

is quite as important in making the test worthless as is an actual

error in it« performance.

Personal Equation mid Interpretation in the Wassermcnn Test.

—The mechanism of the Wassermann test is too complex for the

coraprrhension of the average layman without an amount of detailed

discussion that would be out of place here. It may be said of it in

general, and in fact of every complement fixation reaction as this

type of test is called, whether in syphilis, gonorrhoea, tuberculosis or

elsewhere, that its accuracy depends upon the technical skill, experi-

ence, and judgment of the one who performs it. Wassermann tests

are constantly being performed which are valueless and the

destinies of human beings are being decided on laboratory evidence

which is not worth the paper on which the report is written. On the

other hand, the Wassermann test, perfonned by an expert of large

«'\perience and high standing, and interpreted to the patient by a

physician who knows syphilis, is one of the most valuable tests in

medicine, and has a margin of error that is very small. Between

these two extremes^, one finds in actual practice every conceivable

grade of un<lerstanding and misunderstanding, of efficiency and

worthlessness.

The Positivr Wassermann Test.—VJhen the Wassermann test on

the blood shows the presence of the disease, it is spoken of as

positive, usually strongly positive. When it does not show the

presence of the disease, it is spoken of as negative. " Doubtful
"

usuall means a test of no value either way. Certain well-defined

limits are set upon the value of the Wassermann test in the recog-

I; I
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iiition of the prodeuce of syphilis. First of all, the test may he posi-

tive, but is rarely so, in other diseases in temperate climates. lu the

tropifs a rather common disease called " yt.ws " gives a positive

Wassermann test. I'.v maririn of error on the po-^itive side is small

—in other words, a omix'tently ])erformetl Wassermann test in the

temperate zone, if positive, means syphilis in !>5 to OS per cent, of

cases. On the other hand, the situation is radically different with

the negative test.

The Negative W'assennann 'Test.— .\ n^ative Wassermann test

even when technically correct does not prove the absence of syphilis.

A negative test while rare in secondary .syphilis occurs naturally

in as high as 35 per cent, of syphilitics in the later stages of the

disease, and in all syphilitics during the first few days of the

primary sore, at which time the precion> h(>|)e for radical or abortive

euro exists. Therefore a doctor who depends on the Wassermann

test to tell him when he is dealing with syphilis, will miss all of

his cases at the time when the prospect of curing them is at its

best, and will miss a liberal percentage of them late in the disease

when it is vitally important they l»e recognized before the damage

has gone too far for recovery.

Effect of Treatment on the Blood Test.—Treatment for syphilis

has the power to make a positive Wassermann test negative. The

amount of treatment needed to make a positive test negative may
bo much, or excoe<lingly little. Unless treatment in a patient with

syphilis has been carried to the point which experience has shown

M< is necessary for arrest or cure, the test may not remain negative.

It may become positive again within a few weeks or months after

treatment is stopped. Even if it does remain negative the disease

may go on w(»rkinir just the same. A Wassermann test may be

negative on the bloml for years, and the patient die of syphilitic

heart disease or of changes in his nervous system. A Wassermann

nuiy bcHome negative on the blood for a few months after insuffi-

cient treatment, and the patient then marry, only to infect his wife

while his own bloofl still remains negative. The germs of syphilis

• an bo taken from a mucous patch on the lip of a jiatient while his

bliMul test is negative. Tbcy can even be t>rf>wn from bis blood

u.iile bis bl.Mid shows no sign« of syphilis that a Wasserinaun tost

will (leteet. When all thi< unescapable evidence of fbe sbortcoin-

ings of the negative Wassermann test is taken into account, one

may well ask, of what use is it ;iiiybow. In reply to this ipiostion.

niiiy one thing can lie said. One negaiixe or twu negative Wasser-

mann blood test< moan iiorbiiiii- at all. In the oreseMec of a reason
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for suspecting the disease, only a series of negative tests can mean

anything as a proof of its absence. In a patient treated for syphilis,

the series of negative tests must extend consistently over months

aad years, and even then it is not tnistworthy unlos the most

searching exauiinatiou of every accessible structnn- of the lK)dy

shows that the di^^easc is not in hiding. The Wasserinann blood

test f<.r syphilis has no infalHbilitic-. It is merely a part of a chain

of reasoning, and its value is deix'udent not only ui^on the skill of

the performer, but upon that of the reasoner.

The (ieneivl Medical E.mmimiion Ksscnlidl.—With this pro-

viso, the syphilis of the examining room again claims its place, so

long threatened In the syphilis of the laboratory. An opinion as to

whether or not a person has syphilis, or having had it. has recovered,

cannot l)e based upon a blood test. It depends in the last analysis

upon what the ]«hysician who vijnders the opinion, knows about

everv ;ispeet of sypliilis. So few and far between are the men who

know the ramifications and intricacies of the disease, tha*^^ critical

judgments can best be i-endered by a group of physicians, perhaps

under the leadership of one who has made the disease a special and

lifelong study. In other words, the eye specialist and the ear

specialist, the expert on diseases of the nervous system and the

clinician who knows the heart, the specialist on the diseases of the

l)ones, the expert on the skin, each may have his place beside the

lalwratory man with his dark field ard '>Vas8ermann test. No one of

them can. without presumi)tion. claim that his assertion that there is

no sign of syphilis in the particular part of the Ixnly which he

knows, ].roves there is none elsewhere in the system. To laboratory

luethod^ w«' must cniicede almost uu(iualitie«l ritir to tirst plaec in the

it'co>,'nitiou of syphilis by the finding of the germ in the ehancre.

in recurrent soi-es on nioutli and genitals, and in the eoutirmatiou of

the jiresenee of syphili- in the secondary stage, when flw Wasser-

mann test well iH'rformed is i)o<itive in i)ractically one hundred

|)er cent, of cases. To elinieal faet- as ascertaintMl by a careful

t-eneral jdiysieal examination we unist. however, as the last res^m

look for final judgment where the laboratory tests are disappointing

or inconsistent.

SpiiHil Fluid 7V.s7.s-.—The examination of the spinal fluid by the

aid of the Wass<'rmann test ba- developed rapidly in importance in

re<'eiit vears. Tlie -pinal Hnid is a watery clear licpiid tbat sur-

rounds and s\ipports ilic brain and spinal cord insi<lc the skull and

spinal coliunn. acting as :i -ort of water cushion to piotc<-t ih.-m

npainst sii..ck. Tbis thiid. in sypbilitic disease ot the nervous

i'
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system, undergoes changes which prove the presence and help to

i ientify the seriousness and extent of the damage done by the disease

in the tissues of the nervous system, even when all other signs fail

or leave one puzzled as to what is going on. The testing of the

spinal fluid is often a necessary adjimct to the blood test in settling

the question of the presence or absence, or the cure of syphilis, and

as such it will attain to constantly greater usefulness.

Both the Waasermann blood test and the examination of the

spinal fluid are at their best when performed by hospitals and by

groups of specialists who have the means at hand to make them

properly and interpret them^ correctly to the patient. The drawing

of blood for the Wassermann test is a trifling matter, and can be

done by almost anyone. The popularity of the test has made many

physicians uncritical in r^ard to it, and has encouraged the growth

of laboratories whose tests have all the faults and inaccuracies which

the peculiarities of the Wassermann reaction make possible. Until

the situation is finally standardized, perhaps by Government control,

the Wassermann test will be abused and misinterpreted. The

soundest advice that in the present state of knowledge can be given

one who has reason to ask himself if he has syphilis, is " to seek

expert medical advice," rather than " to have a Wassermann taken."



CHAPTER V.

Hereditaby Syphilis.

Effect of Syphilis on the Race.—Vfe must now take up an

aspect of syphilis which makes it all but unique among diseases,

namely, its transmission to the second generation. Gonorrhoea

affects the future of the race by making men and women childless.

Syphilis affects the race by destroying outright 75 per cent, of the

children of syphilitic parents before they are bom or during the first

year of life, and by crippling or weakening a considerable proportion

of those who survive. Gonorrhoea as such is not transmissible to the

child before birth. On the other hand, syphilis is more often trans-

mitted in this way than otherwise, and when so transmitted is

not. mere constitutional inferiority, but syphilis, as definite and

actual as if acquired with a chancre and secondary period during

later life.

The Syphilitic Mother.—X very large body of evidence, much

of which has come into existence since the Wassermann test was

devised, has shown that in the great majority of cases, syphilis is

transmitted to the child by its mother, rather than by its father.

This means that the role of the father, if he be responsible, is in the

infection of the mother. It is only fair to say that this question of

paternal transmission is not wholly settled, and that there are able

men who believe that the father can be responsible for the infection

of the unborn child without infecting the mother. It is, however,

the general opinion that a child syphilitic at birth, means a mother

with syphilis, whether or not she shows outward '\^s. In fact,

the mother sometimes shows no sipns of the disease to either exam-

ination or blood test, a condition theoretically explained by her hav-

ing developed a form of immunity through carrying the child. The

presumption, however, is that she has the disease and should there-

fore be treated for it.

Mode of Infection of the Child.—ChiUren may acquire syphilis

before birth, through the transfer of the germs from the body of

the mother to the blood of the child, through the placenta, the

stnicture which connects the child with the wall of the womb. If tho

child acquires syphilis through the mother's blood within the first

three months after conception it is almost certain to die and the

body be expelled, constituting an abortion or miscarriacre. If it

88
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aoqiiiiMs -vpbilis froin the third to the seventh month, it uiuv

survive for a time, but is likely to be i>orn prematurely and verv

probaWy dead. If it is not infected until after the seventh month of

prenatal life, it will probably be born alive, although it may die later

of the disease. The time after conception that a child in the womb
id likely to be infected varies to a certain extent with the activity

and age of the mother's infection. If she has been recently infected,

and there are still many germs in her body and fretjucnt showenj

of them circulating in her blood, the < lild has almost no chance
of escajie. The result is miscarriage or alwrtiou, repeated again

and again whenever the woman boi'onios pregnant. vStmie of these

abortions occur so early that the woman may think she is simply

>uffering from irregular menstruation. .\s the mother's infection

becomes older and less virulent, the child is not infected until later

in the pri^ancy, or may even escape altogether. It may die if

infected, resulting in a still birth, or it may live and show its first

signs in the first few months after birth. Again, it may live, seem
in fair health, and show no signs of the disease until it is fi-om five

to ten years old. A few cases do not show nny signs until much
later, even as old as twenty-five years.

Treating the Mother May Protect the Unborn Child.—Notixe<l

rule applies to the birth of syphilitic children from a mother who
has the disease, although usually a .series of alxirtions is followed by

a still birth or two and finally by living but syphilitic children,

as the activity of the mother's infection subsides. A syphiliti<'

mother whoso disease has been temjwrarily reduced to inactivity by

treatment in the later stages may give birth to an entirely healthy

child, and women who still have active syphilis may <KTasionally

hav<' . liildrrn who escape. Even a woman who is in the secondary

stage of syj)hilis, whoso pregnancy is recognized in time may
ji|)parently give birth to a healthy child if she is intelligently and

systematically treated for syphilis herself all during the period she

is earryinp the child. Once again, a woman who acquires syphilis

just l)eforo the child is U> Ih^ born, and who has a chanero or mucous
patches on the neck of the womb or in the vaginal birth canal, may
give birth to a healthy child whom .she infects as she brings it into

the world. This variety of syphilis in children is comparable to

birth infei'tion with gonorrhn-a and is true congenital as distin-

guishe<l from uterine syphilis. It runs the same course as the adult

form, with a chancre, often on tJie navel, and a secondary eruption

as in the acquired case.
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Effect of Inherited t^yphUis on the VhUd.—Uterine (*yphilis in

the child gives rif^o to changes in its body which are more profound

than those which occur from the acqiiiretl fonn. The cliild being

literally filled with the germs as it is coming into Ix-ing. i-^ distorted

to some extent by the diseas*-. Changes in tho bones, in the teeth,

and in the internal organs o<'cnr whi<'h have unu'h in coiiimon with

late syphilis. liiit if the child does not die outright before or within

a year or two after birth, the intimate aswxMation of it> liody cells

with tho germs gives them, paradoxically, an advantage. Such cbil-

rlren must have a high resistance or they would die. For this reason.

children with uterine syphilis after the first high mortality, have

an excellent fighting chance. «i/tJt7t if reinforced by itUelUfient treat-

ment, may pennit them to develoji into practically normal men ami

women.

Symptoms of Sif/ihitis in the Sew-liorn.—Children with

syphilis who are lM»rn alive, sometimes seem outwanlly normal at

birth. Quito a nuud)or of them die, however, scon after birth from

convulsions and other internal ailmentfi. As a rule, however, the

syphiUtic child presents at birth a striking example of the power of

the germ of syphilis to age the human body. The cliild looks

weazened, withered, so to speak, at the root. The face s\iggest> a

little old man. the child is under size, and within a few (lays or

weeks of birth begins to show outspoken signs of the disease in the

form of " snutHcs " <.r running nose, often taken for ii ''(ild, and

changes in the vocal mechanism which convert the normal cry into a

squawk. Skin eruptions, especially largo blisters, mucous patches,

and large sores may appear, and unless treated, the child rapidly

declines. Extraordinary variations in the picture presented by

isyphilis in the child may occur. Not every child with a skin rasli

and a ft eble cry is syphilitic. On tho other hand, it is a wise caution

that seivis the mother or the woman in charge of sickly eliildren to

the do( tor when s>;«mething abnonnal develops, and it is a wiser

eaution ihat kcn-ps healthy women from meddling with < thers" sick

children until they are properly advised by a competent. ]>hv-ician.

A caution may well be given here also with reference :.> tlie wet mivM-,

who should never take up the care of a child except under the direc-

tion of ai' exj>ert fdiysician who can protect her from the risk (»f

nnrsir- ' synhilitio baby who will promptly transmit tho disease {<

her. Vice \ irsa there is no better way to infrct a W'>11 bab than t^

give it to a syphilitic woman to nurse. Fortunately tlie best modern

technic, which simply draws the wonian's milk and foods it to the

babv after proper sterilization will redui«e the ri-k m'" uch trauR-

!^-
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misuion of the disease. There is no better evideuce that the mother

of a Byphilitic child has ayphilis, than the fact that she cannot

acquire it from her own nursing baby even though the baby has a

mouth full of mucous patches.

Late Eiffcts of Inherited Syphilia; Imbecility, Eye and Ear

Trouble.—L serine syphilis in older children may repeat the course

of syphilis acquired in adult life, even to the development of juvenile

locomotor ataxia and general paresis. On the other hand, it has

some distinctive features. About five per cent, of children who

are idiotic are so because of syphilis. Many syphilitic children show

distinctive changes in the teeth and certain bones, which can be

recognized even though the Wassermann test may be and frequently

is n^ative. While the large majority of syphilitic children are

below par physically, it often seems as if they had a precocious

mental development not unlike that seen with rickets, which makes

them by no means degenerates, but valuable assets in human life

once their infection Is brought under control by treatment. Heredo-

syphilitic children are subject to a peculiar type of eye trouble,

called irterstitial keratitis, which clouds the cornea or glassy part

of the eye so that not over 60 per cent, of the cases which have it

recover with vision unimpaired. Many of these children lose their

ability to earn a living and become burdens upon the family, the

community and the state. A few children are made totally blind

by syphilitic changes in the nerve of sight. A similar but much

commoner type of change occurs in the nerve of hearing, resulting

in total and irremediable deafness. In the infant it is recognized

by the child's failure to learn to speak, and if it develops before

the lenth year the child is likely to become dumb, either because

it does not learn or forgets how to talk. The inmates of deaf and

dtimb n^ylums and schools present in all probability a high pro-

jK)rtion of heredo-syphilitics, although just what proportion is not

known.

Hereditary Syphilis and the Third OeneraHon.—One or two

additional points deserve mention. Hereditary syphilis in the strict

sense is probably not transmitted to offspring—that is the children

of hereditary syphilitics do not have abortions and give birth to

syphilitics as Jo their parents. On the other hand, there is room for

disagreement on this point, and able men again believe that the

germ may be handed on for more than two generations. It is

generally conceded that a tendency to constitutional inferiority

appears in the children of parents who have severe forms of

hereditary syphilis. Those who have hereditary syphilis in mild
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form, however, may if eflSciently treated, give birth to healthy

children.

Public ReapoimbUiiy in Hertditary -Syp/u/w.—Syphilis in

adopted or orphaned children should be much more a matter of

concern on the part of the sUte than it is. Careful Wawermann

tests on mother, father and child should be available in every baby

offered for adoption, and the risk of a concealed infection will be

diminished if, where there is dotibt, adoption is deferred until after

the second year. Children who prove early or later in their Iivm, to

have the disease, should not be offered for adoption, but should be

cared for and treated by the state. The contagiousness of hereditary

syphilis and its treatment will be discussed in connection with these

aspects of the disease as a whole.
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CHAPTER VI.

Thk Treatment of Syphilis.

From the standpoint of treatment, as in other ways that have

been mentioned, syphilis occupies a distinctive place in the hierarchy

of disease. In the domain of general medicine there is a small

group of ailments whoso successful treatment ])rescnts the dramatic

and spectacular quality' that makes surgery, for instance, so attractive

to the majority of physicians. ^lalaria is the oldest memhcr of thi-

gro\ii>. The control of malaria by quinine is a medical miracle

which never loses its power to ast<mish because it is so familiar. In

the same way. the control of sy]>hilis by the drugs both ancient and

modern which are used against it. contains all the dramatic elements

that add zcsr to the work of him who treat- it and give hope to those

who look for its ultimate extermination. The treatment of syphilis

has what the treatment of gouorrlui'a lacks, weajxtus whose etficii-ncy

stands all but unrivalled in the ))ractice of the healing art.

The Tmttnient of Syphilis ir!(h Mvrcuiy.—^lercury through-

out the tive centuries intervening since the wholesale spread of

syphilis over the world has .-ustained n>uch the same relation to the

disease that quinine has to malaria. The ability of this drug to

cause the outward signs of the disease to vanish was early recog-

nized; and its wholesale and over-enthusiastic ii-e for a time threat-

ened to retire it to ol»scurity rather tlian to develoj* its effectiveness.

.\r»'ri'iirv is a poison, and gives vise to symptoms at times nuly less

serious than the disease itsoif. In fact it acts only liy being more

poison<ius for the germs than for the tissues of the body itself. For

that reason its projier use was only slowly develo])ed, and its limita-

tions are set. not so much by tlie fact that more would not kill spiro-

chtPtes more effectively, but that more might kill the jiatient. While

the a<-tion of the drug in the bo<ly is usually thought of as directTy

upon the germs, it seems very probable that while this element is ot

course important, mercury is even more effective in -timidating the

body to make its own fight. For that reason it occnpii's a nnii|nr anil

indispensable place in the management of the disease.

'Mercury is given in .syphilis in a variety of ways. In all cise-

it is the metal itself, or its salts that is used. Mercury taken by

mouth as pills or solutions of its salts iittained intense popularity

among the French school of syphih>logi>ts. but has imw been sliown

t/i be good enough for glossing over external signs, bt?t of little real

effe<'t in bringing about a cure. Fspof'ially in the early stages of
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the disease, when wo stake everything upon the hope of early and

complete results, mercury by mouth is an anachronism and a snare.

It has had a most unfortunate popularity among the past genera-

tion of physicians, and many a man who develops serious signs of

late syphilis in later life owes his plight to his doctor's prescrii>tion

of mercurial pills in the days of his chancre. Pills have their j.lace.

undoubtedly, but their field of effective action is very limited.

Mercury is also given by injection of various salts under the skin or

into the muscles at various intervals, from which tissues the drug,

is absorbed into the blood. This form of treatment, often spukcii ot

as German, has manv advantages, and in the hands of tl expert

has a high degree of efficieney. Mercury is also given by iiu-..riK,rat-

ing the metal with a grease or salve and rubbing it int.. the skin

from which it is absorbed in part directly and in part tbrougb the

lungs from evaporation and inhalation. This method kn..\vn as the

inunction, is in the opinion of many syi)hilographers the method par

excellence for administering mercury in the treatment of >ypbilis.

Tt has the disadvantage of seeming dirty and smudgy and thus

offensive to particular patients. But for the certainty of its action,

and its ability to combine high doses with minimum ill etfivts, it

stands unrivalled, and only fails to attain its highest usefulness

through objections based on trivial annoyances rather than --n the

actual best interests of the patient.

Mercury Doca Not Control Contagiousness.— Uw te<-linic ..f the

treatment of syphilis with mercury, the times and way> and reasons

for its employment cannot W discussed here. Its intelligent use is

perhaps even'more than in the ease of quinine in malaria, an art in

which a true expertness may bo developed. The last five years of the

practice of svphilology have only serve.l to raise mercury in tie

estimation of discriminating observers. ;Nroniimental tlmngh the

progress made i)ossil)le by Elirlieh's discovery of salvarsan (
" 'lOr,

)

has been, the new drug has not displaced its older brother a- an

essential in the cure of syphilis. The one great defect ot inev.-iirv

from the standpoint of the public health is its inability to control

contagiousness. .V patient rweiving it by the most vigorous methods

kno%vn mav none the less in the early, contagious st.nges ot the dis-

ease develop recurrent sores in the mouth an.l elsewhere, winch

make him a danger to other.. Tt is precisely this lack in the older

methods of treating syphilid, which " r.0(! " supplies, and it is this

combination of (pialities obtaine.1 by the use of both drugs which

justifies the statement that no man to-day tre.its syphtli- etfeetively

who does not use both " OOfi " and mercury.

1 .ii
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The Discovery of Arsphenamine—Ehrlich's " 606."—The story

of the discovery of arsphenamine (salvarsan) as it is now called in

the United States, is a chapter in the romance of scientific discovery

of which only a glimpse is possible here. Arsphenamine is the

American technical name for the substance known as Ehrlich's

" 606 " which was later patented in Europe and the United States

under the name of salvarsan. Arsphenamine is a compound of

arsenic with substances derived from benzol, the chemi' A agent

which forms the basis of modern organic chemistry. T is to all

intents and purposes a dye. Certain dyes are poiso ,ous. The

action of arsphenamine upon the germs of syphilis is based upon

Ehrlich's realization that if a poisonous dye or stain could be found

which would pick out and attach itself to the spirochsete of syphilis

and poison it without doing the same thing for the cells of the

human body, a means might be found to kill the germ directly in

the tissue* and the blood. This selective affinity of dyes for certain

tissues or for certain gems is, of course, familiar in medicine, but

Ehrlich's application of it to the problem of syphilis was unique and

was said to have been inspired by the effect of trypan red. a special

dye. upon germs related in some respects to those of syphilis. After

prolonged experimentation. Ehrlich and his Japanese collaborator,

JTdta. with the co-operation of the chemist Bertheim, succeeded after

606 attempts (hence the name " 606 ") in producing the substance

fliraethyl-diamino-arsenobenzol-dihydrochloride, which was found by

animal experiment to be able to pick out and kill the spirochsete of

syphilis in the blood and tissues without appreciably injuring the

infected animal. Tt is not too much to say, incidentally, that had

the germ of the disease not been discovered by Schaudinn and Hoff-

mann, and the transmissibility of the disease to animals demonstrated

by !Metchinkoff and Roux. the work of Ehrlich would probably have

been neither inspired nor carried out. Nothing better illustrates

the cosmopolitan status of scientific progress or the interdependence

of scientific men upon one another, regardless of race or nationality,

than the modem advances in the knowledge of syphilis. Nor is it

possible to conceive a better justification of experimental work on

animals than that afforded by the results and the combined efforts of

these scientists.

The Commfrrinl Status of Arsphenamine.—After a long series

of careful expf-rim . (s to determine its efficiency and freedom from

danger. Ehrlich filially announced the discovery of " 606 " to the

world in December. 1910. and turned the formula over to a German
firm for the manufacture and marketing of the drug on a commercial
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scale. In accordance with the accepted custom in Germany, the

drug and every detail of its manufacture were carefully protected

by patents in all countries. The tragic but little appreciated result

was that long after the legitimate claims of the inventor had been

satisfied, and in this particular Ehrlich was most unselfish, this

drug, so precious a necessity to the world, remained a private

monopoly, exploited at a price that placed it out of the reach of the

poor except as charity made provision for it, and restricted in its

usefulness by merely dollar considerations. It required the com-

manding necessities of the war to bring these facts to light, and to

open the way for competition to increase itd accessibility. In prac-

tically all important countries, the drug is now being manufactured

under government license and a variety of names. In the United

States the short-sighted stringency of the patents for a time pre-

vented t^e open manufacture of the drug after the English blockade

cut off German exports. The monopoly and the high prices continued

and there was a prolonge>d period when the medical profession and

the sick of this conn ry vfire virtually deprived of what should

under a more enlightened public policy have been cheap and

abundant. The drug was even for a time imported from Germany

by submarine in the effort to maintain control of the patent.«>.

Finally, after the declaration of war with Germany, action became

imperative. The Adamson Act was then passed, providinoj inci-

dentally for the manufacture of arsphenamine by American firms

of demonstrated competence, under federal license. This has placed

the United St tes for the time being on the same basis as European

nations. The tremendous profits reaped by the German monopoly

are apparent from the fact that the price promptly fell from $4.50

to $1.25 per dose. The restoration of ante-bellum prices for raw

materials could greatly reduce even this figure. It must not be

forgotten that the present satisfactory situation is for the duration

of the war only, and that public opinion back of a fundamental

revision of our patent laws is necessary to make the change per-

manent. It is not too soon to begin to impress upon Amprican iogis-

lators in unmistakable fashion, that ideas and substances capable of

altering the history of the race through their influence on public

health and welfare, cannot remain private monopolies and reap

exorbitant profits for owners and exploiters after the reasonable

claims of the inventor are satisfied.

The Fallacy of the One-Dose Cure.—Arsphenamine was intro-

duced into medicine with an initial fallacy due to its extreme effec-

tiveness in anirals, and the spectacular character of its action on
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syphilis in man. Ehrlich hoped that it would accomplish a cure of

the disease in a single dose. This idea, now fully understood to be

erroneous, gained an ..ufortunatc publicity which will in the course

of the next decade result in a good deal of late syphilis in patients

whose early signs were cleared up but whoso iliscaso was not cured,

by the single injection whi h they reccivotl.

The Action of Arsphenominc.—Arsphenaiuiiic is given in a

variety of ways, the most widely usefl bei?'g direct injection of a

solution of it into the blood through a vein. It combines in some way

with the tissues of the body and tho elements ol the blood, and the

combination, a])parently, is deadly for tho germs, but almost harm-

less, in the doses used, for tho hitman body. The effe<'t is quite

miraculous. Within twenty-four lioui-s after a single injection, nut a

spirochaete can be obtained from any lesion of the body, although

mucous patches and condylomas may have swarmed with them before

tiie treatment. 1" tho same way arsphenamine i> able to \vii)e a

syphilitic erui>tinn from the skin almost as a Avet :-[M)nge cleans the

sdioolboy's slate. Its effect therefore is t" control contagiousness

with incomparable efficiei" y, and to produce spectacular and rapid

symptomatic re^-.ults. It rtHpiiivs repeated injections to make the

effects lasting, however, and mercury must be evoked for final cure.

The value of arsphenamii." has one qualiticafion from the

patient's standjtoinr. Too little of it nuiy be wor-e than none at all.

and may ]>ring on giimmatons changes before tiic secondary jKriod is

well over, this throujdi certain )»e<Mdiarities in the iuununological

mechanism of syphili.-. If the administration of mercury reipiires a

refined therapeutic judgment, the managc'mcnt of arsphenamine

^rcatment of a patient requires even more, r ,\<\ too much or too little

may lead to nnfoK-rcn lun-tHiuences. The administration of the

drug at competent hands is not dangerous, but must be surrounded

with ])recautions established by experience. Modifications of the

original Ehrlich " 006," particularly " 914," or neoarsphenamine,

are used, but the detail of their employment lias no place in this

disciis-iinn.

Hf



CHAPTER VII.

The Cuke of Syphims.

What is Adequate Treatment?—The adequate treatment of

syphilis, by whatever means it may be approached, is not a matter of

days or weeks, but of months and years. In this simple statement

lies four-fifths of the problem of the disease in personal and social

life. The hold of the Spirochajta pallida upon the human body,

once it is established, in the overwhelming majority of cases cannot

be broken excejit by wearing it out. so to speak. Nothing is easier

to control than syphilis so far as many of the symptoms are con-

cerned. A few pills, even, may make a new man of many a wreck.

Hut nothing is more inexoraWe or more unexpected in its " come-

back." Inadequate treatment carries more than the danger of a

failure to cure. It makes possible under an outward aspect of calm,

the recurrence of infectious lesions, the transmission of the disease

to others, and the progress of the disease in the internal structures,

under a skin kejit clean and whole by half-way measures. Just what

constitute- adequate treatment can only bo determined in the indi-

vidual case. It may be safely said that the three or four injections

of arsphoninnine an<l a few mercurial injections or rubs which many

patients get. is not adeijuate. One or two negative Wassermann

tests are no measure »)f adequacy, popular though this fallacy is.

Our last resort must often be the old rules of thumb which still

retain a place in the management of the disease that cannot bo shaken

by any of the epochal discoveries of the last twenty years. In fact

some of the most recent work on syphilis is tending to show that

what even a gomi deal of treatment accomplishes is simply a reduc-

tion of the <nfection tv harmlessness, rather than a cure sign-ill/ced

by the killing off of all germs.

An Interpretation of the Cure of Syphilis.—In the face of such

considerations, it is becoming increasingly difficult to tell the patient

just what cure means and what will secure it. It should in genernl

be understood that for all practical purposes, cure means lifelong

frwdnm from all symptoms and signs of the disease, and no risk of

transmission to others, hereditarily or .iirectly. Even abortive cure,

to which we pin our hones, still contains a liberal admixture of faith,

which only the clarifying influence of time can justify or discreflit.

To tell n man with a four-day-old primary lesion that six months of

treatment will cure him is neai^folly—to tell him that a year will do

93
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it is rash, to tell him that two years will see him well, is to enter the

borders of conservatism. In the fully developed secondary case,

not only are two and perhaps three years of systematic treatment

necessary, but there must be a succeeding period of probation before

cure is confirmed in which the patient must show no signs of the

disease, not only to the Wassermann test, but to a variety of other

examinations intended to reach all the structures that syphilis is

known to affect This advances the average period of time before

the pronouncing of a cure in a fully developed case in the secondary

stage, to five years from the time treatment was begun. All that

can be said of a cure thus carried out, is that its value while not

absolute, is borne out by the overwhelming mass of human experi-

ence with the disease. The risk of persistence of a syphilis after

these demands have been satisfied is ewnparable to the risk ot death

that is inseparable from the mere fact of living. So far as our human

fallibility allows, we say that the average man who has had a fully

de\'elor^ secondary syphilis treated by the most modem methods

for three years, and has been free from every symptom and sign for

two years after all treatment is stopped, has returned to the class of

insurable risks. He is less likely to have a r .pse than he is to fall

from the top of a building cr be hit by an automobile rounding a

corner.

The Time Factor in Cure.—Time is a vital factor in the treat-

ment of syphilis, and the time at which treatment is b^un is no lei«s

so than the time for which it is continued. Abortive cure depends

on time and the recognition of the germ. Similarly the outlook on

late syphilis once past the secondary stage depends on the age of the

infection and the damage already done. In late syphilis of the

nervous system and of important organs, we do not speak of cure,

rather of arrest and the reinforcement of the patient's resistance

from time to time by treatment, until he shall have lived out hi?

days'. Just at what moment in the life historv gf an infection the

bright outlook of primary and secondary syjihilis passes over into

the less hopeful prospect of late syphilis can be decided only in the

individual case and by the conservative instinct of the syphilographer.

Personally, the author believes the disease to be curable in its earlier

stages, but does not encourage any patient to cast all caution to the

winds and rely implicitly on a dramatic word of final release

—

" you are cured." Occasional expert observation through life for

the person who has had syphilis has the same value that it has in

tuberculosis, as an insurance against the fallibility of human judg-

ment.
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Determinalion of the Fact of Cure.—The answeriug of the ques-

tion " Am I cured of syphilis," like the settlement of the question of

the cure of gonorrhoea, is often a matter for experts. The first

essential of proof is a amki of negative blood tests covering a period

of from one to two years. Many syphilographers believe that a

special series of tests called a " provocative" should be carried out.

This consists in taking blood tests at various intervals within a

month after an injection of arsphenamine (" 606 "). It is increas-

ingly the belief of men who see a great deal of late syphilis that no

case should be discharged from medical care without an examina-

tion of the spinal fluid by an expert, since syphilis of the nervous

system may remain concealed for years before the outbreak, and

only be recognized during the latent period by the testing of the

spinal fluid. An examination to ' ove the cure of syphilis should

also extend into every nook and • 'he body, with tests of the

eyes, the ears, and other impt .i?tures by specialists com-

petent to pass an opinion upc - Only by this apparently

needless precaution is it possibb lo induce t'l chance of a mistaken

or premature decision.

Treatment of Hereditary Syphilis.—The treatment of hereditary

syphilis is in many respects a much more hopeful matter than a

consideration of the nature of the disease suggest*. Children who

survive it are aided by a resistance that is an invaluable asset. If

systematic intense measures could be applied to every mother who

has syphilis, while she is carrying the child, we would witnws an

immediate and surprising decrease in the transmission of the infec-

tion to offspring. So effective is this treatment of the mother

before the birth of the child that it is the bounden duty of every

physician called upon to deal with pregnant women to be familiar

with the essentials of syphilology and to secure for those under his

care proper expert investigation and treatment if the findings show

the presence of the disease. If the new-bom child has syphilis, its

preservation depends upon constant unremittina: care eombmed with

skilled treatment. The baby must be nursed by the mother. In

older children the treatment of the complications of hereditary

syphilis becomes a problem for the state. The successful treatment

of interstitial keratitis, for example, may c-11 for months in the

hospital and may delay the child's education enough to damage per-

manently its social efficiency and waste its mental powers. The

Scandinavian countries, through the influence of the great syphilog-

rapher Weylander, treat these children in speoiol sehool-hospitals.

or homes, with reallv wonderful results. Few experiences are mor..-
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gratifying to the expert than to transform the little shrunken body

with its bowed head and aching, red, and all but sightless eyes, into

robust and laughing youth. The State of Michigan is conspicuous

in this country in its j/rovision for the care of children who can bt

benefited by medical treatment, those with hereditary syphilis among

the number.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Public and Pbbsonal Hygiene of Syphilis.

Summary of Facta Regarding Coniagiausnew.—We have now

reached the point where it is powible to summarize the problem of

syphilis as it concerns personal and public health. Syphilis is a

contagious infection. For practical purposes, it is a danger to

others only during the primary stage, the secondary stage, and such

part of the latent period as may be marked by the recurrence of

contagious lesions about the mouth and genit«'s. Any syphilitic

lesion in the stages named is dangerous if it is moist. Iho sores ot

late syphilis, occurrin, -^s they do after the larger part of the gem.

s

have died off in the bo.i. , are not dangerous. In fact, it may be said

of syphilis in general that danger is inven3ly proportional to glare

and conspicuousness. There move among us every day persons with

dangerous syphilitic lesions, for whom we would never think to turn

aside, though we would shun one who had a harmless running

sore
" as if he were a leper. Categorically, the important principles

governing the transmission of syphilis may be summarized as

*"

Tho disease is transmitted only by the transfer of the gern«.

Personal, immediate contact with an infectious sore or lesion stands

first and foremost in the spread of the disease. The gc ms of syphilis

cannot live long away from the body, or in the presence of air

They are killed at once by drying. They are not distribute .. about

by objects that have only remote contact with syphihtics, such as

furniture, door knobs, bath tub?, and even toilet seats The dan-

gerous articles are instruments recently used, articles that are put

in the mouth, such as silverware, cups, pipe., etc., clothing or dress-

ings moist with discharges. Germs of syphilis deposited on foreign

obiects die at once on contact with so weak an antiseptic as soap

and water. The washing of all personal articles in hot soap suds

effectually sterilizes them so far as this disease is concerned.
^

Nonrgenital Syphilis.—^yv^i\h is non-genital—that is, the

primary sore occurs elsewhere than on the genitalia in from 5 to lU

per cent of all casfs. These are older figures, and a greater expert-

ness in recognizing the early onset of the disease will increase the

amount of non-genital syphilis recognized. Physicians and nurses,

and also members of families in which there is a careless syphiliti-

or in which there is crowding and bad hygiene are conspicuous .
.c-
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timi of this mode of acquiring the diaeaae. It is said that in partt*

of Ruuia, genital infection is the exception, and non-genital the

rule, and the same observation was made by Tullidge in connection

with Austrian troops in the war. The chancre may appear on the lip,

the tongue, the tonsil, the eye, the finger, the nipple or auy other

part of the body, even to the septum of the nose and the palm of the

hand.

The Engagement Chancre.—An important phase of extragenital

syphilis is the syphilis of intimate non-genital contacts—kissing and

caresses. Into this group fall the engagement chancre on the lips

of the young girl whose fianc^ acquired his infection by resorting to

some other woman for the relief of the excitement of his courtship

;

the chancres on the eyelids, the lips and the cheeks of children from

the kisses of infected parents or brothers and sisters, or from stran-

g()rs; the chancres of the finger that are acquired in oilier than

innocent ways.

Genital Trantmiasion of Syphilis.—The genital transmission of

syphilis covers from 80 to 90 per cent, of all cases, according again

to older figures. About 50 per cent, of the infections of married

women have seemed to me to be contracted in marriage, though <

Foumier gave 20 per cent as his estimate. The physiolo^ichl

reasons for the importance of genital transmission have been dis-

cussed. No person who dispassionately reviews the facts can long

cherish the belief that guilt or innocence has any part in the develop-

ments of the peculiar habits of the Spirocliseta pallida, or maintain

that the innocent and loyal wife or husband or the unknowing,

unoffending child should be besmirched by our prurience simply

because the organism is an anerobe of low vitality, requiring special

conditions for its growth.

Duration of Contagiousness. Effect of Tobacco, Dirt, Etc.—
The average syphilitic infection, untre'+ed, must be rated as con-

tagious for a period of at least five yearf >^ni its onset. Lapse of

time with progress toward the non-contagious tertiary or late stage,

sooner or later disposes of the public menace of every syphilitic. This

is scant consolation, however, when it is recalled that the contagious

periods of the diseases of children, for example, seldom occupy the

number of days or weeks that syphilis does years. '^^
'^ contagious-

ness of syphilis is increased by anything which ten as do tobacco,

dirt and irritation, to produce moist recurrences about the month
and genitals. The contagiousness of syphilis is diminished, and the

danger period shortened, by modem treatment.
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Arapkenamne in the Control of Contagiouanesa in SyphUis.—

Any device or remedy which shortens the contagious period of an

infection, hM life^aving value. In this cIpss we must pl«ce "'F _e-

namine, whose ability quickly to destroy the germs of :•: ,>hil' in

contagious sores is one of the most brilliant contributions .^
the

modem campaign agaiast the disease. Quarantine for syphilis, a^

it is practised in other contagious diseases, is impracticable, and

fortunately it has at last become unnecessary. A twenty-four hour

stay in a hospital with a single injection of " 606 " does away for the

time being with the need of it. It should never be forgotten, how-

over that it is a short-sighted policy which provides only enougli

arsphenaniine to temporarily destroy the germs. Such a policy

inflicts deliberate injury upon the patient by exposing him to the

risk of dangerous complications, and does not protect the public from

his relapses any more effectively than the old-time use of mercury.

Every case must be adequately treated from the broad standpoint, as

syphilis, not from the narrow point of view of merely reducing con-

tagiousness for the time being. By adopting the former standar ,

and backing it with our dollars and our laws, wp will best serve bot

the interests of the public and those of the patient himself. Good

all-around treatment with salvarsan and mercury, while it can never

unconditionally guarantee the non-infectiousness of a syphilitic,

least of all in the intimacies of life, can none the less reduce the risk

in ordinary relations practically to the vanishing point

Personal Responsihility in the Trangmission of Syphilis.—

There enters into the control of syphilis as a contagious disease the

same problem of personal responsibility which appears in gonorrhoea.

In those who are ignorant, the transmission of syphilis to others goes

on unawares; in those who are indifferent, the risk of infecting others

is irrnored—sometimes even deliberately recognized and employed

as a means of vengeance. The extent of irresponsibility in the trans-

mission of the disease is large, and it bears no direct relation to the

supposed intelligence of the person who transmits the disease. 1

have known CroatJ- labourers who barely understood the words in

which thev were addressed, to take precautions to protect others

which conformed to an ideal code of unseltish consideration. On the

other hand. T have had trained nurses, infected in illicit sexual rela-

tions leave mv consulting room after the most explicit instruction

as to'tiie daneer for others, and marry healthy p-rtners before they

were non-infectious. The transmission of sypailis is too often

dependent on a character factor which no amount of treatment can

reach. The rapidlv developing modern public health programme for
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the control of genital infections is fortunately taking account of this

phase of the problem, and is placing the irresponsible syphilitic

within the grasp of the law. Syphilis gives even the consciontion<

patient all too few reminders of his duty, A little treatment, and

everything, including the patient, vanishes. I remember a\ my own

dispensary days the signal that marked the intention of many a patient

to pronounce himself curetl and disappear. A basket of tomatoes,

or some fruit, or a box of cigars would appear on the window sill,

and then there would be a vacancy in the treatment line, perhaps all

that was left to symbolize the value of hours of as ardent jiersiiasinii

on my part and as complete a good will as ever glorified an evangelist

pleading for a lost soul. Now with the plenary powers of the i.oli*-.-

and the searching eye of the social \yorker to aid, the old-time shru<r

and " What's the use i
" that was our only resort in our struggle with

irresponsibility, has lost its sardonic meaning. A great deal i»f

syphilis can be held to treatment and to a hygiene which i)rotects

others, through the personal effort of the jdiysician. That part of

it which declines the voluntary assumption of its responsil>;!ity must

be forced, and forced it will be.



CllAPTEPw IX.

Syphilis ami IMauuiage.

The fitness for n.arriage of a person who has ha.l syphilis mnst

be indged bv two criteria. It is a matter of ^nuv importance that

the non-inf;..tions marital partner he able to measure np to the

.ocial responsibilities of marriage. Williams' showec for examp e

in an investigation ui 100 men dying in Massachusetts ot syphilit c

insanity that 78 won.cu and 100 children were tl"--" "P- «;^^^^^^

without the protection of a wagt^oarner, the state paid $.50..51. for

the care of the nun al-nc and ten <.f them represents a anancial

loss of $•'!'> 24S. It is therefore usually inadvisable tor patients

cKhibiting serious late complications which are likely to incapacitate

them, to niarrv, even .hough there is no risk ot transmitting the

<lisease, unless the partner knowingly assumes the risk ot liaving an

invalid on his hands, i'atients in the infectious stage of the disease

should be governed by the so-called Hoifman or five-year rule, which

is practicallv identical with the stan.lar.l fr cure ,n the t.iUy .lovel-

opid ease of stvondary syphilid There is a ten.lemy -/I-
l^;; ^^

a few observers to let down the bars on the strength of the eff v ly-

1H..S of modern treatnu-nt. In the opinion of conservative syphilolo-

crists. however, this relaxation is premature. It is safe to say that

there is no longer anv justification for the prolonged restrictions

covering most of a life time, advocated by men of the past generation,

like Fourni.r. who>e •xperi.nce was atfected by the relative ineffi-

oionev of the methods of treatment then employed. It must be

emphaticallv stated that the same rule should apply to the engagv-

ment to marrv that appli<- to marriage itself. Ihe American

engagement is u period of informality an<l intimacy which may even

be svnonv.nous with the most intimate c..nta<-t. N<. per,on having

the welfare of a young girl in charge is justified in pennitting her

to enter u,.on an engagement, or intimacies approaching it. tha

c.i.nnot be thought of as terminating in marriage. The caretul

investigation of the actual or potential fiance is the only way to

avoid the all too fre.p.ent lip and tonsillar chancre in trusting girls.

Sifi'hllls a,H} llir Mnfiail E.raminalwn Ueforr Manlafie.—

From the svphilologic standpoint the determination of the fitness ot

a lu-rson wlio jirescnts himself for medical examination before mar-

'Williams., P. K.: Relation of nlcol.ol niul syphilis to mental hygiene. Am.

.Tour. Pub. Health. lOlfi. vi. 1272.
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riage oflfers i>roblem8 not unlike those which beset the examination

of gonorrhoea. The value of the certification muat depend to no-

small extent upon the status of the examiner as an expert on syphilis.

Tf he knows so little about the disease as to be content with a single

negative Wassermann test, which by the way is the favourite legis-

lative sop to public sentiment on this matter, his opinion wnll be

worth exactly nothing. A thorough physical examination is neces-

sary, an honest history from the patient, some acquaintance with his

family tree and traditions, and repeated confirmatory tests upon the

blood. If there seems ground for suspicion, the complete procedure

for determining the fact of cure may be undertaken with its " pro-

vocative " blood test, examination of the eye, ear and nervous system,

and of the spinal fluid. It is obvious that this is, in the vernacular,

" a lai^e order," and will not attain to popularity without a pro-

longed and vip^orous educational campaign. The physical fitness of

candidates for marriage should be the occasion for an all-around

family conference on both sides, with seats at the conference table

for both the medical expert and the minister. The laws which gov-

ern professional medical confidence, and protect the secrets of rascals

should on this occasion be adjourned, as they are now in the pro-

gressive State of Ohio for example."*

Responsibility of the ChurcJi.—The church has. I believe, a

little appreciated and much needed power in this matter. In these

days it takes a man or woman of more than ordinary force and deter-

mination to brave the inertia of popular silence, distrust and mis-

conception, and insist that the one he or she loves and trusts, shall

be appraised on the score of physical fitness for the relation into

which they shall enter. The vigorous and determined stand of the

clergy in support of physical examination of candidates for the

religious ceremony will go far to bolster the timid and spread the

new conception of responsibility. The author had the experience of

seeing the photograph of a partially treated patient and his bride

appear in the pages of a supposedly progressive newspaper. On
reading the paragraph accompanying it, he found that this enter-

prising journal had furnished even the officiating minister who made

this marriage possible. All that remained for him to do was to

)iray that the arsphenamine he had injected so long as the patient

ehn«e to continue treatment, would do double duty. How much

better would it have been, and how much more progressive, if the

minister who unknowinglv contribr.ted to this consummation had

' Amendment to Section 1275, General Code, p 177.

M
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swung his influence against the snap-shot marriage and avoided even

the semblance of acting as a stool pigeon to an irresponsible. The

church has a mission here which it cannot long neglect.

Besponsibility of the Medical Profession.—The medical pro-

fession must in its turn bear its share of the blame for marriag^

consummated after inadequate tests. " But the doctor told me I

was well—he said my blood was clean " (Wassermann negative) is

an all too familiar cry from fathers when examination of mother and

child shows the presence of the disease. Until, for one thing, the

newer standards for the detection and cure of syphilis have become

the common property of the medical profession, or the care of the

disease is concentrated on the hands of experts, it will be futile to

expect striking results from the medical examination of candidates

for marriage.

Summary of the General Outlook.—The extinction of syphilis

is a consummation in public health which has more prospect of con-

crete fulfillment than in the case of any other of the four great

modem plagues. Tuberculoeis, while a disease of known cause, lacks

the means for such effective treatment and control of contagion as

are available in syphilis. Cancer is still shrouded in obscurity—of

unknown ce ise, of terrific fatality, definitely remediable only in its

earliest stages, little understood as to its prevention. Gonorrhoea,

preventable, but with its long period of uncontrolled infectiousness

and train of complications following upon a neglect which the dis-

ease itself encourages in every possible way, lacks also the striking,

the effective, the specific cure. Syphilis alone of the four is at our

mercy. A method of prevention to be discussed later, whose efficiency

is very high; methods of treatment which bid fair to cure nearly

'every case taken in time; methods of recognition in the form of

blood and other tests which have some of the smallest margins of

error in medicine ; control of contagiousness which is more absolute,

immediate and effective than the most rigorous quarantine, all point

to possibilities, whose realization is only a matter of time. A matter

of time, and of public education-for nothing stands out more

clearly than the fact that our refusal, not our inability to control,

explains the existing situation. Free, abundant, effective early

treatment and preventive measures, with compulsion where neces-

sary, will from the medical side, enable us to hold the situation m
the hollow of the hand. That the medical solution shall be touched

with idealism and inspired by great principles, must be our next

concern.
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PART IV.

THE SOCIAL, PSYCHOLOGIC, AND ECONOMIC

BACKGROUND OF SYPHILIS AND

GONORRHCEA.
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CHAPTER I.

Thk Public Vmwpoiht.

Every bodily .Ument !.« It. K>ci«l a"* Wchologie kackgroaml

, f.M rt,.t DWeians tlemselvM .re often only too prone to for-

".
or otlot'u^rthe mUtaken belief U>a. .neb 4«f=hmen. „

n±r.;?it,^re-i«r:itrr^^^^^^^^
'°''

5t W.fofp^«^'™;r--Tr,nedie.l
eon.„l..„. on .ho

^nAAM More to be feared than outspoken aversion and con-

,rp otliPrwi«e intelligent and cultivated people, on the question m

5£S"'S;^s.rbiS:-^2=^Et desei^ingVless than his be.t, too often ^^e^^ ^^
?JPf;\''

andVLrrhcea afe in a class by Aemselves and !«-- ^^^
^^^^^^^^ ^

tl,P Exploitation of quackerv and incompetence. His attitude -

stiph a rX o? the public thought It still takes a measure o

3!Wten in thiS comparatively enli^^;f^ d^^^^^^^^^^^

one's name to become synonymous in ^
^^f^

^ ^^^^l^'^^tTfter
the unmentionable, the dubious shepherd of black sheep, ^et alter

out a hearins. False tradition is not adamant. For those wbo

attlmpfw thout cynicism and with adequate special knowledge to

illuminateX problem of sex diseases it seems as if there must exist

an rCTand'definite public need, and a promise of public com-

prehension and response.
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The state oi pnblio opinion on syphilis and gonorrhoea ean bos-t

be appreciated bv an effort at critical analysis. It ha* a dotinite

psychology. The inertia that seems lo characterize it is not hope-

less. It can be traced to a half dozen or so of more or less conflict ir.i:

and inhibitive points of view. To attack and demolish or to recon-

strnct these individual misconceptions is to convert the heathen and

nphold the larger gospel "' Salus popull anprema lex."

An AiHiIysii of Carrenl Misconccptiotix.—^ly own experience

with the psychological problem has led me to snuiniarize the basis of

this longstanding public indifference and anragonism undor the

following heads:

1. Ignorance of the facts in regard to the tremendous prevalence

and wide distribution of svjjhilis and gonorrhcea. Very few i)eopl<'

possess the special knowledge to convince them that these disease*

cannot lie evidence of inherent disreputability and viciousn<»s. or

the property of any special class.

i. Confusion of rhe issue with the problem of conuuercializeil

prostitution.

;{. Exaggerated notions of the contagiousness of syphilis and

gonorrhoea, especially the former.

4. The belief that the horrors of syjthilis and gonorrbrea liavf

moral value—that they act as deterrents to sexual license.

.'». Pharisaical self-righteousness.

<!. The belief that syphilis and gonorrlwa are well-<leservei| jiun-

ishnients visited ui>on ofl'enders against moral and natural laws.

Public Trpinninrc of ihc Facts.—Public ignorance of the facts i«

an outstanding am basic factor. Even highly trained, cultivated

and well-informed people, not ex(duding from that number phy-

sicians of wide experience, still cherish the lingering belief that

syphilis is largely, and gonorrho'a almost tiitirely. a proof of moral

degradation and the property of down and outs. If sexual longings

and illicit gratifications were limited to a few, au<l if absolute

sexu"^ regularity were the only proof of soimd character, the bulk

of humanity wonld have to be classed as vicious and degraded. Tt

is not cynicism that prompts the syphilographer to urge the drop-

ping of all social distinctions in the survey of the situatiim in his

field. Tt is a far more sordid cynicism that can believe; so ill of

human nature as to bold that he. ause t»0 per cent, of men have ha.l

gonorrhopa, GO per cent, of men are outside thi' ))ale f»f decency and

honour. It is eciually imi)ossible to Indievc that vileness clings to

one in five adults with syphilis while the remaining four with Was»er-

Fl :^.A,
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mann negative pa«.iK,rts, cuter the gaU's of ..x-ial roH,»cc.t«biHty.

Distinctions ba.ed on s^x^ial status and das. are irrational an.l nn

founded to o... who meets the situation day in and dav out. I>..r

one thing they have a reflex elTect that interferes with the n.odual

diagnosis of the disease. How many carefully iHjriormed and a.rur

at« positive Wassennanu tests does it take to establish the prexiu-e

of syphilis? Far from beinp a purely uicHlieal .piestion as tlu-

svphilologist would insist, the publi.- and even physicians, too otten

believe it is a social one. One positive fst will usually convict a

labourer over his own denial, two uiay indi,-t a railroad president or

a banker, but T have known tbrtH- to be insuttieient to satisfy a

clinician of the " guilt " of a minister. To oue who knows even the

preliminaries of his sui>.ieet. such situations would be laughable

^yere it not for the tragic blindness they imply. This illustration,

harsh though it is, exemplities the ..v.>i-present fallacy in all pubi.e

thought about syphilis and j...norrha'a-tho uncritical iniec-tion ot

moral issues and class distinctions into th<- problem. I o the critical

iudgmenr, svphilis and gonorrhoea have, of eourse. their moral phase,

preciselv as' thev have an economic or an ethical or n sm-ial or a

medinal phase; but the eifort to mix the standards of moral ludgn.ent

with the medical issues of detection and treatment of the two

diseases persistently l^efuddles thought and bio-' . the waiting forces

of ))rogress.

Conftmon. with ihr Problem of /',o.s/.7 »//«».—The second

fallacv is the confusing of the problem of the genital infections with

that of commercialized vice. To this, the false and misleading labe

"
socip' evil

'* and its twin sister " social diseases " have eontributed

liberally. The situati<.n is essentially that of mistaking the part

for the' whole. Xo one would seek to deny that commercialized vice

is a large fa- ^)r in the distribution of syphilis and gonorrhoea.

Mcdicallv si>ea.Jng, it can be thought of as the intermeiliate host or

carrier of the Spir.H-h.cta pallida just as the mosiiuito is host for

the malarial i.arasite. No rational public action against malaria

neglects the destruction of the moscpiito and the swamps in which it

breeds Yet is that aiiv reason why we should ignore mosquito

netting to i.revent its access to the body, or quinine to destroy the

germ when once it enters the bloo.1 ? Point for i>oint. the rational

outlook on syphilis should match that on malaria. Because we have

indeed found it unexpectedly ditKcult and periiaps imiKjssible lutally

to destroy the prostitution host, is that an intelligent argument

against tlie use of , .-evcntatives upon those who have been exi^osed

^i!
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to danger of acquiring eyphilis and gonorrhoea, or of curatives on

those who have become infected ? No clear-thinking man or woman

who is familiar with the problem expects the immediate extinction

of all mosquitoes or all prostitutes. Yet no clear thinker expects

this difficulty to block all advance, and no forward-looking mind is

willing to see the day of racial health and soundness of mind and

bodv delayed indefinitely by it. Military strategy under Marshal

Foch has taught us that many blows and many points of attack

make victory. It is German obtuseness in a public health campaipi

against syphilis and gonorrhoea to push away in shortsighted dogged-

ness at the obstacles in the fields of prostitution, to the exclusion

of all other forms of effort. An offensive which covers the other

strategic points as well, carries a much larger prospect of success.

Exaggerated Notions About Conto^iou^ness.—Exaggerated

notions about the contagiousness of syphilis and gonorrhoea have

performed to some extent for these diseases, though to a less degree,

the disservice that they have for leprosy. In leprosy the issue has

been less productive of tragedies because of the comparative ranty

of the disease. In syphilis because the disease is so much more

common, false notions have worked deep and embittering injustice.

Some of the situations have, however, the merciful quality of beinp

ludicrous. The development of hospital services for the treatment

of the disease is replete with anecdotes that there is no space to

repeat. I have known eminent medical gentlemen to wash their

hand«! with almost hysterical eagerness after touching my door

knob, or after the presentation of one of my cases in a clinic
;
and

nurses and office assistants joining my staff to be the recipients of

condolences from friends and tearful protests from relatives; the

supposedly well-informed heads of training schools to refuse me

nurses when, without their realizing it, I have identified for them

repeatedly the dangerously contagious syphilis which they were

unconsciously nursing in their wards and in their finest private

rooms. Of the uninformed we, of course, expect such blunders.

That similar types of thinking are still prevalent among the flower

of the profession is only a tribute to the super-darkness that sur-

rounds us. We who are labourers in this field, look forward to the

dav when toilet and bath, door knob, eflluvium and invisible con-

tagion will retreat from the foreground of the public thought and

ffive place to rational comprehension of the bacteriologv, the hygiene

and the epidemiology of syphilis and gonorrhoea.
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The Fallacy of Believing Fear a Deterrent --m^
*\*/T?

elemeat in public misconception we enter a field for thought. Ihe

belief ii exceedingly common that the fe«r of acquiring 8yphih« or

Konorrhaa, if widely enough spread, will deter those who would

^erwise seek unsocial sexual gratification. Ko unequivocal answer

to the argument can be offered. On one side of the question, how-

ever, it can be given as the experience of many workers m this

field, myself among the number, that the popular impression is a

delusion. As a student of this question for a number of years, and

at times a speaker upon it, I have been unable to convince myself

that fear stands effectively between a man and the graUfication of

bis sexual desire. Of tiie many fairly well-informed sexua offenders

that have passed through my hands, I can scarcely recall one who

did not believe himself skilful enough to evade trouble, or the

possessor of some talismanic key to a situation or wno did not go

ahead, risk or no risk, in response to imperious desire. It is not

cvnicism to rate the efficacy of horror so low. Horror is cheap, and

^akes a feeble and unworthy substitute for Meals. A reasonably

brisk talker witii coloured lantern sl'aes can pi.o horror on horror

until it bulges from the windows and through the doors, and the

pause between impressive sentence and impressive sentence is

punctuated by the collapse of the weaker members of the crowd.

During the next few months after such a presentation the observer

behind the lines meets distracted members of the audience in the

consulting room and wrestles with them to undo the damage inflicted

by a mode of approach tiiat did not prevent subsequent infection, but

simply superimposed upon it, nervous prostration. Knowledge ot

disastrous consequences, and fear of syphilis particularly, is now an

old story to quite a number of young men. Medical ^udent^. who

know all about it, have no monopoly of virtue. Syphilis and

gonorrhtea have long officiated in the role of morals policemen.

They have never shown evidence of enough efficiency in the form ot

a riuction of the rate of exposure to justify their tremendous cost

to the world.

A PosUive Idealism ATccessart/.—Bishop Lawrence in one of his

addresses ' touched the vital point in fear as a deterrent. In a day

when the Christian church is at last learning the virtues of a

positive idealism and has ceased to preach hell as a means toward

heaven, it is a tawdry morality that would found the new moral

responsibility in sexual life upon fear. It is a degrading and

« Social Hygiene, 1918, iv, 317. -
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CllAl'TEK 11.

XOK.N.AL Tl>EAI.S OF Ti.E SeX LlFE. ABNORMAL CHECKS OX

^fAURiAGF.. The Trend of the Times to Laxity. 1 he

Influence of the War.

The Normality of Sex Ideah.-'Uie day of eahner thinkii.s.

less prurience, fetichism and taboo, will see a reconstruotion of cm-

conceptions of the sexual life. The instinct to reproduce Las as

great a normality, as high a title to consideration and nitelhgent

adiustment as does the passion for enough to eat, which is .imply

an expression of the metabolic needs of the protoplasm ot which wc

•ire made. The tendency to strain at sexual gnats and swallow com-

mercial, ethical and politica. camels is as common as it is alter-

nately laughable and tragic. Fundamental principles of equity,

justice, mercv and unselfishness underlie this part of our lives as

truly as thev do the dealings in our courts of law, our business

organization^, our hospitals, our social settlements. The future is

in the hands of those who can read into the hero^ofore distorted :.n,l

primitive narrowness, the prurient self-consciousness of society

about «ex, a broader and more generous interpretation. It is equally

in the hands of those who can balance a liberal tendency with far-

sighted idealism, who can temper generosity with fairness and free-

dom with responsibility.

The Chanrjiruj Trend of Sex Ideah.—The student of the sexual

life in its relation to problems of public health cannot escape a s.nse

of impending great revisions. :Murmurings and intimations Hoat

about social investigations from time to time give definite shape to

impressions. No one would be so rash as to predict the cataclysmic,

but it is hard to avoid the belief that reconstruction is on us whether

we will or not. Moral codes that are ultrabiologic will plunge us

into muck. On the other hand, moral ?s that consist of a thin,

attenuated and bloodless idealism which woiild convert the sexual

relation from a love expression into a stock-breeder's device for the

fertilization of the human female, have an even smaller chance of

shaping our future. Tt must be a primary aim of any movement,

public health, ethical, or whatnot, if it deals with sex. to combine

ideals and practicality into a standard of conduct which beet

p^p,.es.«»efi the fundamental and all-indnsive principles of love,

honour, and responsibility.
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Urowinq Need for a Bulwarh of Moral Ideals.-The need for

eonsiSTho futuie of sex ethics carries with it ^e demand o a

fralk analysis of our present situation. The prevention of sjihihs

nd gonorrl^^^ have direct eifect in throwing human sexual ht^

back upon its ethical essentials. If disease were to be removed t«,m

the fieW of ''aooidents'' and what little preventative mfluene

noss^s^ were to cease to be, then moral standards would take their

[ruTprce 'as the only real character-forming bulwark between the

septal order and unrestrained gratification of sex impulse. But

rihel St analysis, the hold of sv.ch moral standards upon the ra e

will be prop..rt'ional. not to the depth of the social frown whi h

; "istJ theiv violation, but to their inherent nobih y. reasonab.

ness and iustico. It is at least good policy to belieNe that a »eii

enforct exual n.oral code will rest primarily upon such a ovm-

dat^r Onlv by so doing can it hope to appeal to a sufficiently large

body of hum^aniV to make social disapproval of unsocial b.-haviour

effitit. Tbe first nocossity for the development of such a r^le is a

..nnsciousness of the weaknesses of the existing system.

Ren.ediable Obstacles and Factors of Error in Marrmjc-

Marriage the accepted convention for the gratification ot the human

irfmpulso and its utilization as an inspirational force, has not

vet rea hed its ultimate perfection. It is urged as an outlet for the

LxuaTardour of voung men and young women. Under existing con-

dufons it has too'high a margin of error for a scientific method, too

Uge a factor of' wastage for an efficient piece ot ecoivonnc

nafhinerv. It is, of course, no reproach upon an ideal such as we

eher?^ f.'.r marriage to say that it is high. Any reproach comes .n

aEng its institutional expression to be so beset with obstac es and

Jact^rs of error that it becomes unattainable, or a punishment and a

Sine rather than a compensation, an outlet, and a worthy

oxprLion of human nature. In the same way, continence, as a sex

deal for the unmarried, is invaluable in preparation tor norma

narriage. Yet there are those who seem to feel that as a means of

kS worth-while men and women unfulfilled and childless

because of tbo in.i'ossible demands of an oppressive social order, it

rse ves even less attention than it gets. Between these two

extremes there lies a middle course, dictated by a combination of

Id a ism and common sense. The idealism is summed up .n the

words love, honour, res,K>nsibility. No institution or code which

adeouatelv translates all three into practice need be distrusted

rommon" sense consists in the recognition of the fact hat a social

order which ff-rs neither training nor inducement for its authorized

\n
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sexual i.ractice; which makes it economical ly i>rohibitive ami tni-

attainablo iu one way or another for a liber.l percentage ot common

humanity and makes it acutely painful and punitive for another

portion, must revise its methods or met^t disaster.

Traimvq in the Ideals aiid Practicalities of Marmuje.-ii is

worth while to be brieHy enumerative of certain aspects ot tiie

pn>blem of increasing the practicality of the conventional sexual life

in order to inspire those who have the opportunity to think and

speak to thought and speech. In the first place only in nu irect ways

are the idealism of marriage and the ways of making those ideaN

practical, taught to children. If marriage is to constitute he whole

outlet for an instinct as fundamental as the securing ot food

should be taught with the same assiduity and even groater skill

and f.>resight than goes into the learning of a lit^work. >»"»";

should girls learn its economics, but they should learn its tbeoiv

its ethics, its arts. Boys should learn side by side with the business

training of the paper route, and the physical training of the gym-

nasium the disciplinary give and take, the chivalrous gentlenes-

that fits them to be fathers and husbands.

Marriaqe and Industrial Dependence.-AB long as marriage

spells economic slavery, it will be an unworthy expression of human

ideals If it cannot be made to appeal to the healthy-minded woman

of the future on other than economic grounds it lacks something. 11

the woman feels that marriage is a descent into domestic drudgery

from an elevation of industrial independence she will not be long in

finding a wav to combine the independence of industry with mar-

riage minus drudgery. What such a combined institution might be

it fs impossible to predict. In many talks with dinerent types of

women the author has received impressions of the future varying

from a liaison for sexual pleasure to virtually sexless business part-

nerships, and Platonic friendships. These of course, represent

extronie^. There is no question, however, that the " meal-ticket

hold of feminine economic dependence in marriage is slipping, and

with it will go a force for which an adequate substitute in idealism

will have to bo found. Where it is lacking, an ill-judged union ^^•lll

end in s,.eedv separation, and the creation of two sexual appe itc^

to be satisfied instead of .me. since sexual experience when once had.

tends to break down the bonds of self-restraint. Stringent d.voi^e

laws will have less than their present trifling effect in controlling the

situation, since the refusal of divorce where l>oth ^ides are inde-

I^ndent merely serves as a means of inciting to clandest.n.sm and

concubinage.

^^
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of the students across the
^^^l^fjf^^^ ^ ;,^;" A similar atti-

sonio extent the lines along which w
^^^'^;^^^.^,^ ,i,, i„«ti-

tude, alwavs properly guarded, has itr place m (ieterm

tutional futui-e of human sexual life.

,utack-are

a pav„n.e„aoo to ,ho unnoof "^ -.« -
, i^j^fl^^,^ „,

entry into marnage as a
^^^^^''^"^^^^ I;,,,, the relation mini-

from many a spintua ^^^^^^^P^^' ^^1' ^.^as too much ..n being

„,al attention, ^lajnago '"-^ho^«^;^ff4fj' ^^'woand the children,

able t« meet the extortionatr -''^^^^^ ^;;"S
;^^7;, ^, perpetuation

and too little on i^hysical -" ^P'"
^J^s^s mu t be found for

of the race. In
-J ^^^ .

^ ^^^.^y, with adequate reward.

„,aking the rating ot a fa nl, an
\^^^^^^,^. ,,•„, ,,, ,e,nt.l

proporlionate to it. ^"
^^

^
J,^ v ^opportunity to appr.-iate the

i^rrj^i^^LrL^S ctei;u. .., in ........ t. ..

sonanvorkck Boston, nout:hton, 1913. Pnco. ?i.u
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question, " Why don't you marry ?" A statement of earning capacity

and the response " Would you ask a girl to marry you on that much,
in Hjese days?" is only too often answered b^ a reluctant "No."
Early marriage of all things is the most completely out of harmony
with the ex-'iting economic order, while it seems the only available

solution within existing conventions, of the problem of sexual life.

When a man's sexual ardor and value are greatest, he should marry

;

but to do sO, too often chains himself and the girl to the treadmill

of lioonoinio bondage. The advice has so little of practicality in it

luuler present conditions that those who undertake to follow it to-day

an- regarded as painfully and even questionably romantic. They
a»v certainly not de rigevr, and have a place as objects of commiser-

ation. Until the father believes the son's and daughter's suc-

cessful and reasonably early marriage to be fully as significant as a

college commencement, and is willing to provide for it; until the

state subsidizes healthy motherhood and childhood substantially,

without waiting for parentage to be crowned with widowhood; until

we realize that to talk marriage as a sexual solution and then post-

pone it, is to deal in farce, the problem of an adequate sexual life as

a ]>rotection against unsocial gratifications remains unsolved.

Th^ Tendency of Sex Life to Crudily of Expression.—It is the

fjishiou in these days to rend, not lift the veil. By this phrase I

moan to put a hopeful construction on the modem habit, not yet at

it* climax, of making sexual issues the currency of everyday thought

itiid speech. We have seen the period of irrational silence and

rrstraint. We are moving, it seems to me, with equal certainty upon

the period of over-expressiou. The tendency to think, to talk, to

read sex i)n>blems on every side creates an impression that every-

body acts them, that there is a trend of the times to license. While

some of the trouble is mere noise and some is simply uncouthness,

there is a noticeable abandonment of the dignity which should mark

a new idealism and guard its translation into practice. Of course,

we want no more whispers, no more lies, false names, wriggling

and squeamish prudishness. But force is not incompatible with

(liirnity, and frankness with a discriminating choice of words. More

than one ardent spirit has been chastened by the appreciation that

he might have spread the new knowledge better if he had done it less

rnidely. That the truth needs lucidity rather than expletives is a

marim that the ablest thinker on sex questions can afford to recall.

Thr Trend Toivard Sexual Laxity; Decadence of Chaperon-

af/f.—lio my mind, much of the real trend of the times to sexual

laxity :i> di-tiuguished from mere noise, lies in the decadence of home
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iuflueuee. as illustrated, let us say, by the decline of chaperouage.

We forget so easily, as I shall take occasion to say again, that

knowledge per se is little protection unless reinforced by judgment.

The home must in childhood and adolescence, supply judgment.

Xo one can read and f«e verified in daily life such a series of thumb-

nail sketches as Kauhmau's " Girl That Goes Wrong,'" without

realizing that there is uo substitute for the guardianship of experi-

enct: ->vor the rashness, the impulse and the uusophistication of youth.

Such guardianship, without being tyrannical, must extend t» many

little things, which the relaxations of our day regard as trivial. In

conversation with a noted prostitute, herself a woman of more than

average cultivation and insight, she rated the young girl's habit of

dining out unchaperoned with men as one of the most potent con-

tributing factors to illicit sexual experience. In the same class go

the unsupervised automobile jaunt, and the activities of the taxi-cab.

which are writing a new chapter into the sexual history of the day.

There i- little time for mention of more than principles, though each

observer can discover a new illustration for himself. The same

point stands out through all of them. The decadence of adult over-

sight for bovs and girls alike, is throwing back upon the most ardent,

least sophisticated, least experienced and therefore least competent

f,orio.l of life, sex decisions of more than vital moment to the race.

Cmtribuiiom Made by the War to Sex Problems.—Vipon prob-

lems .>f -^.-xual conduct the war has already shown evidence of four

imp>rtaut influences. The first of these is the full-fledged entrj- of

women iii>on the stage of industry and economic independence. As

I have already intimated, profound modification of the relation of

husband and wife mav result from it. The second influence may

oome through the general spread of k dge on medical means

of pnn-enting syphilis and gonorrhoea. lions of m^r.. literally,

have been educated to it by army mei .uas. and broaa.ast public

t.^aching on the subject has been carried out in Italy and Germany

at least, \\niether or not there shall be « medical prevention of the

genital infections has ceased to be a matter for discussion. It is

here, uud the next problem is its proper utilization and control.

The knowledge is good, bat again, its application needs judgment

and must be begun before the flood of it engulfs us. The third

influence <^oines through the tremendous contributions of the ^''^o

the idealistic solution of sex problems. The questions of the

effioi.ui.v ..f intellieont >ox education, of the repression of vice, of the

Ka'iffmun. R. W.: TIio s irl that goes wronff. New York, Moffat, Yard,

19II
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aliilitv to kceji ii|'' sexual morale by iiuliivct infliieiicos siu-li a^ ncif-

ation and the iiicrcasini>; of the lival>leness of life, aro ^rttl^d past

all (lisiuitp. Tlio fourth influence is beinp exerted throuf^b the

awakening of the world from lethararic indifference to a sense of

public duty in connection with sexual issues. The spectacle of gov-

(•rnnient> l)endina: their euersrios to the solution ot" the problem of

syphilis and gonorrluea would astonish our grciii ii-audfathers no

less than would the electric motor, the locouiotive and the wireless

telegraph.

1 :
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Thk K. o.vumic Hackckolnd of Syimim.is am. c;.,N(>uun.KA.

I'ltoSIlTLTlON. AUOHOLISM AND THK CJk.MTAI-

r.vFKcnoxs. Otukr Fokms or Tom-

MKUCIAI, EXIM.OITATION.

77.. DoJhrs ami CenLs Asped.-U tho earlier dav. of tlu- oa.u-

„ai<.u airainst tuberculosis, some very ingenious methods were

retno-Uo in order to im,ress the public with the fabulous losses .n

,..tual dollars and cents, occasioned by this disease. Tso compre-

Ct ti^ures are at present available for syphihs and gonorrhce.

\f.>,t of du. evidence bearing upon the economic cost of syphilis is

i;„,iod am-.i..' the statistics of insane hospitals am pauper institu-

H,,, Onlv occasional glimpses can be had. which indicate the

enornion^ wastage which they cause. Williams estimated, it wd be

rivalled that t.M. men insane from syphilis, represente<l a net los

ba^ed ..n life expectancy of $212,248 in earning capacity, ami a cost

;::,.. Stare of Massachusetts of $:-.0.312. According t.. the census

of 1010 there were 180.000 insan.- persons ,n the T mttd btate

FVimatin- 12 per cent, of insanity to be due to syphilis and the

:; .ne. of Mas^chusetts to be applicable to the country as a

M. rhe ee,>n..,nie loss in earning capacity and c^st of --e on the

,. of a sin.10 item in the total bill of only one of the ^-nital „ l^c-

t ous w„nl.l approximate $407,000,000. Tf insanity. " relatively

„,uou complication of syphilis, can alone cost more than a h f

i

'

,,, ,..„ar. Ihe cost of illness and death from other and c^ al y

,,,.v,. oo„.pli..ations. such as heart and kidney disease, bindue. .

Tl
. ,-,H- paralvsis due to nervous change, when added together, .ill

,;,;i nouies that take rank be«ide the stupendous costs of war

The,.. ~u-r e^timates of the cost of conse<iueuces. The wantage of

,no„ev sp<.nr on ineffe<-tivo treatment, on the maintenance of ho.^

i: n .1 dispensaries, on medical fees, and through reduction of

'^Z.S witliout absolute crippling and death, is beyong the reach

nf coiiiproliension. . ,

, nn..nt legislative appropriations which provide for little more

thiH ..•VHn-l.ino. the surface of the problem of prevention, vary from

*;UM.OO to .*100.000 in certain states, to the $2,700,000 provided for

one vear's work on the part of the national govennnent. Tn 10 1
,t

was estimated that $400,000 would merely provide .alvnrsan to, the

121
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lii'itish. without any c-onsideration of the cost of giving it. The
United States Xavy on a single invoice of salvarsan paid a bill of
$17,000. Snni.-* such as these could in the aggregate within a gen-

eration make an appreciable showing on the part of one disease, even
ii< against the colossal figures of war finance.

Cost of Treatment as an Element in the Campaign.—The cost

of the treatment of syphilis or gonorrha?a is a practical issue of the

first magnitude in a public health campaign. Modem treatment of

either of these diseases calls for prolonged medical attention, and
in the ease of syphilid especially, for expensive drugs and tests.

The expert, who is best fitted to cope with them, is an expensive
man, who has had one of the long and costly trainings so charac-

teristic of medicine of to-day. Few patients of moderate means are

adequately treated for a secondary syphilitic infection for less than

$500. With complications in either gonorrha?a or syphilis the cost

rises rapidly and with the increasing capacity which many of them
involve, the ability of the patient to pay for good service rapidly

declines. Again, the large majority of infections are acquired early

in life, before the victim has reached an earning cajiacity which
will enable him to cope with the situation. The result i- that he
neglects it. and loses the opportunity for cui-e for which in later

years, as successful merchant, banker, public official, he would give

nil he has. So significant is the cost factor in the public health

problem of syphilis and gonorrhoea, that it is now universally recog-

nized as wise policy for the state to provide free treatment for

every patient who cannot meet the expense. The provision of snch

treatment should include the services of adequately trained men.
The sooner the state commits itself to a policy of expert service in

the genital infec'ion field, the sooner will results appear. It is

scarcely to be imigined that highly special knowledge ot this -mbject

will be found 1< hind every doctors name plate. Tt is also a gross

injustice to expect men who have met the expense of a training fully

as prolonged and costly as that of the traction and lighting experts

and l^al counsel for which a city pays so lavishlj', to serve with

inadequate compensation in hospitals and dispensaries. Snch a

system in connection with me<^lical schools and public medical fa^-ili-

ties leads to worthless sen'ice and to forms of graft no less obnoxious

than those of politics. Until medical schools and hospitals arc pre-

pared to place the r-nre of svjihilis ;iiul gonorrhoea in the LandH of

properh qualified and jiaid experts, who receive appropriate recog-

nition, for their ability as teachers and physicians, a most impcTtant

field of progTt»ss against these diseases will remain closed.

^
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Comm.rcializalion of the Sex ^"^Pf'^^l^Z^^^Z
.tiintlv exerted force in human affairs will inevitably be subjected

cohere Irexploitation, precisely like a source of physical ener^

uchTwater power. Powerful influence will be brought to bear to

m,«t1 existing demand, and to create new demand. Simple

itZcLs like these govern the relation of P-titut- to the s

life The relation has no secrets and few mysteries. Jake the mone>

out'of it and from behind it, and it loses a large part of its hold on

Z wo d SimLly the relation of alcoholism to prontitutiou an.

ZZTit to^yphiliB and gonorrhea, is a phase of commercial

S^ltio^; IfrL impuls!, the si-Plo -lli^ of^a m«inB to pr.

mote hilarity and take off the moral brakes. These two la.-ors

Te puSalth problem of syphilis and gonorrhcea ar.> ^ important

that their fundamentals must be
--^-^,.^7_Ls,,„,i r.,lations

fttinkiliit and Gonorrhoea in frostvt les. otAimi

betw«fm».nd women of e.sy virtue constitute the
"''J,"'-'" -"^

H^eatS^areful surveys of the situation have brought out with

Sfdefi^Sless the'percentage of infection which exists anio.«

nroBtitutes
» Gonorrhoea is present in approximately 75 to 90 per

STt aTsyphilis in 60 to 80 per cent, of those to whom promiscuous

Z^^tXe is habitual. Papee showed that 30 ^rjnt^o th

nrostitutrin a typical city (Lembevg) were m the first to thml

J^of aVilitic infection-that is in its «-t contagious p"-K

TwLh every investigation there stands out the fact that thr •..-

?ouA the^r;!^^ cases are sexually in the -st att-tjv;

r^riod of their live^-under twenty-five years of age.' The numbir

Tmen who may l^bjected to risk of infection by a s-g^^ -^man

imrirrliible. Conservative German estimates during the wa

oS the activities of a prostitute at forty exposures per day, and

Sfr cHes : case on the Mexican border where a -man - ^ ac^i .

syphilitic lesions subjected 120 men to exposure n wo d^F-
J^*

s^hilis and gonorrhea so overwhelmingly prevalent it is difficult .o

- 1 _,«,. *i,ot "i" npr cent, of 100 soWieTB had 1)« • n
» T<>i<vpf found in a recent survey that o- per ceni. ui. aw

i„feetS"bTre'Xcl 48 per cent by dande«tine P-t.tu-

•Baltimore Vice CommiMion. Survey, March 25, J»l»'
^»-

ggQ. ,^,^
•Philadelphia Municipal (^urt Bf.fJ^"'

'»'
1»,\«'

'he aS of iwen/v and

that 150 of 214 girls entered prostitution between the ages

twenty-four.
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underHtaii'i why every exposure with a pro'tiiiito. imltlic or jiriviitc

doe>. not result in infection. The c-planation involves a combination

of chance, presence or absence of contagioiir; lesions, the stajDfc of the

prostitute's infection, and the presence or absence of favoring con-

ditions in the partner such as abrasions, nncleanliness. etc.

The Medical Examination of Prostitutes.—Thv general dcscrij)-

fioii of the medical aspects of syphilis and stonorrhrca makes it

apparent why the prevention of infection in prostitution by such

moasuri's as the medical examination of women has proved a failure

under the conditions of ordinary life. A woman may be a passive

carrier of infection from a previous jiartner without herself show-

ing evidence of the disease. Examination of num is therefore as

much in order as that of women. The entire inrent and purpose of

a medical examination for gonorrhoea can l)e easily evaded in the

majority of instances by a clever prostitute. The examination for

Imtii diseases to be even partially effective calls for laboratory eqiiip-

ment and special skill not usually available, and for tiuie. whieb

officials making such examinations do not have. The result of a

negative examination on one day may be reversed on the next l)y

the appearance of a flare-up or a contagious lesion of which the

patient herself may be unaware. Tt is true that so far as the pre-

vention of syphilis particularly is concerned, there are measures

which hav4- never been employed on i)rostitutcs which may have

grerfter value than those used heretofore. The question arises, how-

ever, whetlier such measures can ever be brought to a pitch of

efficiency which will make them even medically speaking as effective

as a vigorous policy of suppressing and crushing out all prostitution

wherever it can be reached.

Syphilis in the Lax and Indiscrete.SyphWh in particular does

not wait for sexual intercourse in order to attack the lax and careless.

Those who permit liberties to be taken with their persons in the form

of kissing and caresses which do not go to the point of actual sexual

relations, are subject to a risk of infection which is larger than i<

generally realized. This risk is doubled l)y the mistaken belief of

Iwth parties that by indulging in mild offences they escape the dan-

gers of an outright breach of decency.

Unsocial Sexual Relations Cannot be Made Safe—On the whole

it is a conservative judgment that no device exists by which unsocial

sexual relations can be made safe from the standpoint of genital

infection. Tt is difficult to believe that the attainment even of maxi-

mum efficiency in their public health control will totally do away

with syphili- and gonorrhcca. They will remain the heritage of lust.

M
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It is axio.nu,ic that the ,uinte»»ence of ::«""«;: '^r'^lhalf'
sD«-ialiml instin.t of th.-

" kuowmg one tor the sate .
bai ce

Iner or later goe. a.trav. Where infection has bc-en „.oHr -an-fnilv

ruled out. or is least susFcted, there it occurs.

The Strwi'lh' Agahist Prostitution; Retfulalum. V^' /.n v,sto«,

/..,« 'l/,...«J.-h il of course, im,>ossiblc in a study .vt th,< k.nd

,0 discus, at length the methods of attack upon prostitution a. he

..arrier of svphiHs and gonorrhea. The older .-(.n.-.pt.ou . ha. the

n tion was hopolo. has no foundation .n fact. ' h. u,v.,l o the

, : tan,il>l. and clandestine types of unsocial sexual veat.ons

a problcn in tn- ral. psychology and ec-ononucs he -on rol of

..o„„nerciali.ed vice which is probably the lar^^cr factor oh. wo

is a n.attcr of i-nblic administration and .he syston.a u- and d ttr

uin.-d cnplovn ent of repressive force. Regulation of pn.t.tu .on,

'"etVect a.> atten.pt to herd it together ^^^' ;:^^^^^^^ 'X!^
,.,• inspection and registration is of long standing on the (

o. t nent

la durin.' tlu. war was a part of the accepted policy ot ...-rtain of

ihe belligerents. The plan has innumerable weaknesses, apart from

".ont^nptibilitv as an expedier t. Policies o toleration an<l regu-

ion are givin. way Wore repression or abolition, which -oiisi^ts

uThe svs.;mati,. stamping out of vice wherever it can be found.

T.> the ruited States belongs the di.v.inetion ot demonstrating m

..onnection with the military and naval policy of this war, tia

,e!res,ion is not onlv the only respectable, but by all odds the moet

bild.lv etticienr policv which a community or a nation can adopt

The most effective implements in civil life against commercialized

vice are those which separate the .mmercial and the vice by attack

i„. the former. As soon as organized prostitution ceases to be a

..rvin. proposition, it begins to d-vindle in mflnence and extend

The removal of the pernicious in.^uence .Mhe liquor trafhc which

n.aps ...ormous profits from organized pi.-t.tution has had remark-

,„le effect A verv ingenious and effective legal instrument exists

,:^in. c;minerciair.ed prostitution unprofitable. This is known

.. the injunction and abatement law. and its mode ..f action eonsists

u tvin<^ ,,> propertv both veal and ,.er.sonal. which can U- shown to

; ;.o<r for immoral purposes. Tt is so effective that one vigorous

application will put an entire re<l light district out o business, and

X law can rlum be employed in ferreting out and crushing the

spora.lic and >eattorod activities which follow It.

, ,

State Cor. of Velhuiumt airls.--\ measure directed :iga.nst

prostitution whose importance has repeatedly impressed me. is the

prop provision bv the state for the care of mentally or morally
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deticioiit girls, who tliroiigb \veakiio«» and lack of moral sciwo and

backbone rather ihan viciousncss arc led into prostitute cancr.^.

Alany such i)atient« are encountered in the course of medical con-

snltation work, and the problem a^ to what to do with them has had

deplorably little attention. Imlnstrial schools do them no good, since

the difficulty is inherent and cannot always be trained away. They

are not insane or imbecile, and hence cannot be committed to the

average asylum. The influence of everyone interested in the move-

ment agaiu-l genital infections should be enlisted in trying to secure

farm coV.iiiei for these types, whciv they can Ik; under custodial care

for life.

The Fundamental I'nncipk.—Onv principle stands out sharply

from all the re^t. Regardless of whether the i-elations between tlu-

sexes have reached or will ever reach a final adjustment, it can be

unqualifiediv said that commercialized jvrostitntion is wrong and

must go. Every self-respecting man or woman can withotit a

moment's hesitation cast his influence on the side of repression.

Alcoholism and the Acquinng of Syphilis and donorrhwa.—

Alcohol has two important influences on tho spread of syphilis an.l

gonorrhoea. It puts people in a state of mind to get infected, an.l

it decreases their resistance and systematically injures them once

they are infected. Estimates of the proportion of men infccte.1

while under tho influence of liquor vary from 30 to 80 per cent.

(Kiggs). The physiological action of the drug, even when taken

short of intoxication, is to take off the brakes, remove the inhibitions,

so that act< which an individual could not perform in a normal

s^ate without losing his self-respect, become matters of .-ourse under

.dcohol. Befuddleraent and confusion further add to the eifect by

making the individual not only ra^h but undisoriiiiinating, .s.. tbiif

ho will assume risks which l.^- would have avoided if he had been

in possession of his faculties. A drunken man not only can 1m.

botrayed into auv sort of sitnatb.n. l)ut is powerless to tak<> any

measures to prevent infection until too late. That no amount of

cultural tradition avails agaiiwt a few drinks is .abundantly eviden-ed

by the downfall of many a splendid college man. The influence of

ai.-ohol upon girls and women is no less dangerous, llio wino-lisr

on tho back of a cafe menu is responsible for the tragic ending ot

many a seemingly innocent supper. If alcohol could b,. absolutelv

excluded from every point of social contact l>etween men and women

there would be an immediate drop in the incidence of syphilis and

tionorrhoea. The influence of alcohol in iiromoting sexual indHcre-

tion has been exploited without scruple by the liquor interest^ of
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til.- .v'-rl.

••«>.niner<'iii

1 aiwl furni.-liw alono on adeqimU' rcn«on f-r ilu'if cxtino-

•sontatioH of the rvhfwn WXwd'W
ioi!. Kiic<'lan(3 H utioni^iing i)rt'

il alifoln'l iiiid i-yiniiHivial vico \» c:lu?si<-al aii.l ^li«iil.l I'f

itw.l h\ oviTV adult."

n„.ioHU- Effects on I'erson. Already Infeded.-^'lhi' ph.v.io-

l„.n.. otToot of alcohol uik.u the gouorrh«-ic ha* beca mentioucl U

maki* th. inft-ction easier, and it proinot.s rclai«o in the a.utr .tag.-.

ir.H.i. the syphilitic the influence of the drug seems to be niainiv

'

h.. „orv(,.H .system. Tho combination of alcohol and .vphiiis

t.nd. Auivyh toward U-omotor ata.xiH and general pare.is ami

...w u.{ -.-iou. i.....Iv..m.'Ut of the kidnc.v.*, the blood vc«:*cls an.l the

livor \ .vphiliti.r wl... drinks is i.rodispcv^^d to dangir fn.m f.-at-

,.,..„i. a> w<.'ll as di...a*.-. and on the whole deserves little consideration

lltl!c-~ 111- sto]>s.

ulhrr I'iKtsrs oj lumuieicial ExidnHation of iiex; the .'S/ti.'/f.

Hooks rhnu'><. /•;/,-.—rommercialization of the aex impulse extends

t.> ,>fh.M- tiehls than tho.e of alcoholism and prostitution. The hlthy

,„..r,un. ind.Htrv and other grossly indecent activities still thrive.

Im. ri.oi-antlv'lnit still rotrrettably. the moving picture theatre, the

l'«iti„,a"e staff.-. Ixv.ks. and clothes, all r.-flect the eagerness to coin

,.v -nriositvan.! mx d-ire into cash. While it is s.-arce y ncces-

sirv r.. Ik- (umstoc-kian in repression <.f every aspect of the nude,

/i,,;,... .,,„ 1„. no ,scai.e from the fact that the vuguc of -'leg shows.

s„trire.riv.. gestun- and dancing, risque jdays and peek-a-boo gar-

laonr. i, inspircl bv swiacthing more than a return to api.reciation

..t '\u' (nvcian in art. It perceptibly raises the tempo of sex lite

.,,,.1 ,,„n.nt 1..' diMui^sed as negligible by the stu.lent of sexual

,r ond. While wc uml not be<-ome fanatics, it is uiiwisr to ndicule

u„.,MaIiti(-dlv those who sjteak on the side of caution m these things.

Th.- Ti-Md i'-^ there, and be<t nt-ognized for good or ill. rather tlian

v.nled nnder an assumed, because eonvoniear broadmindedness. Tf

erotieiMU i< to bo the tn i.d nf th.- time>. perhaps well and good.
_

it

n.av be that nature is thus asserting herself in the struggle against

modern economic checks upon the sexual lif.-. But profitable eroti-

(•i-<ni ha- 11'' excuse for being.

We return then to the iioint at which we began. Every a.-t and

ev.M-v industrv which makes a dollar out of tho stimulation of sex

imi..ul<es deserves th.> closest scrutiny and the most persistent super-

vision fiv.m those intent on sexual idealism. It plays with fire.

Kneolaiid, Oooigf .T.: Ci.nimoipializcl Prostitution and the Liquor Traffip.

*''"ciSk^WaUe?fField Secretary of the American Social Hygiene ABSOciation)

:

Pr.jstitution and Alcohol, facial Hygiene, 191T, iii, 75-90.
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Mnridr n,„l tin >r.noil lAfr.— It has taken tlic war '• .1. 11...M-

stvatc the I'xtraonlinary .'ffificm-v of iiioralc in every i>lia><' uf

stnigffle. In the >^exual life no less than on the tiohl <>i l-attlo. it is

pariTinoniil. A hidi morale ha< an ethcieucy a^ a iMweutative ol

syphilis ami i-'onorrlKea in comparison with which even the trmmphs

of niodieal prophvlaxi< take swond place. The consorvatirm and

the ,l.-vel..|)ment of morale in the <exnal life, therefore. l..come- not

a mere side-issne. l.nt a tirst .Inty. 1-onr fnndameiital f;u-inrs con-

trihnte tn a hijih standard of -exual morale. Those arc: a ]Mwilive

as distinunished from a merely nesi;ative nr nrohihitivc idcah.m

:

numerous effective and clean -.ntlets for the ener-y nf the sex

impiil-e and the ileal- that it underlies : certain fundamental hal.it

inhil.itions: the reachinii' --f the younjr child, not the ad..leMMui ,,r

the adult, the character hasis for a healthy sex life.

I'nsilin f,In,lisin aiul TdeuJisfic R.rpresston.—- Klan." that

vivid French word to express the ardour and exultation nf battle, is a

,.roduct .,f the attack, rather than of defense. A man nuiy stubbornly

but without enthusiasm, defend himself from tcm}.tati..n. Hut i-ive

the force behind the temptation somethinir positive to work for and

it is transformed into inspiration. For examiile. " Tlmu .<halr not

covet thv neiL'hbour's wife." and •' thou shalt not counnit adultery."

have force, to be sure, but they la<-k as principle- the breadth and the

eflfectiveness of the positive injunction which endtrace- all that

either of them could mean. •' Thou shalt love thy neifihbour as thy-

self." The sexual life of humanity needs inhibition-; to be <ure—

but too often the nci-ations have been sid)stitnted for the ..utlets and

expressions, and dwartine' without ennoblement has be<-n the nsult.

To the offe<.-t of lifelong repression and inhibition of sex expression.s

and yearnings much of the havrenuess of many a withered marriage

has been due. Tt is an f>s:ciitially evolutiiuiary and stimulating view

of the possibilities of th.- sexual life which teaches a self-control that

expresses itself in n.)ble action vatber than in tb.i^ negative virtue of

frigid ultra-restraint. To teacix sexual morale as a thing which can

and should be an expression of one's best, not an inhibition of one's
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to tiMcli it d}-iianiieally ami ^vntliftica llv. an<l to enli-t
worst, is

the i-au^e all the upward teiKlciioy of the race.

Allndslic Oidletsfor Sc.rml E,>cr<j>i.-Ai a lii^h sexual morale

is to be a form of enlightened expression rather than sni^pression it

is necessary to (.Ian altruistic outl.t>. Ones lower centres iii a

state of physical health take care of our impnl-e to ]diysi.;il ex-

pression. What the yast bo.ly of men and women need to have

insistently shown them, is the fact that there are in.lirect expresMon^

of the sexual instinct which will enrich both themselves and the

world. Few passionate but controlled sonls escape the leariin.^ -t

this lesson. :More could be taught it. if tuere were more teachers

and the teaching were begun earlier. The woman who in .lefaidt ot

marriage and children, mothers the family of another: the nurse

whose care of the sick has all the tenderness of the love of woman

for man and mother for child, are example-^ of it. The man who

bu'lds into the fabric of a great lifework the love of the woman he

cannot have or never met, is a less familiar but no less needed

type, (iospel of this sort seems sometimes far removed from tiie

sordid details of this or that wreck we know of. and yet it is fumla-

mental and vital, and analysis leads us to it again and again. The

torrent of obscenity which belches from the mouth of a bnclcyard

i)addv has at least the latent energy of sewage. Jt as a child he

had been taught a different mode of expression for that same force

he might haye been a power for good as a man. Outlets, physical

and spiritual, for the energj- of the sexual life, are part of the

essential mechanism for the preservation of its morale.

The Fundamental Inhibitions; Sound Charade- as a Ba^is of

Self-Cmtrol—An unqualifiedly positive and expressive philosophy-

in the sex life would be, of course, overbalanced. There must be

fundamental inhibitions. The '' Everlasting Xo " in the sexual lite

must be bred in the bone, not merely put on as a garment. It i.

moreover, a haLit, not an enlightened rationalism. The man t..

whom the physical degradation of resort to a prostitut^e for sexual

relief is impossible, is not the product of the logic of the situation,

or its fears. He is physically incapable of an act that runs counter

to the instincts of cleanliness bred in him with tooth-brush and

soap as well as the more spiritual forms of cleanliness expressed in

the straight-forward eye and the ring of sincerity and honesty m

the voice. The strongest safeguard against syphilis and gonorrhcpa

which a man or woman can have is not knowledge of risks of infec-

tion or familiarity with means of avoiding them, hut sound character.

The type of personality that loves its neighbour as its.df, that lives
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loyal,

,f sexual safety for which there is
Ik, tho square deal, that is tender, chivalrous

rather tluiu tu

1.L hU word Us Wd, W. tiM. tliought for tl,o olhc-r tollo. Il.c.

lot liirn love, and there will Ik.- little oaiise for fear.

rr«cl, 11,0 (lM-\ foni,.laliou of the l.v|.o 1 have de--en .e.l .s

„„, ;:! .>o tin,e i„ ..fc^in ehildho^, If »-;.-*/-

"f °"
t"""::,: j:a.':"iriS v:= :; ----^™ ';

: r,iJi'raP r'^iat;,: f,,mit. of tr,i.. .^^^ ^^

i,K those who have snfTeu.l
}""'f' |^„ ^.^^ ,,„ beet.

'7 ;L°''„f;:tha:Z<rti: i';;;-!.
'.0 see at «r.t ha,,d the

infected, or mIio lia^ naa lut i

Proiects for the refoi-ma-

'^'"•'fS:1;^r "n^XX f ';.; o"? Iratio,. r<,„ire a

r:;t!v: :rinr:l;,.,.ai,v » f„ti.^evan.e,is„.. T* we are to

Home. ;'ro(«(w" "'k* "' "'"' '"""L
. „ j<,,„a„d» the

S„„„d sex edueation is a ^l^y-"'^''^^, „n,anl woA, of

;,„.lligeut e,u|,lo,v,ne„t of ree.ea.io,,, " ''"^"^ ;;•/
-r,,,, ^,„e ,,„,

".'Ttttd'a'irin : 'slS^ aril;' Sel; to the ho,.e a„„

i. .msportsuianlikc. who has an allo%sance i e

automobile when ne .nou
iT,mnpervisexl conipanion-

f lers of the null of
«f"^^^"^.^f^^ • ,1." ,,Lonal familiarities

.hips between boys and P^Ib Kile e .>.-..
^

cr^

J specially f^^1;^ X^tr^^^^nlr^Houble. It should

i.armless, but the.N are the ''*7"- ^

^j.,^,^^ to appreciate that

not take a medical
f-fP«^^;\^>-^ " S^ com non sense which

rt is not a cold old-maidishness m t sunp^e e

.arcs prot^tion "-"j
>,r/,J ta'^:? ^

Protection

irrlbfr^2o:t:^e -r^ playU ^ow .. w.. can
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Wiovc that sexual actuM,,- ^'- -*
ibeallowli Ml ..lay

uatempered with judgment, if we are realh to

'"""ItiMy is only Half the ProWcu.-The object of a .uc^sful

„..te,l on virginity and '"W'' »«">" ™" y^, To thi. ide

ia, l.een devoted. InUiDitloli, i »•

j physical fitnes.s lo

dynamic idealisn,.

--J-; y;^^^^^ an/wife. 'lo «.

^'^SBtirrt;sr='>:'»i:s^^^^

se. That oux '"

^J" .^„^^.^ucation in the facts of the sexual

1 ahie 0/ Sc. -'7""7' •,,,.„,
i,^ „,odern ideals for a hijih-er

'''"^ ^ " "r XS; : ; : -t l^llc of such teaanng is in

soxual -o--;^^-,,,,^/

^
;'^;"j,e of education in sex matters is how-

''"
"tlvlv\vo 1 sett d ^r oxa.nple, Riggs. at the ^^orfolk Naval

...... .ources. On the other
j;-

;Jjj^^f
^^^.^ o^r boy.s ami girls

to j.Htifv even the timid in maknig an effort to instruct thr, e

whoni they owe a duty.
^f .i,„

Methods and Teclmlc of Sex Jn,.<r«dM>»i .-Impressions of the

™.thodfand technic of sex insti-uctiou may he briefly sununan.ed

™; oUowr The age at which children begin to acquire first impre.-

!on Tsex is much les. than is commonly supposed, and muoli
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earlier than the age of the official attempts to impart information.

The estimated age of first sexual impressions in a large survey was

9 6 years, the age at which wholesome instruction was tirsr received

15.5 years. The sex education of children as such must therefore

be be<run • ...ch earlier than ])uberty. a:^ i)reviously pointed out. If

the iiarent frankly confronts the first (luestions asked by the child

and answers them" simply, truthfully and directly, without too much

derail the simplicity of the child and the entire absen-'c -t the >(lf-

..onsciousness of puberty will make the situation easier t- manage

thereafter. The child should be repeatedly impressed with the tact

that the source of information on such matters is the lather and

iMother -ot friends and companions, and that the subject is never

to be discussed out.*ide. Emphasis on the impersonal and larger

aspects of sex is essential. Children respond well, in my experience,

to explanations of honourable conduct toward each other. I he

physical side should l>e biologize.l at tirst by the use oi ]>lant.- and

other animals, but to be effective it must always cm,- l.a.-k to

liuman beinffs, iilthouah an excessive literalism should be avoided.

While corn^nnd tiger lilies and other examples from real life are

valuable pict. res of human anatomy are generally concefled to be

imdesirable oe<'ause too suggestive. The choice of words is the

,„ost embarrassing l-mblem to the untrained. It can be oven-ome

to no -mall extent bv reading some of the literature illustrating

methods of api.roac-h. which is obtainable from aeeredited sources at

the present time.' During the earlier years of a child s life it should

be taught persona! cleanliness, learn not to meddle with the geni-

talia, and ac.,ui,v a profound respect for these parts, which little

,,.ndn.n learn well on repeated insistence. If children are tound

to have made a false start, it is the height of folly to re^rt to tear

ur threats. Both of them drive the child violently in upon hiniself.

„„1 i„ the .-ase of masturbation especially, lead to mental states

i„tinit,.lv worso than the original trouble. In the earlier years ,s laid

,be whole foundation of the intimate friendliness hetwwn parent

,nd ••hild which will draw the two together an.l make the .-hid ap-

l.roachable durina the transitions and self-consciousness ot piy>f'-ty.

The parent mustplay an active part and move toward the chnd. not

vait for the latter to approach him. Tt is surprising how easily

.ati^fied a .-hild's cM.riosity is. and how often vicious niformanon

,.o,nes to him gratuitously, and not of his own seeking.

t (• .. Vnrvtlpte i>i- tcH'-Viiii"- iniilcrial. iiddicseed to the

iTPoivp n prompt rospojiso.
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Companions and Jtooh-s.—The companionships o£ a chiM iaiir,t

be (.-losely watched, and this not by watching the companion alono,

but bv watching his parents, and estimating the type and degree ot

their "influence. A boy whose father and mother let him grow up as

a weed has a surprising capacity for imparting weedy chtracteristics

to the bettor stock of the neighbourhood. Older boys are a i-articular

danger, and unsupervised walks and absences with older l)oys are

often fully as dangerous to sexual integrity as later unoliaperoi>cd

contact between the two sexes. A hoy's first lessons in his relation

to girls should take the form of chivalric regard for mother and

sister, and the cultivation of his protective instinct for them. To

make it part and parcel of a boy's creed that he who harms a woman

is a cad and a bum sport as well as a ccwaru is to build up insurance

for clean living. Books, too. have no small influence on adolescent

sex ideals. A course of the sentimentalistic mush too easily avail-

able to unguided boys and girls has paved the way to many a prema-

ture emotional crisis and sexual disaster.

Good Sportsmanship and Hardy /.irtn//.—-Woodsmanship. as

among the Boy Scouts, vigorous exercise, forms of activity involv-

ing team plav. teach fundamental ideals of sportsmanship and the

square deal, and have a vital place. The leaders in these m.ovements

should be selected with the utmost care, on a basis of personal char-

acter and not on that of mere craftsmanship. The foulest mouth

and the vilest personality T have ever met in a variegated experience

was that of the much prized captain; athletic idol and all-American

star of the football team of a great university. Athletics for its own

sake breeds dangerous types of personality. The so-called amateur

ideal of training to a pitch who^e height only serves to emjniasize

the fall when training breaks, has no place in the kind of sportsman-

ship that develops sexual morale.

The T^me for Plain Fac/*.—Syphilis and go .orrhoea shoidd not

be mentioned to children. Tt is my" personal belief that the essential

facts of the carrying of sperm to egg cell in the human being, told

in purely impersonal language and devoid of detail can be given

to both boys and girls just I)efore imberty. Information of this

sort to be protective must not. however, be too vague. Girls for

example, can be warned to make boys keep " hanas oflF "^ and boys

similarly, enjoined against caressing and handling girls. The

pubescent boy or girl can then l)e told if the situation seems threat-

ening, about the genital infections. Much depends on the individual.

Tn general such knowledge c«mes best. I believe, between the fifteenth

and the eighteenth year. While sexual experience occasionally occurs
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I niss

13-t

soon after th. twelfth .year, a .onnd lottndation in ^Ij^^ac^er^j

ole......-.rv trainit^g will .nake any re.tram.ng
^^fj^^'^.f^^^^^J/J^^

len.l trnnececsarv until matm-ity is well established.
J^^^ ""PJ"*^°f.

of eeil that eVerv girl at this time understands the physiology of

In'^lftion and Jvefy boy understand, the seminal emission and is

put. on his guard against quacks, cannot !.. over-emphasized.

Vimal. Graphic and Personal Teaching; the 5;;c«Aer.--War

experience ha. definitely demonstrated the «"Pf;\"*y
f. ^^^

graphic and personal methods of teaching over books leaflets and

o her foms oi printed matter. None the less the latter mu t be

Ltted^ and have an important place. Vi^al methods ca^l o

di-scretion. Skilfully prepare<l exhibit, of
. Ijf^P?^^^J^^^^P^/J^

effective
» especially when accompanied by tacilities for free private

nS al alvTct-a fact which quack« have long used as a drawing

Trd b1 methods of verbal teaching of sexual faets to yoting.

people are to be discountenanced. Very ^^^ ^P^?!^^'^';
\«J^

'^'^.

Shelves able to handle them. Monger,
'^'^^.^^'^'/^'i'^^'l

unHv to observe its undesirability and i-olative

-f-^^^'-^^J
riinWsible to strike a tone that fit. all ages or M-™ »-

ont^sex audience under eighteen years ot age. T i^ Mtal m tn<»e

na^t^ h the speaker be' en rapport, and a giggle is enough c^ta.

to m^tbe ituation. Amateurs should not practi3e upon andiencee.

Be^or llder groups a forceful and well-informe<l speaker can dom-

fnate th hu'ation. The presentation of sex material in lectn^

s an art in which many ai* called but few chosen. The moet

powerful and effective speakers I hav. heard have combined a com-

rnding p rsonality with th.. ability to ^^Vre^^J^^-^^l^Z:,
fc 1 .

^ possessed the qualities ot

batht or sesquipedalian verbiage. Tt is possible to give an nnfoi^

!e trble ta k on sex ideals without direct reference to tbe I)eity or

To I c and sin. There is that in clean living, good «PO^--«^P

and the square deal for women, that instinctively appeals to r^

Wooded ml. and its application to the sexual life is more often

obscured than furthered by turcid rhetoric.

OsLorne. F. J.: A health exhibit ^^ --" .^clfyTsiSS^hvtf^^
vtncroal .liseaso control and prevention Presented at Coney Island ny

r"rk Po.im nygiriio Ror-ipty. forinl Hyc.ene. 1P16-17. m, 27.49.



CHAPTER V.

The Public Health Control and Personal Prophylaxis . k

Syphilis and Gonorbikea.

The Public Health Control of Syphilis and Gonorrhoea.—Puhhc

health control of the genital infections is meant to include those

elements which organized public health work contributes directly to

the campaign against these diseases. As Intimate parts of public

health activity we must rate the systematic suppression of tempta-

tion to indecency involved in the abolition of prostitution, and the

extinction of the liquor traffic. No attempt to control syphilis and

gonorrhoea deserves serious consideration until it has a thoroughly

organized and uncompromising policy with reference to these two

factors. The gross stimulation of sexual impulses must go. This

and other essentials of a public health campaign against sj-philis

and gonorrhoea are admirably illustrated in the policy of the United

States Government as outlined by Major Sawyer, and need not be

duplicated here.

The Church and the ProfeZem.—Attention has already been

called to a point of contact between the church and the problem,

which desenes re-emphasizing; that is, the influence of the former

over the solemnization of marriage. Few obligations seem more

obvious than ^at the institution which stands determinedly for the

inviolaWlity of this mora' and social bond should feel a direct sense

of obligation in determining the fitness of those who enter into it.

The clei^man and the priest are exercising their highest function

in company with the physician and the parent when they feel towanl

the marriages of their parishioners a sense of responsibility greater

than that attached to any other duty which they may perform. Tf

they feel that sense of responsibility, the marrying parson and the

ecclesiastical marriage mill will cease to exist. A closer guardian-

ship of the entrance into marriage will obviate the necessity for so

much emphasis on divorce, inasmuch as the permanence of the bond

is directly proportional not to penalties placed on its violation, but

to the wisdom that presided when it was entered into.

The New Responsibilities of the Medical Profession.—The

awakening with respect to syphilis and gonorrhoea will place new

responsibilities upon the medical profession, to which attention ha«

l)een directed from time to time in this study.
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Tlu- csi-tiin: -itualiun i.- imt sili^lnctorv. It i- M.isatisfarlnry.

.traii^f tlir Vliv-ician .l-.s u.-t fed th.- nce.l f..r better tilings

., ao<- not .eek "iheiu. Imt l-crause- better tliini-> have iK.t bi-en

mailable. To know svi-liili. an.l ;:..novrb.ea uiio must be tauiibt. aiPi

tti,..ht. lint bv mm tn'vvlmm the -iibje.-t is inebl.iital ,lii.l':en. l,iit

i,x ..nthtiMa.M-. Such men bave f,.rme.l no |.art nl tlie -tati ot the

.,;.„ii,,,l -ebonU n\ the past. Kven in-day the iinmbrr ot sehools

whi.'h a.-e i.a.-hiii- .vphili- an.l ii..nurrha>a with the enei-y that

,i,..i,- i.b..-.- in .iie,li.-in. ami miblb- h.'alfh deserves, ean be nnnibere.l

1,

,„, ,lu- tinuvr. nl une liaiM. An nnfnrtnnate lar-e proportion of

.,„. „„„lieal prntV-iou are thus attemi'tiiii-' to wnrU with a modern

Mr.iati,.., ..-im; tnnU tb.i ...nipare in et^eetiveness with the_ stone

,,„..uri- and kniv... n! pabnlithie man. (lonorrh-ra lajrs m tlie

Mok-round nor aJnne beeause of it. inherent pe<-nlianties as a

.jisease but beeaiise a <-nmbiiiatinn nf adverse eiivuni.tanecs Inis kri^t

,.nthn.M"asni ab-mf it a. a b.w el>b. and teaehers and fiiihters .-orre-

,pniidini>ly .earc- ami ill-traineil.

]fosi,ifaJs ,t,„l ihe /',-/././,,.—( 'onspieiions exampU- of mcdieal

„l,iiistini.s.n .f the tvpe that obstructs pvojrress in this field can be

tnnnd in th<. attitude taken toward syphilis and j.nnorrho'a by ho.-

i.lMl.. While syphilis is m.t a .piarautinable disease throughout its

whole eour-e. a |.ersnn with active contajiious syphilis has no busi-

M ss at lariiv in the cnmmnnity until he is temporarily sterihze.l

l.v arsphenainine. A very brief stay in hospital provid.- th<> need-d

,,pp,.rtiinitx-. :\ianv of the complications of ,uoiiorrli(ra respond

,,pidlv to'b..d treatment, with the avoidance of .dironicity and pro-

i,.„..ed coutaaionsne-s. Afany ..ther reasons exist why there should

K. r.-ular pmvi-i.m in uon..ral lio.pit"!^ f^i' fl»« ^'"'^ ^'^" 1'*''*'''"*'

with svphilis and oonovrhcea. Estimates based on large experience

...11 fo'r one hospital l^d for thc.e diseas.-s to each 2.000 population

;„ „rder to provide f.u- their mndern treatment. The actual state

t ,t1-airs in nnr hn-e <-iti.>. cnn.e- nearer on.- bed to 10,000 popnla-

:;.,„ Th.. explanation appears t,. lie simply in the medieval atti-

tude of boards of trustees and hospital administrators toward the

diseases idus the belief that in the existing state of jnibhc senti-

,„;:„r\heir pmper care is -M.o. feasible.'" That it is eminently

feasible, is .leinonstrate.! bv the fact that j.robably the best-considere<

-n.d v.-t most cnn-ervatlvc modern programme against syphilis and

....n,.rrlKea in the world, that of the Sydenham Commission m

(H-eat Britain. emlM.dies it and is ]mttin2 it into practice. Tn thi~

,.,,„P,,.v a mere halt-dn^.-n or so ,,f hospitals and clinics have recon:-

'



,.i...l tlu. ,.la.-.. .r tl.is work in ,!..• .u,u. t

---'^^f-'^^'l^;;-
operating complete hospital au.l .h.pcusavy servu.. '•";' ^^^ '

'

tion of export.. Two .'etaiU it i- , important to rn.u'.nlei. In th.

'Z L::Vial venereal ho.pi.al. n.ating sv^nli. -; go:K.vr ..a

'•..„;! sl.avin. ,lu. pnbli- projmli.e. fe.-i rhnn- y^
.hs,va..e.l 1.

resorting to a place the mere atten.lan.-c npon whu-h constitute, a

laTl In tho sLn.l pl .o- the nee,l for hospital cave tor the vi.tnn.

In -enital i.itV.-tion. is n-t li-ni,..! to the ,h.un-an.Um. who .>v

tw Ii; best provide,! for. It wo.hl i,e .li^cult ^'l^^'^^^^^;^^
a„v size so dis<-rinunatin^r i,, it^ patronaf-e that .t ha. »o . ee.! t •

Ms to treat .vphilis and gonorrha-a. There . no ...tv of 2.-..000 o

over who.e ho;pitfll ^vould not be perfornung a publu- .ervice of t

Z~'. ..a-ni-.u.!- i.v taking the lead in th. dcv.dopn.eMt o n.od.-.n

Liliti^rfor the Jan. of genital infection. Publ •

:^''^^^J^^^-
facilities combined with the den..n-tratu.n that it .> «^>; <\;_
duty, bnt proHtable to fnrnish th,-,. wdl u. the end con^.•.. h.

obstnictionists. .

Thr I'nss nnd Ihr /'roW.M.--Thc problnn ot h..w to bnn^

,„thentic. effective and yet properly gnarded information on the

..enital infections to public attention throttgh the medium of n .
-

paper., magazines and other intlnential organs ot public opinion i.

'./important one. Such a means of making .-vcn a few truth-telling

•.vords and names -onnnon knowle<lge. is ot the greatest ^"V'-'
'j

be effective T believe the following pruu.ples should be /olb.- •

First, the information must have the sanction of n central authon

tative source, which can staudardizo it and give it a positive quaht>.

Ml tiirough the medical field of the genital infections here are

reeming contradictions and variation- in method and optnion which

are extremelv confusing to the uninitiated. When doctors clisagree^

the unfortunate layman, lacking the power to niterpn-t. is thr..vn

into perplexities which leav. him in doubt as to whether there i.

such a thing as real knowledge on the subject. The point over whi h

the disaure,.ment occurs may bo trivial, and the wrangle purely

.c-holasti.. but it breaks down the .-onfidencc ,n leadership which

promote, effective public action. Oth-T obvions ve.purements o a

written propaganda are the judicious but not vu gar use ot the

vennu-ulL. pilisely as in k.ture. and th. avoidance o techn.

oalitv. Written material on health matters should not attempt to

deal' with treatment except to outline genera! prim-iples and mmi-

„n.m r.Hpiiren..-nts, If it does more than this, it belongs on he

.anu. plane a the practic of medicine bv corre^v^"^^^"''^- ^^»»'^-''
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cau become au insidious aud vicious form of quackery to which the

columns of many newspapers subscribe even while they ostensibly

exclude untrustworthy and disreputable medical advertising.

Printed propaganda must stcr between the tendency to over-

emotionalism that paints up genital infections and hangs them in a

verbal gallerv of horrors, and tlu* dry-as-dust presentation .
medical

facts. It should never be forgotten, that in print there is -.uman

voice, no oomi.elling eye, no shar]) incisive gesture that drives a

uoint houu- to au intent audience. The vivid and dramatic in life,

unskilfully managed, too often sounds like "sob-stuff' on paper,

and a tension and tone that can be safely carried, man to aian.

tails of effect when mixed with ink. 1 think, too. that writing on

nedical suljei'ts is a form of special pleading which should so far

as possible be directed at a specific a..dien..e. The effort t» make

material of this kind into a single-standard literary pabulum that

all who nni may road, makes it effective only for the middle third

,.f the world audience, affronts the intelligence of the upper portions

and flies over the heads of the lower portions. Italicizing and scare-

head typography, too, while they may. like the loudly i)nnted hand-

i.ilN draw a crowd, detract in the end from the force of the pre-

,<Mitation bv robbing it of dignity. Where force of this sort must

in? evoked it should be exerted personally and not in print. I believe.

t.>.> that convincing material for a medical propaganda can best b<'

.n-itten hv those whose special experience and enthusiasm make

their thumb-nail graphic touches true to life. Much of the literature

„u sex questions is flabby. It seems to lack genuineness because it

is ibstract It is the specific instance, told with the art of the

v.x<<niteuf. an.l a proper touch on lights and shadows, that etches in

the image which inspires action.

Imu's and Tmv Enforcement; CompvJsorn Treatmenl.—It is

v-rorth while to sav a word or two on the need for new laws and law

mforccment in' the modern campaign against syphilis and

gonorrhoea, since the influence of intelligent men and women can go

far toward shaping such legislation, and the creating of the senti-

ment which sustains it. The rapid progress made during the war

has brought certain issues into the realm of certainties which would

have remained only possibilities for many years in times of peace.

To have syphilid or gonorrhoea, has suddenly ceased to be a private

atfair. and has l>ecome one of public concern. The first evidencs of

this change of viewpoint is found in the fact that syphihs and

gonorrhoea are becoming reportable diseases, IjJ^e measles or scarlet

fever. The second evidence is that it is no longer a matter ot
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ItTt rnaceon„.«pon..ibility can ecarcely be appreciated by ho.e

^«T,f V iroP and avulable treatment, suffices to secure tue <

TaK in 'ekys, gesticulating, arguing their faces runmng th^-

l«m\?t of emotions f^m goo-1 will to the hopeless anger of defeat,

and ^n thrire«ponBiblo and unprincipled carrier of the disease

dlTe onversati^n by turning on his heel and saunterni^ fr^m

irroom without a word. The power to press ;^^;«- -^^^^;;;

that man arrested at the door would have seemed God-giNcn at that

l^t Sre is as great a need for legal compulsion back ' f he

Tn^o; of s^^Vs^ndWl^-. - there is behind the prevention

of crime. „ ,,, ^.^

The Reporting of Si/phiUs and Gonorrhoea to IJfth Offrons.^^^

The r^p^S ocL^ of syphilis and gonorrhoea to the public heaUh

lu^rK is'at present caU out in modified fonn in a number

!?al«t« in this country. The measure is a rational one contribut

nVTXmattTslme value and at the same tin;e .loiu.^n^h

to educate patient and public in the contagiousness of the in^e^ti^ns

concerned. As a means of controlling irresponsibles it is aT>»olutel^

Z^M. Systems of the type of the West Australian do no

Xi^ reporting by name unles. the patient shows himself disposed

rr^ecXatm'ent and thus subject others to risk. Au unaccount-

able p^udice even against this form of impersonal reporting

exL Ihough it must be admitted that the opposition too often

Zl flrrtle type of medical man whose methods
^^^^f^;^^

a generation old, wl^ cannot give arsphenamine and Jerofore doe>

nofbelieve in it, aTd who feels that a contagious d.so.a>o .s the
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,„,,,,;,. ,.,.,,,ntv of the owner an.l u.a.v l,. ohUma-a fr-m him uu

„.,,,., ,,i.;<.ipU. of caveat nn.l.r. A puhlic whu^h is conccrnc'l

,, ..v./p-tJ-tion will ti..t .... tha, ..v..ry intcCea l'er.o«j».o

i, «o .liM.... I will lu. al.lc to .....,uv tlu- l.-sr .uod.'rn .m.nnont u.th-

.. roUa to hi. -..eat. or lack of th.... Mavin. fwlhUe
.|.

du

J
i„ this rep.nl. it will l.e .i..s.iti..a iu a.-nandM,.' .hat a I .nf.'ctul

lions. rLraiess of personal va.ari.- and .le^ires. .hall b. treatt.l

|„„1 H,.t if .he.v show tlu.,n.elv..s Lu-onsiaorat.. ot the welfare of

..tlu'r^ thev shall feel tlu^ fore.' of the law.

Lcnislaliuu .\rr,h:l on Mr.liral l'rof,,.sional Co^^ful.nc-.-X

„....,...rv eorollarv .o all progressive hvinlation on sueh n.atter. is

, ,.,,.vision whielM.nl.ina, the r.,„.ne of th- ,.hv-iei;m where M.t..-^

,i„„ is about to be traiiMMitrea. ana even pnn.shes h.m a. a

a....essory to a erin.e if l.e fails to ao his a..ty ,n mabn.' the faet.

known to the proper po.-son>.

rrrsonal rro,,}n,huis: Coh/Z/K',.-..-The so-ealU-a personal pro-

phvlaxis of genital i..feetions is the final --'''^'••'>^;'''\;'' ''

^'^j,

Lsion of the prevention of these aiseases. Persona ,noph>laxi

inchules tho-e thin-s which the individ.ial can himself a., to axon!

aeqniring f^^.tiorrhcra or syphilis. 77,- .lnn<lar,l of pnsonal ,:ru,>hji-

JoL isMnenrr from se.n.al nintion.s and persomln.tnnac^e.

,,rr,.t in. nonnal n,nrriar ,nth a hraWn, person. Tt has no .nl)-

stitutes, and no competitors.

Tin- ^tedual Prevention of .V-//'/u7/.s and aomurhwa.- iho

medical prophvlaxis of the jrenital infections rest.s upon a discovery

hv Metchnikoff. Roux and Maisonnenve in 1900, that a properly pre-

pared medicinal ointment containii.ir certain rn..rcnvial salt., it

rubbed into the place where the frerms of syphilis had been dejmited.

within a few hours after exposure, was abU- -o prevent tbo develop-

n.ent of a chancre by killing tliein lx-f..re they could gam a foothold,

rhis method has been found to have- a certain amount of efticiency in

the prevention r.f ironorrhcra also, but it has been discarded for thi

purpose in favour of the u.e of ..ertain in.jectious ,nto the urethral

'anal The c-o.nbiue,l prophylaxis of .yphilis and ^onorrhcea was

,.•.,!, .aopted into all the armies of the world following a series

.,f ,.ig..rous ,es,s. and has ae-uon-M-ated a remarkable cl.^ree of

..ffi..in.cv. which has been incrca^'-^' b, ,!,e ,vab.atK.n that to be o

the -reatest service it must be aamini-tennl with.n an hour aftei

exposure, ami be o-iven by a -peciallv trained attenaant under

niedical supervision. Medical prophvlaxis is not nitalhble. Even

' As ill Hio State of Ohio.
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„.|,™ rigor.™.!,- c„.Ti.l ..u, 1, ,.ff,.r. n„ proU-Cion ^u,i tW «»>.•

"-'T'^ t: i;;:^n;e:l :: :;;sr'•Tl;„:^r:pt

h
"
cT.r to .ho n„.|o.M„.-s of .bo „u.r,„.. a..o,n,t n a k„„w,n.

. 1 ". avoid infcctioo bv wa*o. an.l siinibn- a,.|.l,c«.,o.,<. I bo

rU" an oppor,„„i..v .o «vo a fow word, of »o„d aav„.o. .o

„Zr.^ a ..e^'olean po ( view, .o bri„. bo,„o a ,,,.,.,,.

„,l,„.i„l<. Ibo moment «bon a voiiiiir man appeal loi ic«n( loni

rpi;lli.lv di-stron. ,.,nl,s of an indi,ore,io„ bas iow eqnal, ,»

the practise of medicine

ronW„.,™.-Thi. obap.or .lo^. .be .h.dv o ,bo n,<.le™

problon, of .vpbilis and Bonorrhot.. It ba, boen tbe am of tbo

dWM ion to
I

e.ent .be faeU boari.ts ™. <l'«e d,.«..se» no. alon a.

mSi al iUle for .nediea, tnen. b„t a. a problotn ".
.;";;»!•

- -
and in the moral slronftb and .voalincss of the social ordf.

.

in »b"^e

»h,.T„, oaA and eve,;- one of ns ha, bi, part. Tho,„b wo nn,.v

Tp n ' aotnal .niserics of the .ici<, their pan, most now bo o. r

"^in^tbo,,. .n„,b. onr .,rn.^e
;!:Z^:^Z:;L^% Z

''"^:r:i:r,raV .h;^;.h •bo:;,h t «. hope .o adva„ee

hovomi our pii
^^.,1 ^^ j. ,„ jp,,,,,,,!

rr r^rt- ;^'i»- -h/i. inoo,,... ..tw .,.

Infection of the soul. Tt wo soo t.a- t«u a. one. wf

« A manual of trcatmoi.t of venereal 'lipase. Chir
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future without finite limit.






